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P R E P A C K
this thesifâ 1@ a study of the anatomy of certain ferns. 
It has boon divided into tv/o parte^ the first dealing with 
the anatomy and the phylogenetic relationships of the tree
ferae and their allies, and the second, wltia the anatomy and 
distribution of Ophlqgloasum reticulaturn L#
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BTHÛIKS IN THE ANATOMY OF TREE FERNS AND THEIR ALLIES    — •     —- - ------  • •  ^-- —   - - -'-
INTRODUCTION
The genera mainly concerned are those included by Diels 
(1902)9 in the single family Gyatheaceae. i.e. Balantium ^ V V f î^%V«ïtj«à<^’r*j.çÜR3ïTK^r^îMJî?.«a
(- Culcita)n Dicksonia# Gibotiuffio Thyrsopteri8. Cyathea» ^  ^ïRm<etiefar\esT5*tîr*<ritTih-srjflir» r i.ir:Ms:*xs]3«T’Xk«i?*ïC»'5wÇ,'îTW.T«.'BsetSLflc.'A-»s r “
Hemitolia- and Alsophila. They are usually confined to the«!KiïSfcM,vîSïft.VŸ3r>WKnyjirA'ftaw*«'>îiK:» ” w
tropica and subbropicBp hut some grow in temperate regions^ 
especially in the southern hemisphere. These p3jants are 
chiefly in hah i tant a of hûvûicl forests ^ although some a,re 
xerophytio and grow luxuriantly in open places freely 
exposed to the Burx. They are truly the giants of the fern 
race# though all are not dendroid in habit; some are even 
creeping.
The fronde are lax^ ge and usually much disaeotedp but in 
certain genera the 2-pinnata or even .l^pinnate conditions 
are very .commion. In extreme eases the fronds may be entire. 
The veins of the fronds are usually free9 but in some oases 
they may be anastomosing. The surface of the stem^ at 
least in the younger regions, and the bases of the patiales 
are covered either only with hairs or by both hairs and 
scales# The eori, which are globose or oblong, ai'^e either 
marginal or abaxial in position, and usually gradate. The 
Indusia show a wide variation of forms they may be two-lipped, 
saucer like, cup-shaped, vestigial# or absent. The
sporangia, which dehiace transversely by an obliquely 
vertical annulue, may be almost aessile or stalked# The 
cordate gametophyt© at maturi ty may have a oonex>icuous 
midrib, and the arohegonia are of the usual type. The 
antheridia# however# are complex and their walls consist of 
five cells# Such are the main characteristics of the seven
2genera,
Diels grouped the genera into three Tribes aooordxng
to the position of tho eorl and the shape of the indusiim.
The seven genera wore characterised aecorciing to the
following BChomos
A. Sori on the tips of fertile veins* Xxidusiura oxtroree, 
beaker-like9 formed from the more or less modified tip 
of the leaf-margin* - Rim..of the sporangium with a 
etomium of thinner cells** *..*..».*.* * * * « X* Dickaonioae* 
(1)* Fertile leaflet hardly modified* Indus!urn 
two-11pped g lea the ry•
a* Pinna segments of the last order strongly 
asymmetrical. Stem hardly raised above 
the gz^ound******************* 1* ikilantium*'*■ ,ï«S3«5tJr-4iïfeï«î»av»ixwasr?.ïsiüs^'it
bo Pinna segments of the last oi^ der almost
asymmetrical* . Stem upright* ** 2* Dioksonia*
(11)* Ferti’le segment lobe strongly modified# and 
similar to tho indueium*
Induaium two-lipped..*.*****.... * 3. Cibotium.
Bo Sori on the tips of foi'tlle veins, indusiiM inferior, 
finally hemispheri cal. Rim of the sporangium wi th
cells of tho same kind* ************** * IX. Thyrsopterideae*
4o Thyz'sopteris.
C. Sori on the backs or in the bifurcations of fertile
veins. Indueiizm inferior, sxzherical, to beaker shaped, 
very often more or lees irregularly torn,- or goale-like 
or absent. Rim of the sporangium of almost similar 
celle* Stomlum only slightly differentiated ■
e>v8*'**9*ot»*oae* HI* Oyuohecao*
{1)* SoruB wi th membranous, di sh-shaped # smooth 
margined, or at first spherical closed# and 
later Irregularly torn Induslum - -
5* Gyathea.
■ ■ -  " ■ 
.■■'(-li)*- Borné ^wlth - membranous, Inoomplete aoale-lilce
xïidusnzïfX e * # * @0 # » e @@# o « o 0 # » o $ A o o » o a »  6* ûd la I
(111), Sorus without i n & u s i u m * 7. Alsophila,
'; • -' • Prior to l)l:ei'e, .those..'seven genera -had received': very ' 
varied treatment at the hands of texonomiéte. ,
' Presl (1836), -placed ■€vathea« Hemitella and A1sqphila' 
in tho Tribe ..Gyathoaeeacz of the Sub-order Hellcogyra-t'ae. 
Thyrsôî>tez*is and Cibotiim wore grouped wi th Poraiiema under 
the Tribe Péranemâoùao, while Balantium, hicfeaonia and 
Culolta were'■placed'in the Tribe i)icksoniaoGao, both Tribes 
beizig, in - the Bub-order Gathe togyratae. ‘ - ,
J* Bmith (1841). plàood bicksbiiia, and Cibotium along, 
with Bitôboliùm (bennataedtia) in Dioksoniae, section 4 of 
the Tribe Dicksonieae* . (hrathoa.# IleBiitGlia.-and Trichopteris 
(àlâSlAÜÂ) were placed in the Tribe Oyàthoaë*
Fog ( 1852) ■ grouped D lc k e ^ ^  wi th ' I$2B8ââE£lâ»‘. WQCja.si». „ ,
etc. and placed them in Dlokaonieao, Balantium along v;ith 
Lêptopi'euria and. Cvetodium’.'under Bàlantieàe, Cibotium.under 
Cibotièa©, AlsOThila» Heraitelia. Amphldesmia, etc. in■ yi^Awm6a5ï»-4St«*e4K#p;fl#wv*iLV«t-*a W ^ '
Cyatheae#. and Thyrsoptori^ under Thyrsopteridieae. -
Moore (],857)> plècod .Di^toéElâ» Demggtae&tla, eto. ,1m '
the'ïrib© Poi^'oïiin©a®i-wfai-le ibyraÔPteriB. ' . G M m m . ,
aaisiSSIâ» ' -Mafeisaasâ» Msatiüaiââr' -wre placed ;'
in the Tribe Cyatheineae* -■'■ 'V' - ■ '•■
In :bhe .Hooker and Baker (1874),
Cyathea, Thyrsopterls. HemitèXiay Alsophlla, Diacalpé,- and 
Matonia-, .p.onstitut© the'ikflbe ■ Gyathéa© of : tho Polypodlaceae , - 
while Dioksonia,-'Woodeia# Ohdoloav-©te» abe placed in the ■ . :: 
Tribe DickàonieaW ;  ^ , ,.
' ■ : Sodiro (1893) * :.,placed; CmÉËâ* :’i M . M i gV-;an^;4^paiMla"
in' Gyatheacoa©# and Dlokoaniàÿ'.'Wdoàsiaf. etc. in- Poiypodiaceae*
Christ (1897), pldocd D1eksWia, Cibotium,.Cyathea# ^ f* .©T4Qri-6ew«we*ix-3ftfi!»*Ms>y5‘xi.^vsi» •Firrs>i*«ti:*s5n(»5;Ttv«<»Tis3» ” w^oWipxj.»TTrv^ .
A
Alsophila,.Heiniitelia, and ïhyrsopteris in the family
Cyathea-ceae- but did not recognigjo Balantium as a distinct ^ - 9, >•-♦-? * < tC3»fsz3.riuçî*£*ï-,vutrcrTr»ae3i
form* ,
Raciborskl (1896), included Cya^ thoa, Hemitelia, and 
Alsophila under Cyatheacoae, but plaxod Diciksonia under 
Polypodiaceae#
Progress in the taxonomy of those plants in the period 
follomng Presl *s work was slow* 3*his was due to the fact 
that during this period the grouping of ferns was based 
mainly on the characters of thé sori, sporangia and the 
indusia., venation of the fronds, whether the fronde were 
adherent or articulated with the rhixome. With the 
accoptance of the theory of evolution as a basis for 
systematic work, Christ (1697) made the first successful 
attempt, mentioned above, to group these ferns under tho 
Cyatheacoae, after studying the characters of the whole plant.
Both Diels and, a little later, Christensen (1906) 
included Balantium (=sGulcita), Dioksonia, Cibotium, 
ThyrsQpteris, Cyathoa. Hemitelia, and Alsophilà in a single 
family, the Cyathéàceae. This arrangement was widely 
accepted for a considerable period. It was, however, 
strongly criticised by Bower, who, in his Filioales, vol. II, 
divided the Cyatheacoae as recognised by Diels and 
Christensen into two families, the Dicksoniacoae, and the 
Cyatheacea©. He sub-divided the Dioksoniacoa© into three
8ub-families: i* Thyrsopterideae (ThyrsQpteris);
ii. Dioksonieao (Balantium, Dioksonia and Cibotium)g and
iii. Dennstaedtiinae (Dennstaedtia. MiGi'olepia,-Leptolepia, 
Sâccôloma and Hypolepis). Three genera only - Cyathoa,iTcp»«*wi9riX3S.w*far»j3>t*«ft.^rN«» IN 4m ^ no "
Alsophila and Hemitelia - were placed in the Cyatheacoae*
The evidence on which this separation of the 
Dicksoniacoae from the Cyatheacoae is based is outlined by . 
Bower (loo. cit., p.^?6). The greeitest weight is placed on
the position of the aorus# a feature which had led him to 
recogniae two distinct phyletic lines in the ferns at 
These wore the Marginales (with marginal sori) and the 
Superfieialos (with superfioial sort). The former aeries 
led from the Bchimeaoeae to the Bickeoniaoeae; the latter 
from the Glelchenlacaae through the Protooyatheaceae to the 
Gyatheaooae* Other constant differences between the 
Diolcsoniaoeae and the Cyatheacoae, ouch as occur In the 
general anatomy, and dermal appendages, are also atressed 
and Bowor concludes that **The difference leaves little doubt 
of tho propriety of separating the Dicksoziiaceae from the 
CyatheaoeaG®*.
Chx'iatensen® B later schom© of olaeaification (1938) 
follows that of Bower in recognising the Diokaoniaceae and 
the Cyatheaceao as separate families. His Sub-division of 
the Dicksoniacoae is, however, different, only two Sub-families 
being recognised - th© Thyraoptcroidoae (Thyrsqpto^s) and 
the Diakaonioideae (Dickeonia, Cibotium, Gulcita (?), and▼ v-Kfiruxjasrtfxsi^j£'s%ntjotf£3afiM.i» r  ^r p
SZâÈSâàllS (7))# The content of the Cyatheaceae remains as 
in Bower's scheme*
Copeland (1947), did not recognise the family 
DiokBoniaceae* Ho included ThyrsoptarlB, Dicksonla, 
Cibotium, Culcita in the family Pteridaoeae, an extensive 
family including also the Deimstaodtia, Lindsaya, and Pteris 
groupa and all the Gymnogrammoids. Ho recognisod seven 
genera - Lo^osoria, Am^ i a e m t o  (= &&&%%&), fîSiJMâ*
l A a M M â ü m ,  S2a«lâa£iâ» QamsmA@%m, and
Cyatheacoae.
Holt turn (1949), supported bz^oadly the systematic scheme 
of Bower, and derived the Bickaoniaoea© from the primitive 
Marginales, though not through the Sohliaaeaqeae, while 
Cyatheaoeae was derived from the primitive Superficial©a 
through Gleioheniaoeao. . He recogniaed Bicksonia, Cibotium,'caK^,\iAViT^f*VS»^rSM£!smtisAuzis$E^sm ^ ^
Cystodiim, and Thyrsopterls lûxder Dicksoîxiac0£vé, but placed 
Gulüita in the family Dénnstaèdtiaeeae, He did not mention 
any gener*a .under Oyatheaoeao, and wrote, '’*Xt was formerly 
the custom to rocogniae genera, baeed on preacmoe or abaonoo 
of an ixidUBium but thoa© genera are artificial.'', Groups of 
speoiOB based on o.ther-oharaotore- (aoalea, etc. ) have for 
the moat part not yat bean'auoceasfully eatabllshod". He 
oxpreeaad the view that much more information ia needed to 
establish a really phyletlo aohem©. He thought that some 
factors not montioned by Dower may bo important in phylatic 
sohomes, and further that different sets of factors may be 
the significant.ones In different groups of fornso
Holtturn (1957) aooaptod tho Cyatheacoae as delimited by 
Copeland (but excluding Lqphosoria and àiiphidesmia) as a 
natural family. He maintained, however# hie. objections •■to 
the generic groupings suggested by Copeland and most earlier 
workers, regarding the criteria used as unsatisfactory.
He suggested that such generic g;rouplnga should be replaced 
by a division of the family into two groups, possibly 
Sub-genera of Cyathoa, on the basis of scale characters. 
Bpecloo with aotiferouo scales (fig* 5 ) ehouMbo placed in 
the MuiimSEdLi €TOup, those with flabolloid aealea 
(fig. 54 ) in the GmnQB#aora group.
It may be noted that neither of the two new families 
of Dower have remained stable. The two genera of 
Protocyathoaoeaoâ Lcmhoeoria® and ATOhideamia, have been 
returned to tho Gyathoaceae in some of tho later 
elassifioationsj hut E i s t e ^ »  GlWtiim. S a l M M . and
which have been separated from the Gyathaaceae 
as members of the Bickaoniaoeao have never been returned to , 
it. The authozvi who do zxot a.ccept Dlckaoniaceae, as 
delimited- by Bowor, either in whole or in part, unite one or 
more of tho component, genera with genera froim the
7
PolypodiaceaG. b g h s . lat. ia oas of the nowex- familieso
The above brief outline of.the systematic vicisoitudeB 
of tho form a asaocia.tGd with Dioksonia on the ono hand and 
those associated with Ovathem on the other, will serve to 
indicate the difficulty of the problems raised*. There is 
first the broad problem relating to the relationship between 
tho Diokaonlacoae;aM tho Cyatheaoeae. As shown above# 
the earlier systomatlats recognised those ae separate 
families* Then f.ollowod a period when Dlel' s view# that 
all tho genera Involved could be placed in the single family 
Gyatheaceae, was widely accepted. Following Bower# however# 
all recent wrltore have reverted to the earlier view that 
tko M o M m & m  SïâÈMS gï'oupB have developed along widely 
separated evolutionary linos. Recently, however# Professor 
Holtturn told the writer that his morphological studies 
indicate thé possibility that the Dioksoniaeeae and 
Cyatheaoeae are more closely related than Bower thought*
A second problem relates to the generic gi’ouplnglwi.thin 
the family of the Cyatheaceae# sens. st.. Ae Holtturn has 
indicated# there ia ae yet no satisfactory answer to this 
problem.
The anatomical investigations described in this %mrt of 
the thesis have been undertaken to provide data which may bo 
of iiBQ in resolving these and other problems raised by the 
tree ferns and their allies.
storie'a:! Hovlow .of Anatomical%.Wdrk8:'on\OyatMaoeao. •
; Although Hooke and*-Grow laid .the foundation ' of. plant 
anatomy in the seven teen th bon tury, it la, not until the early
part of the eighteenth contiu'ÿ that any notable. ■ contributions, :;. 
to the- anatomy Of tree ferns'are fOiind in the literaturo*
/The fir at important ''work- oh= the aubjeot ia that of Link 
(1826), who reported the;prea©noe of a .diaoontlnuoua ring of 
wood enehêathed by; broim tiSBiiè'in tho ..atema of the tree 
ferns'of'.Braî^ il* ' ’ . ' ‘
¥on Mohl (1833) gave a fuller aqcount of the ahatomy of 
the stems of Gyàthea and AlBôphlla» ' He noted- the'outer 
proteotlve layers consisting of inner fibrous and outer 
parohohyBmto>ua ooils, tho etele x/ith ¥- or W--shaped me ri a tele a, 
the presence of small medullary bundlea,.the ■eharaoteriatie' . ■ 
arrangement of;the traces in the petiole and the çonneotion 
of the internal potiolar strands with the medullary. a.trahds* Y 
. •: A'radial dictyostello ,oonditioh in the stems of Gy&tWa ' ■. 
auréa# AlSqphila-microni'iylla, and-A. quadrl pinna ta 
(=s Lpphpaoria  ^ waa reported by Karsten (1847). : - The leaf- 
trace is simple■in Alaqphila quadrlpinnata, but in the others 
it la divided. . ' .
Ndrdlinger (1859), stated that in Balantium karstonianuia 
the.stem has a radial dlotyostele. ■ He fouhdva similar ; 1-
Condition' with internal strands in:Hemitelia'ihtegrifolia. :
'^dleichardt.’X 1859);,-^ -foimd vthàt'the’■ sterna-of A^ p ]jhila':; 
viliosaf^'A..Î'àep0ri;.::‘''HeMltelià. itultiflora. Gyathêa mCxicana* ' Y 
hïÆ. C. ebehiha yareldictyostelioT He hoti'ood additional '
cortical :. bmidies in =. Al aéplfila:/ixrma ta v and- !ù cameasàna.""../'!:.' ‘
-. Melt"è|iiiiév-(l8'6;'4) otatêd that ih thé àtèmë ,of ^ icksbnia 
a;h-tarciicâ, D4: tkarËtonf.Oï:iâ,ViIibotiurtr'7sd^  ^ ■.:
c„"glauoesoons (Ce baromet^) tho wavy vaBOular bundleo. are 
arranged in a ring* The mmrgina of these bundles are curved 
outward. In Hemitella, Alsophila« and Cyathoa in addition
cia«a59Twïw«s5rii36cracîSE53n3;s».Pc=.-* f  fl3=i*Kviet?a«ttr^s3rs»3racT» '
to the wavy bundles, which are aurromided by broim tissue,
there are small bundlein the pith* Those bundles are
sometimes accompanied v/byl. broTO.tiseue. However, in 
Alsophila prulnata (e^ Xiophosoria pruinata) and A. blechnoidos 
Met©jc:ya -ip'etrata) # which are solenoatelio# no raedullary
bundles are present. The nimez'ous vasoula.r bundles in the
petioles of Cyathéa arboreo,» Hemitelia catxensis, and ■ 
Alsophila radens are arranged in a characteristic manner,
eior*'.«ru^5»5dvïwti»,csti3=rn«.-r#;tw» '  f
and some of the inner bundles pass through the leaf-gap into 
the pith, and anastomose with one another.
Hubsow (1872), reported the presence of gum canals and 
tannin canals in the cortex of oyathean stems.
Scott (1874), In his notes on the tree ferns of British 
Sikkim, gave a superficial aoooun.t of the stem of £yathœ 
Bpinulosa, Hemitelia deoipiene, Alsophila latebroaa,
A., oontaminans. A# ornata, A*, comosa, A.,andersonii# and 
A.;: glabra*
r-icrjlrrwv,, •^ïiaÆria«,^i^3i.ï^^*7ïj ' ■ •
In his Coszparative Anatomy of tho Phanerogams and Ferns, 
de Bary (1.877) referred to the previous work, notably to that, 
by Mettenlus,. and also incorporated his own observations.
In Dioksonia antarctloo., Dioksonia karstonxana, Cibotium
4=3^r‘JE3P7i#*rsï^jrÆ*iï;ii«fiiaiÿawiïsïi» v  «rf.*.w*4ifi^«rt!tei7£Ba«aœrî^ r i»
schiedei, G. glauoosoens# Alsophila pruinata. andt 
A. bloohnoides tho vascular tissue is a fliitod cylinder,.>«îyzw*t7wriîir*sw*a:»t5'ïUcfiSfi*tïi**xsii>i£testt3 '  V  W
perforated by foliar gaps into a variable number of 
merle tele 8, tho margins of which are curved outmrds. In 
the majority of the species of Gj^th^ and Alsophila, in . 
addition to the fluted cylinder, which is covered by a brown 
tissue, numerous small medullary bundles are found. These 
medullary bundles originate from the. folieir gaps and form 
a deli cm te network in the pith, while some of, them pass into
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the petiolOô'' .Accompanying the medullary bundles .are - 
sclorenchyimtoms'- eheathq, ■ r-wMch may thomselveg form a . tough 
network. In-, some speoiop ,(e*S- Gxatkm imgayaoa) accessory 
oortioal.' bmmcilosz are also , pro sont© In the petiole the
vasomlar strands are.arranged in a oharaoterlstlo manners • '
. The stem structure of'âlaonhlla-palaeolata. was ■ ■«2yÿîj'Jï-^yAir.î^Wî5v-^3i»-aï«^!rv.T)i
•deeoribed by-liaohman (1889)1 ,'Ixi this species niMerous 
cortical bunclXoa# which form, a -notwork, are not cozmeotod to 
the a tel© but to the leaf traoqsa Traces to the nmmoroms 
• roots are 'also, inserted on thé cortical strands. i;;-'--:He also ■ 
described- the s tern r - structure of Dioksonia sgmarrosa.
- ;■ Diels (1902) g while doBCrrlbing the morphology of the 
Cyatheacoae, also took into account thélr anatomical 
characters.. '
By the beginning of the century^ therefore# the main 
anatomical features of the tree ferns had :been investigated 
in a general way* In tho period since then# the work of a 
few Investigators has.greatly extended our knowledge of 
these plants. . ■-■Bower in .particular made many, important 
contributions which need- not be detailed hero since all the 
main points are dlearly set out in Vol* 2 of The Ferae (1926), 
Gvrynne-?aughan (1903) had already worked out the anatomy of . 
Cibotium-'baromete and = the ontogeny of tho vascular system ofey*R7ti*Tti.Ti«WfiW'xy*wy!NsT:.# . .t ^ ' -,£  ^ , -
AlàojôMla excel sa./ ' Other don tribut ions made in the narlodtu-îï«»i:T*trA»VtwWiï>ij^  ^ ‘ rf* ■
1900 ■-» 3.926. may-be briefly 'mqntiqn.od. In 1906, Schutae 
roGordod the presence of "false sieve tubes" (or -tangential- 
cells, as they are now colled) in the moristelqs of some 
tree ferns and also the assoqiatioh of excretory cells with-- 
the phloem. The development of. young planta' of Cyattoa and- ' 
DioMgonia _ma desbribed'by'Stépheneoïi in-19QT*. . kin 1908, 
McNlcol doscribed the cavity; parenchyma which is,associated : 
with the pro tôxyiém; region in, thé'' pa tie lay '..traces' of ■,.
A1 sgphl là excel sa * Dicksonia/àn taro tioa and Cibotium -.-barometa;,
.  . ■ 11
The pinna traooe of a number of tree fern g wore, deacribod 
by Davie in 1918* Williams (1925);doscrlbod Bomo features
of the ^ t 0m.'ôf Dioksonia antarotlcca and Dë squarroBa*
The most important additions to our knowledge of tree 
fern anatomy in tho period follox^lng tho publication of 
Bower ^ B Vol, 2 of The ; Foma wo.ro made by Ogura* In papers
<iJ53C£S3M.ATJfv ^  »-j
published in 1927 and 1930 he desoribed the anatomical 
atrueturo of a number of Japanaee tree foras and gave a key 
based on this foz" their specific détermination* Ogura (3-927) 
also described the anatomy of two mesorsoic tree -ferns# 
Gyathoceulis and GibotiocauliSg which# although generally 
rosembling modern types# showed interesting differencea in 
dotallo For instance# the margins of the meristeles 
%)roj0oted inwards and roob-traces occur rod in the medulla* 
Another fossil tree fern (Dazidropteris cyathooidoa) from tho ^ f%3«K'J»t«»fa«*7ë^JteWKWScî*v»7aw2.iï<*3s, ^
-volcanic sorios of Mount E3gon# East Afs'ica# was do sori bed by 
Bancroft (1932)* . In,1932 also, .Godwin described the oo»zplex 
vascular arrangements in the stem of Gyathea medullaris*
It is eleaz’ froa\ the above survey of the literature that 
most of tho anatomical investigations on the Gyatheaoeae and 
related ferns have been concerned wi th the general features 
of the variable and complex vascular system of tho stems,
IjOsb attention has been paid to other features, such as the 
detailed histology^ of the various tiesues# the structure and 
development of the stomata, the anatomy of the fronds# and 
the structure and development of the dermal appendages. As . 
Holttim has indicated, more facts about such features are - 
needed as a centribution% to the solution of.-the difficult 
taxonomic problème pi-eoentod by these foma.
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Gyathea Smith (1793)
Introduction
The majority of the species of Gyathea are tree ferns with 
erect stems, the younger part of which is protected by broad, 
chaffy scales. The huge fronds' are usually rhomboidal, mostly 
bipinnat© or more highly dissected, or, very rarely (e.g. in 
G. sinuata) simple, and are spirally arranged in a orovm.
During the early stages of development they are protected by 
scales and hairs, the latter being simple or branched. In 
some species (e*g* C. caponsis), near the base of the petiole, 
there are modified frond-lilce structures, knovm as aphlebiae.
Tho veins are free apa-rt from very rare fusions, and the 
sori, which are superficial at maturity, are borne on them or 
in their axils. The sporangia are borne in gradate sequence 
on the heraispherical to globose receptacles, and may have an 
inferior, cup-like or flap-like indusium, or the indusium may 
be absent. Paraphyses are commonly associated with the 
sporangia, which usually have stout stalks. The oblique 
annulus has a definite stomium and lateral dehiscence. The 
spores are tetrahedral.
Previously it was the custom to separate the species of 
this genus into three genex'a? Gyathea (with cup-like indusium), 
Hemitelia (with flap-like indusium), and Alscphila ('vd.thout any 
indusium). Studies of Smith (1877), more recently of Copeland 
(1947), and Holtturn (1954) show that this distinction is quite 
artificial, and the present practice is to plgioe all the species 
in one large genus Gyathea. this being the earliest of the 
generic names*
The genus in its broad sense, includes about TOO species 
(Christensen, 1938)*
^athea contaminans ( Wall *) Copel
Fig. 1
Fig. 3
he g
Fig. 4
Fig. 1. Unbranched hairs. Fig. 2. Hairs showing various types of branching. 
Fig, 3' Stages in the development of hairs. Fig, 4, Stages in the development 
of scales showing uniseriate condition during ontogeny.
( 1, 2, 3» 4 c-h, X 30; 4 a and b, x 100.)
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Gyathea contamxàâns (Wall.) CoTjel.
(«S Alaqphila eontaiBinaîio Hook.)* :*a»:Ê»iarj'yK:^;*»,a^m*w*4Khf9ïq)ca^ ' .
Cyathoa oontaminane is ono of the moat outstanding types, 
hoing the largest among the tree ferns of the Malay Peninsula. 
At the same time it ia anatomically one of the least 
investigated. ^
YOUHG PLAHf
Th© material for this investigo/bion was ohtainod from the 
Royail Botanic Gardens^ Kew^ and from Singapore^ through the 
kindness of Professor H^Er Holtturn.
HABITiwiwiÈ^iEraz j»
The stem of the young plant is ereetp imbranched and 
cylindrical with an ohconleal base. The lower part of the 
stem is covered with tho reamins of petioles of old loaves and 
with mmorous much branched adventitious roots, most of which 
are too short to reach the soil. At the distal end of tho 
stem there is a crown of several leaves of varying ages, the 
younger ones showing circinate vernation. The stem apex and 
tho young leaves are protected by hairs and scales in various 
stages of development.
AHATOMY
(a) Eipidermis and Dormal Appendagos
The epidermis is single layered and is compoaed of living 
colls whose outer walls are cutinised. It is, however, short 
lived and ia peeled off as the stem ages. From the young 
epidermal layer develop the scales and hairs. The hairs are 
usually uniseriate. Some of them remain mibranched with 
either atraight or curved tips (fig. 1 ); others branch in 
various ways (fig. 2 )* Developmental stages are shown in
Gyathea contaminans (Wall*) Copel*
6
Fig. 5^  A setiferous scale. Fig. 6, Stages in the development of scales 
shov/ing omission of uniseriate condition during ontogeny. ( All, x 50.)
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iig'e 3 o An ©pld©rMal coll enlarge a radially and divides to 
give an inner cell, which is the basal cell of the hair, and 
an outer cell, which, by further transverse divisions, forms 
the multicellular hair# The outer cell or, later, any of its 
daughter cells, may form a lateral projection (fig,3,e) which, 
after being cut off from the parent coll by a wall, proceeds 
to divide transversely# In this way a branched hair is foxmedo 
Pur the I" branching of the hair may follow by the oawi© process 
(figo2,c)*
The flat scales (fig# 5 )t consisting of elongated cells, 
are pale ivhen young, but at maturity become brown# Rigid, 
pointed setae, which become conspicuously brovm with age,
develop laterally from the edges of the scales# Such scales 
are referred to by Holtturn as setiferous scales#
A scale develops from an initial cell which is easily 
distinguishable by its larger size and denser protoplast 
(figo4,a)^ The scale initial enlarges and divides by a 
transverse wall into two daughter colls - the outer and the 
inner (fig*4,b ), The inner cell contributos to the stalk 
of the scale and may x'omain uïidivided throughout (fig#6,g ) 
or may undergo longitudinal divisions, giving two, three, or 
more cells (fig, 4,h)* If there Is a loxagitucVinal division 
in the basal cell, it always takes place after the upper coll 
and its derivatives have formed a few segments# The behaviour 
of the upper cell is qui te variable# At first it may give 
rise to a series of cells due to successive transverse 
divisions of this cell and its derivatives (fig*4,d )@ and then 
both transverse and long!tudinal divisions take place 
irregularly, resulting in a scale several cells in length and 
width (figSo 4,e-h)# Frequently the upper cell and its 
derivatives undergo irregular transverse and longitudinal 
divisions so that the unisei^iate stage is omitted (fig# 6 )®
Cyathea contaminajis ( Wall.) Copel.
Leaf-trace
Leaf-trace
'
%
Epidermis 
Outer parenchymatous layer 
Outer sclerenchymatous layer 
Middle parenchymatous layer
Meristele
Medullary bundle 
Root-trace
Inner sclerotic sheath 
Outer sclerotic sheath
Fig, 7. Transverse sections of a stem at different levels. ( All, x 5«)
Cyathea contaminans ( Wall•) Copel•
a
Fig. 8. Mucilage sacs. ( Both, x 160.)
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From the young stage onwards, some of the marginal.cells of 
the scale proper form sotiform projections which af*e cut off 
from the mother cells by walls.
(b) The Cortex
The structure of the cortex is variable in the same plant 
in different regions. A transverse section very near to.the 
base of the stem (fig.% a ) shows that the cortex is made up of 
only three layers* The outermost is a layer of parenchymatous 
cells witbout intercellular spaces and with walls which are 
thicker than those Of the ordina.ry parenchyma. There is a 
gradual transition between these cells and those of the next 
layer, which are stout spindle-shaped fibres. These two 
hypodermal layers constitute the protective tissue of the stem 
after the epidermis has peeled off. The third layer, which 
comprises the bulk of the cortex, is composed of parenchyma 
with intercellular spaces. These cells are packed id. th starch 
grains. In sections cut a few mm above the base, the cortex 
consists of the same type of tissue, but within the inner, 
parenchymatous layer, there are present mucilage sacs, which 
may be isolated from one another or, more often, occur in groups 
of two, three or more (fig. 8 ). In longitudinal sections 
they are found in irregular vertical rows. Often two or more 
sacs unite at their ends and form a continuous tube that ends 
blindly. The mucilage turns violet with HpSO^ and Iodine.
It also stains, a deep blue with methylene blue. A transverse - 
section at a higher level (fig.7,d ) shows the appearance of 
patches of sclerenchyma within the inner cortex. These form 
a discontinuous ring lying almost parallel to the vascular tissue
In a transverse section at a still higher level, it is seen 
that the inner parenchymatous layer has. become differentiated 
into three distinct layers (fig.7,e). . Two parenchyinatous layers
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aro separated by'a Stout %ona of solorenohymatous oolls* So 
In this region the cortex coasiote of five dietinot layers»
which are as followss i« the outer layer of parerichymatouo 
oolls, 11 o the solarcnohyraatouB sheath of the stem, 
ill. the middle parenchymatous layer, lv« the hard 
. BOlerenohyma'uouB outer- sheath of' the vascular ■ t 1bsue, and v* 
the inner gone of parenchymatous cells ifith intercellular 
spaces. In this last gone there are no mucilage eaoe at this 
level» but highar up there appear numerous mueilago bb.gb 
similar to those In the middle paronchyiBatous gone. The 
sclerenchyma is separated from the parenchyma on each side of 
it by a layer of short, almost ieodiametrie-callThose 
cello are living, devoid of starch grains ami are peculiar in 
having the wall adjacent to the sMeronehyma very strongly 
thickened while the opposite wall remains thin (see* fig. 27 )« 
Each of them contains a crystalline eubstance. Ogura (1927)» 
in his doooription of JapaoeBO Cyatliea epp*. refora to these 
cells aa cubical celle, but doos not mention anything about 
their orystàllime incluaionso Cortical vaacuXar. bmidlea, 
which have boon found in some Bpp. of are aboen t in
CyathOB, ocmtaminane.
(o) The 0te3.e
ïhfî extreme' base of tko yomig plants available for 
exaalnaUoïi had already decayed so that it is wot possible», to 
give a aoiaplete ©ceourit of th® otelarf ontogeny, Tho series of
tmnovorg© sections v?hioh vâll now bo desoribecV will* however,
Borvo to indicate all but-the earliest stages in th© development
of the eharaoberlstio Gyathesn etelo.
The lowest Bsetioris already show a solenoatolic eoaarfelon . 
(tig. 7,a). ïho first leaf-trace departing from this oolenosfeois
oonafrt» of Uu-oo otmnao, ooo of ,.1.1® l»o.oo ^  ®o
t„„ w  U »  ®o.dal 014. of «.0 loo-f ».oo. I», .or...
Cyathea contaminans ( Wall*) Copel.
l.t.
u
Fig* 9* Selected sections ( arranged in acropetal order ) 
from a transverse series, showing departure root-traces (r*t 
and leaf-traces (l.t*) from a node at higher level.
- Explanation in the text. ( x 6.)
Cyathea contaminans (Wall.) Copel.
%
Fig. 9« Contd,
Cyathea contaminans (Wall•) Copel•
V
W
Fig. 9* Contd.
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departo from near the hase of the aoaooiated loaf-gap while 
the latter depart^ one from each side of the gap^ at a slightly 
higher Iotq'I (flgq 7,1 ) ^ This gap closes at about the same 
level as the next higher gap is openings The latter, however, 
definitely overlaps the gap associated with tho next higher 
loaf and in this way o. dictyostelic condition is established 
■(fxgo7,c )o The BucccBBive leaf gaps in this region only 
slightly overlap) one another^ so that while sqme sections show 
two gaps, others show only a single one. Near the apex of the 
young %)lant the fronds are more closely inserted and their 
leaf gaps overlap to a greater extent so that the higher 
sGotions of the aeries all show either two or three leaf gaps 
( igo 7, e) o
The departure of the leaf-traces at one of these higher , 
nodes is illuBtx’atecl in figw 9 by selected sections from a 
transverse series arranged in acropetal order* Fige 9 , A-G, 
shows the opening of the gap in the vascular tissue and, at a 
slightly higher level, the opening of gaps in the ecloren- 
chymatous sheathso These figures also show tho ineortion of 
root traces£, one from each edge of the gap, and the doimx-mrd and 
outward passage of thesOo Fig* 9 , H-P, shows the departure of
the two abaxial strands of the leaf-.trace from the sides of the 
leaf-gap and their passage outwards into the petioXar base, 
traversing in their path the sol% ronohymatous plate between 
tho latter and tho stem* The dopaï^ture of the adaxlal tracos 
follows at a slightly higher IWvel and tho path of these into 
the }pel4ole base is indicated in fig* 9 , Q-W« Above this 
level the loaf gap narrows, the sheaths of the two meristoles 
uni to again, and ultimately the loaf-gap is completely closed*
In addition to the main etolar system described above, 
the stoia of ^atliœ possesses an aGCOBSory system of medul3ary 
bimdlos, the origin and structure of which will no\i be 
described* This accessory system fii^ st appears at a level
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whoro the dictyoatelic oonditioB. Ims been esttablished*
Fig* 10 illustrates the origin,of a medullary bundle as a 
projection of vascular tissue from the inner surface of a 
meristole. This projection then becomes free as a medullary 
bundle which, at a slightly higher level, fusee again with the 
meristele at the margin of the leaf-gap. At higher levels 
(e.g. fig*7,dand e ) an increasing number of medullary bundles 
form an anastomosing system* Some of those strands arose, 
like the first one, from the inner surface of a meristole.
Others arose do novo from cells of the medulla and thus end 
blindly below. Strands, of this EioduXlary system unite at 
higher nodes with 3„eaf-^ gap margins, often at a level near the 
departure of the aclaxial leaf*-traces* ' An exaisiple of this 
behaviour is shown in fig. 9 , where two Eiedullary
bundles, which at lower levels were running vertically in the . 
pith, turn sharply outwards and, passing through the inner 
sclerotic sheath, unite with the meristeles, one to each side 
of the gap* Sometimes, as in this example, one of the 
bundles becomes fi'^ee again before again uniting with the same 
Eieriatole (fig. 9 9 P-3).
(d) Anatomy of meristoles and medullary bimdlee
The aieristelcs are surroimded by an endederails which 
consists of cells which aro elongated tangoirtially and show 
casparlan strips on their radial walls. The endodermal colls 
can often be recogniaed just below the apical region of tho 
etcm by their taimlniferoue contents, apart from the 
charaoteristic thickening bn their radial walls. Belov; this 
level they do not show such high tannin content.
The peri cycle zone comp rises 1*«3 layers of parenchymatous 
cells. . The cells have thin v/alls and do not contain any 
starch grains* Each rneristole is a hadfocentrio (amphioribralX 
bundle with ecylem surrounded by the phloem. The xylem is
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raesarch and contEine a lot of parenohy# amongst the trachoids. 
Vossela are absent* Except for occasional tracheids with 
helical thickening in the very ill-defined protoxylem, the 
entire xylem mass is composed of trachelds with scalariform 
pitting* These tracheids rtioastiro about 300 to 850 u in length 
and 32*5 to 63 u in breadth* Tho wall of a ecalariforra 
traoheid measures about 5.5 u in thickness.
The xylem. paroxichyma consists of more or less elongated 
cello placed in vei'tical series. Their walls are thick and 
slightly lignified. Tannin occurs in the %)rotoplast of these 
colls and impregnates their walls. It often forms small 
rounded bodies which sometimes fuse into masses in tho cytoplasm 
and completely mask.the nucleus* Whatever may be the 
physiological functions of these tannin filled xylem parenchyma 
elements, they certainly increase the mechanical support of the 
plant* The oells of the xylem parenchyma have an average 
length of 250 u and breadth of 42.5 u*
Tho phloem ia composed of sieve cells and phloem
parenohyma* The sieve cells are arranged end to end. They
are relatively narrow in the young stem and have sieve areas 
on all walls. Often the sieve areas are in linear rows.
A mature sieve cell which is emioleate, has an average length 
of 185 u and breadth of 25 u. The protophloem, which is 
bounded externally by the pericyole, consists of a very ill- 
defined layer of sieve cells* Immediately within the 
protophloem layer there lies a layer of cells, usually 2-3 
cells deep. These cells are elongated tangontially in a 
transverse section; hence they are cut transversely in a 
radial longitudinal section of the stem# Zenetti (1895) found 
a similar type of cell in Osmunda and termed them 
*®quergGstreckte zellen*’. Ogura (1927) also recorded the 
presence of such cells in his description of Cyathea ogurae
'yathea contaminans ( Wall.) Copel•
Leaf-gap
O
Leaf-trace
Fig. 10
Endodermis 
Xylem 
Phloem
Xylem
Phloem 
Endodermis Fig. 12
Fig. 10. Diagram showing the origin of a medullary bundle (mb) as a 
projection of vascular tissue from the inner surface of a meristele. 
Fig. 11. A medullary bundle. Fig. 12. A medullary bundle showing 
bifurcation. ( 10, x 6 ; 11, 12, x 220. )
Cyathea contaminans (Wall.) Copel
Sclerenchyma
Tangential cells 
Phloem
Xylem
Fig. 13# Part of a transverse section of a stem. ( x 8 3.)
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(âîJ£SMJji Hayata) undor the name '* tangehtlally
elongated or briefly tangential oq11s"« Those celXa
are devoid of nuclei, and have sieve areas on all walls 
(fig.13 ). In fact, apart from thoir orientation and 
slightly thicker walls they are exactly like the normally 
oriented sieve cells of the motaphloem. Another distinction 
1b that the tangential celle in this epeoiee aro soBietimes 
filled with, mnoilaginons siibstahoee. Inside the layer of 
these peculiar cells^ lies the metaphloem. The phloem io 
separated from the xylem by pan^enehyma, although sometimea a 
sieve cell lies directly against à scalar!form traeheid.
The medullary bmid3-ea are more or less circular in 
transverse section and each la surrounded by its o\m endodermis 
with charactex^iatlc thickening (figall,12). The pericyole 
consists of a single layer of parenchymatous cells. The 
bundles are amphioribralp with or without parenchymatous 
tissue in the centre. The %)rotoxylemi, which is ©ndaroh, is 
composed of tracheide with helical thickening. The metajcy'lem 
consists of Bcalariform trachelds and xylem parenchyma. Tho 
xylem parenchyma^ unlike that in the meristelea, does not show 
any lignification of,the walls or tanniniferous contents in 
the cytoplasau The phloem of the bundles is composed of 
sieve cells and phloem parenchyma which are structurally similar 
to those of the meristeles. The ”tangential cells** which lie 
adjacent to the phloem in the meristeles are not present in the 
medullary Inmdloe.
(e) The Medulla
The medullag with its system of bundles deecribed above, 
increases in anatomical complexity from the base of the young 
plant upwards. At the base of the plant the medulla oonsists 
of rather loosely arranged parenchymatous cells with 
intercellular opacoe. At this level, BiuciXago aaoa are absent.
Cyathea contaminans (Wall.) Copel.
Mucilage sacs
Medullary bundle
Fig. 14. Part of a transverse section of a stem. ( x 90.)
Cyathea contaminans (Wall.) Copel.
Endodermis
Phloem
Cavity parenchyma .
Fig • I b
Xylem
Fig. 15
Fig. 15. Part of a frond showing open venation.
Fig. 16. Transverse section of a petiolar bundle.
( 15, X 9; 16, X 160.)
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A few a® above the base a strand of soî-oranchyma appears, in a 
OGutral positions but, as serial sections show, this soon dies 
out and the pith beeomos entirely parenchymatons again. At 
still higher levels the pith is <lifferontiatect lnto three 
distinct layers ( fig. ^ , e )•. Two parenchymatous zones Eire 
separated by a layer of sclerenchymatous calls, tho•latter 
being the inner sheath of the stclo. Fiuoilage cells» similar 
to those in tho eortes (fig. 14 ) are present in tho central 
mass of paronohyîiia.
THE FRONDS
WF3*îT,TriV.-*tïCia-.i.V!S*
(a) Bxtermal Form. the froMe are tripinnata* After the 
doath of the fronds the baeoe of tho stipoB pereiat and form 
on© of the compononte of tho protooting eheath of tho etenu
A mature frond of an old plant of this specieo is îaiom to bo 
among the largest procluoed by troe ferns* à frond of a young 
plant investigated* however* .measured 70 om in length* In 
auch a frond, the stipo occupies about one fifth of ita entire 
length. Both tho stipe and raohis are purplish in colour, 
but in the young stage they are glaucous and are covered with 
scales and hairs, moat of which fall off at maturity* After 
the scale© are ©hod, the cells of the persistent base© divide 
actively and form thorn-like projootions, composed of elongated 
fibres. However, the atlp© and raohis of a young plant are 
not BO strongly thorny as those of an old plant. The pinnules 
are sessile with €i truhoat© base and acuminate apices; the 
margins are lobod. ’ Veins divide dichofcomouely and £\x"o open 
(fig* 15 j. The texture of the frond la leathery.
(b) laternal structure of tho stipe and ï^ aohia. The 
poraiatont bases of the aeries of fronds produced by a young 
plant during its development show an xncroaaiBg oomplexity of 
their vascular supply. The lowoot stipe observed has a single 
vascular strand in which the vasci^lar elements are segregatod
Cyathea contaminans (Wall.) Copel.
Pinna-trace
Pneumathode
Epidermis
Sclerenchyma
g.
Fig. 19
yir\/
fig. 20
S
Fig. 18
Fig. 21,a
Epidermis overlying
a vei
Fig. 17 Fig. 21,b
Fig. 17. T.S. of a petiole.
Fig. 18. Serial transverse sections through the frond axis, showing the fusion 
between the members of the adaxlal strands and also among the members of the 
abaxial series. Extra-marginal origin of the pinna-traces is also shown.
Fig. 19. Stomata in sections. Fig. 20. Epidermis on the adaxial surface of the 
lamina. Fig. 21. Stomata on the abaxial surface.
(17, X 22; 18, X 18; 19, X 205; 20 and 21, x I50.)
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into threo groupso The stipoB of higher leave© ©how three 
separate strand©, one abaxial and two adaxial (fig. 50 )* while
those of the fmictional leaveé at the top of tho young.plant 
have four or five strand© (fig. 17 ). An example of this
last type will he desorihed in detail.
In transverse section the hase of the stipe is more or 
less circular or oval, sometimes with two lateral ridges 
(fig, 17 ).. The opidermieis one cell thick and consists of 
living cells. Its outer wall is rather thick and outin!sod.
In long!tudinal section the epidormal cgIIb. are much elongated 
and rectangular in outline. The cells of this layer give rise 
to scales and hairs siBiilar to those borne on the stem. Tho 
epidermis is interrupted ât intervals by pneumathodes. The 
hypodermis ia a: sheath of aclerenehymatous fibres several cells 
thick. The remaining ground tissue is paronchymatous and 
mucilage sacs, aimllax' to those found in the stem* are present. 
Out of the four or five petiolar traces, two are adaxial in 
position, the remaining ones are abaxial. This arrangement 
is continued into- the rachis, but towards the tip the two 
adaxial strands fuse and, at a still higher level, fusion of 
the abajxial strands also occurs, so that here there is a single 
abaxial and a single aclaxial strand (fig. 18,d). The extra** 
marginal origin of the pinna traces is alec shovm in fig. 18 •
(o) Structure of potiolar bundles. Petiolar bundles may be 
L, V, or W™shaped structures (fig. 17 ), the last type 
corresponding to two fused 1 or V-shaped bundles. The 
©adodermal cells of a petiolar bundle (fig. 16 ), apart from
their characteristic thickening in the radial walls, may 
contain tanniniferous substances, colouring tho cytoplasm 
The pericycle consists of one or two layers of thin-wed^led 
cells. The sieve cells of tho protophloem form ah almost 
continuous layor inside the pericyole. In longitudinal
Cyathea contaminans ( Wall.) Copel
fkicilage cells
Scalariform tracheids
Sieve cells
Fig. 22. Mucilage cells associated with the sieve cells of the petiole 
(longitudinal section). ( ^ 270.)
Cyathea contaminans (Wall.) Copel.
Fig. 2 5. Longitudinal section of the petiole showing penetration of 
parenchymatous cells into the lumen of the tracheids. ( x 270.)
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seotions the sieve cells of the raetaphlOGm are very prominent 
and form continuouB vertical aexiea. The oiove cells are 
slender and elongated and have sieve areo>s on all walls; 
their end walls are usually slightly, oblique; they measure 
about 360 u in length and about 10 u in breadth* Aasociated 
with the sieve colls, are found several thin-walled colls 
containing mucilage^ A longitudinal aection shows that those 
cello are arranged in vertical oories, and that tho individual 
cello are clmracteriBGd by tho presence of large vacuoles 
(flgo 22 ). Those cells have an average length of about 150 u, 
and breadth of about 18 u* Tho xylem is usually separated 
from the phloem by the conjunctive parenchyma. The motax^ l^oei 
is composed of scalar!form-pitted traohoids and a few xylem 
parenchyma elements* The latter, like those of the stem xylem, 
may show the presence of tanniniferous bodies, but their walla 
do not give any lignin reaction* The length of the metaxylem 
tracheids varies from 300 to 415 u, and their diameter from 
20 to 35 u* The protoxyXem is made up of tracheids having 
annular to helical thickening. At maturity tho protoxylem 
becomes crushed emd lies adjacent to ^cavity parenchyma*
(fig. 1 6 )*
The cavity parenchyma, which lies adjacent to the 
protoxylem of the petiole, consists of loosely arranged, 
comparatively large parenchymatous cells (fig. 1^ ). Pig. 25 
shows tho penetration of certain parenchymatous colls into the 
lumen of a traeheid with ammlar-helleal thickening. These 
parenchyiuatous cells are actually the outgrowths of some of 
the conjuudtive parenchyma, which separated the xylem from tho 
phloem. The penetration of those outgrowths into the annular- 
holical tracheids takes place soon after the differentiation 
of the protoxylem elements, and is best seen in a longitudinal 
section of a cirœinately coiled frond of a tip of a 
comparatively young frond. Immediately aftor the penetration,
the intruding parenchymatous oells begin to enlarge, and 
ultimately break the walls of the invaded traeheid, resulting 
in a protoxylem cavity, filled with these loosely arranged 
colls» Tho walls of these parenchymatous cells often attain 
considerable thickness» In a. transverse sootion of the base 
of a vex^ y .mature, petiole, it is eoen that . .those loosely 
arranged cells, which at. one time, broke tho walla, of the 
protoxylemg have dieintegrated* leaving a ciwlty, sometimes . 
with fragments of protoxylorn elements, within, even when the 
adjacent thin-walled colls are found to be functional and quite. 
. active (fig* 16 )\ These cavity parenchyma colla thus differ 
from tyloses, which do not disrupt the xylem elements in which- 
they have developed, but remain as balloon-liko intrusions» 
Various theories have been postulated as to the functions of 
: the cavity parenchyma in the forns» It seems that the cavity 
left after the disintegration of the protoxylem and- invaded 
parenchyma cells, acts as a store house of water, in the pétiole»
(d) Pneumathode a » Pneumathodes ocour in discontinuous
rows along the two. aides of the XB.tlole and raohis» They are 
not readily seen on young fronds but become increasingly 
conspicuous as the fronds mature. , In the region of a young 
. pnoumathode the hypodei^mal band of sclorenchyinu is replaced by . 
a,eronchym.a which is covered by the epidermis with stomata*
The • stomata are short lived»: As the ■ frond matures , tho
epidermis dnd the aoronohyma of the pneumathode become necrotic 
and ae à result of this a cavity filled wiith loosely 
.aggregated dead cells -with suberised walls is formed. This 
powdery tissue is in contact with the living parenchyma of the 
;4"grouhd tiesué and thus provides a ventilating channel through . 
the sclerotic hypo dermis» .
(e) The lamina. The cûtiniaod epidermal cellG on both
. aurfaeoB of the lamina have wavy antiolinal walls (figs. 20, 21) 
but over the veixxe they are elongated and have straight walls* 
Stomata ax^ G presentvonly on the abaxial surface, and they océ'ur 
, both oyer the veins and the intervening mesophyll* Tho 
meeophylX is. not differentiated> but the colls aro more compact 
on the .upper surf ace than on thé lower, ' who x’o mox’e conspicuous 
intex'oellular spaces are found* The traces are collateral in 
structure* . Although lacking the characteristic thickening, 
the endodermal colls of thé veins are recognisable by their 
tannin content* The traces have protoxylem facing the adaxial 
■ side and phloem the.abaxial one. The phloem, however, is not 
very well 'developed. " Xyleai parenchyma .and, mucilage celle are, 
however, very conspicuous.
(f) Tho stomata. The oval stomato, usually have a 
subsidiary cell. They measure about 45 by 25 u. . The walls 
of the guard cells are unevenly thickened and there, aro lodges,
- of outiniseci walX .matex’lal, appearing as horns in sections, 
projecting over th.e external opening of , the etomatal pore 
(fig. 19,d )* ' The diffex'entiatlon.of the stomata was followed 
in seetione of laminae of varying ages. The stoma mothe# 
cells arc readily,distinguishable since they have denser, 
protoplasts and larger nuclei than the surrounding cells of 
tho protoderm* The mother cell then divides by an anticlinal 
wall to give tho txm guard cells (fig. 19,a ), , gi'ho walls of 
these now become dif f ex^ en tially thickened and cut ini sod, the 
outer walls being the most strongly thiokoned (fig. 19,c )- 
„• Followihg the diasblution of the intoreellular material between 
. them' the two guard cells séparato to form the- stomatal pore 
\( fig* 19 ,d ) * ; ' There does ■not appo;ar to be any _ défini to sequence 
. , ih: : tho dovolopmont of the stomata on a'young loaf and 
. : . frequently various devolopmental otage©'can ; be obs.eryed near to
Cyathea contaminans (Wall.) Copel.
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Fig. 24. Transverse section of root. ( x 275# )
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mature stomata, 
THE ROOT SYSTEM
The ohoonical stem of the young plant Is clothed with 
numerous, richly branched, roots which developed in aoropetnl- 
sequenoo o.s the plant grow* The uppermost x'oots developed 
just below the crown of functional leaves and these, with 
others arising just below this level, had not yet reached tho 
aoila
The root anatomy is similar to that of other advanced 
ferns (fig* 24 )* Tho plliforous layer bears a zouq of root- 
hairs just behind the apex but in the basal region no root-halrs 
are present* The structure of the cortex varies at different 
levels* In the root-hair region it is entirely parenchymatous 
but above this level the inner cortical cells beoome strongly 
lignifiedp while the outer* £*.one of cells remain thin-walled 
(flgo 24 )« In tho basal region of the root tho entire cortex 
is strongly lignified*
The diarch stele is surroimdod by a primary endodermis and 
a one to two layered pericyolo* The spiral tracheids of the 
protoxylem eibut directly on the perioyolo; the motaxylem 
consists of scalariform tracheids. In some otherwise mature 
roots the metaxylem tracheids remain thin-imlled and unligiiified, 
ao in the root figured» The phloem is in two groups on the 
two sides of the bar of xylem*
The development and functioning of the Gyathoan root 
System, which invests the stem of young plants and the lower 
regions of the stem of adult plantf3, are not entirely clear.
It has been stated that many of the roots do not reach the soil 
and sorve for the absorption of atmospheric moisture. Roots 
which do reach the soil serve both for absorption and as . 
strat-roots supporting tho obconical stem.
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Fig. 25. A leaf-scar showing the arrangement of leaf-traces. Fig. 26. T.S. oi 
the stem. Fig. 27* L.S. through a part of the cortex showing the transition 
between parenchyma and sclerenchyma. Fig. 28. T.S. through a pneumathode.
( 25, X 3/5; 26, X 3/5; 27, x 156; 2 8, x 160; 29, x 5 .)
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ADULT,PLANT
pieces of dried stems together x*j 1th herbarium sheets of 
the frouds of adult plants wore made aval lab To to the writer 
through the.courtesy of Professor H#J. ham from Ri3ksherbarium*
: This material. was. collectocl in Maz'ch 1939? during the third 
.Bmr Gulnoa of the American Museum of natural History,
at a dietanôe. of about 4 Km houth-xfost of Borahard camp,
_ Idel'bixrgh River^ .at an altitude of 850 m, where this plant was 
■ found growing very abundantly and was a conspiouous feature of 
low soral rain forest on the sandy banks of the, rivero
Tim - BTBM / % / : . ; ..
(Ex), External featureso The ainglo short length of stem
^  * ip3sSw=»îtrt»inçsïS5**î=ai*r^r<JBt=f3K‘ia!ft®tis-^jT-i:.=ÉRta>t~tsi«d^
examined came from a plant about 9.6 m in, height and 12 cm in 
diameter under the leaves and with a diameter of over a meter 
through the base of a conicalmaos of adventitious roots 
covering the stem, to the height of 2 m. -This piooo of stem. . 
showed several leaf-sears arranged in, a very: close spiral. • : 
Those pale, oval loaf-scars measuring, about 7.4 x 5.2 cm, are 
protected by hard solorotic plates through xAloh the remnmits 
of the leaf-tracos project. These traces, varying from 110 - 
115 in number, are arranged in à definite manner, foraiing - ,
3 groups, one of which is abaxial, while the other two are 
aclaxial in position (fig. 25 ). Tho abaxial group rosemblos 
an,arc, which is almost parallel to the lower margin of the 
leèxf‘-scar. The onds of this arc bend inward and project 
downwards for a short distanoei The adaxial tracea are 
arranged in' such a way that they form two groups, one ■ 
l'osëmbllng âh inverted b ( ) and tho other, tho numerical: figure
seven (7),. facing each other. addition to the bmidlos
forming ; these three groups,.there are four other isolated and 
irregularly arranged • traces in the adaxlal region.
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Thomae (1886) g am cl Ogura ( 1927 ) in their description of 
certain sppo of C^ a.^ ho,a^  oilaasified the tiolar bundles into 
abaxial and adaxial sorleaj while Godwin (1932)  ^ in hla 
deaorint'ion ofC^athea Diodullaria Sw*proposed a different and 
detailed nomenclature for thciiu But none of them found the 
four irregularly^ arranged traces in the species they dosoribedo 
As Bower has pointed out (Fllicaloa vol. X, p. 168), .this 
apparently oomplox arrangement was probably dorivod from tho 
more priraitivo horse--shoe type leaf-»trace in relation to , 
increasing sIk© of the loaih The two deep lateral involutions 
between the abaxial mid the adaxial series are clearly related 
to the preoenoe of pnoumathocles on the sides of the petiole
Between the leaf-scarsp all over the atom, there are 
remnants of compactly arranged brown aetiforous soiflos, which 
resemble the acales of the young plants in all respects 
excepting their siBOo The thorns which are bo abundant on tho 
raohis and the petiole do not occur on the stem, Bolow tho 
scaleSg, the atom is covered v/ith an extrcmoly hard protootive
tiO B U O e
(b) AnâîdMX* In a transverse section# the outline of tlio 
stem appears more or loss irregular (figo 26 ). The peripheral 
protective tissue^ which measures about le5 mm in thiokneos, 
is composGd of two almost equally thickened layers, the outer 
of which ie much paler than the inner deep brown onoo Within 
the protective layer lies the whitish fundamental tissue, with 
a varying thickness of @3 - 1.5 cm. At the ijerlphcry of tho 
fundamental tissue, and in relo,tion to leaf-*»gape out ac^ rosa at 
various levels, numerous loaf«“traces with a diameter of 1 ^ 4  mm 
are found « These loaf-*'traces are surrounded by sole ronohyma t ous 
shoathso The. merlatoloa, about seven In mmber, are arranged 
in a. ring, 5 - 5^5 cm in diameter. Each meristole is a 
Ü-shaped etruoture and is surrounded by a solex^anchymatous sheath
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about 1 mm in thicknesso The medulla, which varies from 
2o5 - 5 cm in diameter, contains numeroue bimdlos, which appear 
as brown dots to the naked eye,
binco the piece of stem available for escamination is a 
Hijksherbarium speeimen it was not possible to dissect it bo 
as to investigate the mode of departure of the leaf-traoes and 
the course followed by the medullary strands.'
The detailed structure of the various tissues is similar 
in most respecte to that already described for tho upper part 
of the stem of a young plants The cortical parenchyma con'taiins 
mucilage sacs and a very charactoristic feature, already noted 
in the young plant, is the occurrence of a layer of "cubical 
cells*' at the junction between the sclerenchyamtous ehoaths and 
the surrounding parenchyma. In this l^ fyor the tangential wsille 
adjacent to the Bcleronchyma are very strongly thickened and 
are traversed by mMèrous pits; the radial walls are thickened 
to a lesser extent while the tangential walls adjacent to the 
parenchyma remain thin (fig. 27 ). Those "eubie-al cells", 
although differing somewhat in shape from the corresponding 
cellS' in young plants, poasesa tho same crystalline Inclusions 
as the latter. Another feature occurring in both the adult 
and the young stem is tho presence of a layer of "tang;ential 
colls" outside the metaphloem region of tho maristole.
One ex'* two foatux’ss in which the adult differs from the 
young plant may bo mentioned. The endodormis surrounding tho 
BIOristeles is secondary in type) and the endodermal cells do not 
contain the tanniniferous contents so characteristic of the 
ondodermiB of young plants. Another point of differonc© is 
tho fact that it proved Impossible to recognise tho protophlmm 
and protoxylem elements in the meristeles of the adult.
The medullary bundles are similar in structure to those of 
the young plant. They are amphicribral and the major!ty of
Cyathea contaminans (Wall.) Copel.
Dichotomously branched veins
Fig. 2 9/A. Part of a frond showing abaxial sori and open venation,
( X 4.)
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them have a parenohymatous central region.
THE FROI^ D
(a) ExternaJ.^  feature So The plant from which the Dm to rial 
was obtained is atatod to have had 14, thorny, curved but stout 
leaveso The atipo and lamina of a leaf measured about 66 and 
324 om respectively. In tho living condition, an interrupted 
green stripe was noted on the sides of both stipe and raohis, 
which is purple at maturity, and has thorns, developed from 
bases of aoaleso Often hairs and scales are fomul in great 
abundance on the raohis even at maturity« The pinnules,which 
often attain a length of 15o5 cm and breadth of 2 cm, ha,ve an 
acuminate apex and truncate base. Tho edges of the pinnules 
which are thin but firm, a.ro slightly cronulate and have rounded 
apex* The venation is dichotomouB (fig.'29/A), The sori are 
superficial and always circumsoribed and are arranged in a row 
near oostules, on oither side. Fusions betv/een adjacent sori 
wore never found. There is no indusiim, but, in rare casas,
a reduced scale la present. Multicellular paraphyaos occur 
among the sporangia.
(b) Ana,toray of the raohis. In transverse section tho raohis 
is oval. The single layered epidermis consists of living cells 
with their outer wall thick and cutinised. In longitudinal 
section these cells are much olongated. Thorns, hairs and
80tiferons scales are borne on the epidermis, which is often 
interrupted by the presence of pneumathoâes. The hypodormis 
of the raohis is a sheath of solerenohymatous fibices, 25 31
cells deep. Below tho hypodgrmis, lies the fundamental 
parouehyMatous tissue with intercellular spaces, and a numbor 
of mucilage sacs. The numerous pneumathodes, arranged in two 
rows down the sides of tho raohis, provide a channel of 
aeronohyma through the sclorenohyma of tho hypodormls (fig. 28)-
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Fig. 30. Photograph of a transverse section of the stem. ( x 9*)
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The individual po tiolar vascular strands, which may lumber 
110 - 115. at the base of the frond, undergo lateral fusion in 
tho raohis to form continuous ribbons; but tho distinction 
betv/een abaxial and adaxial series of stx^ ands is maintained 
(fig. 29 )o
Each corrugated ribbon may be regarded as a series of V- 
or W-shaped bundles imited laterally. The detailed structure 
of each of these unite is identical v/ith that of a separate 
petiolar stx^ and of a young plant (see fig* 16 ) *
(c) Btx'ucture of the lamina. A transverse section throujgh 
the lamina shows that the epidermis consists of a single layer 
of closely fitting cells, v/ith outer vjalXo thickened and 
outiniBed, Tho raesophyll is not differentiated, but, as in 
the young leaf, it is more compact on the upper surface than on 
the lower. The traces are collateral in atrueture. The 
stomata are on the abaxial sux^ faco and resemble those of the . 
young plant.
(d) The^spormigla. The sporangia are borne on hcmisphorical 
rooeptacles in basipetal suocession* They vary fx^ om *2 «- .3 k 
o3 - ^45 .mm and have an oblique annuXus, a poorly defined 
stomium and a shox't stalk. The spox^ es are tetrahedral, and 
tx'iangular in polar view* Their sides are concave and have 
rounded angles. The trilete mark is simple, and the rays 
extend almost to the equator. The exine, which is thin and 
measures about 1 u, is smooth. Mature spores are hyaline to 
slightly yellowish, exnd vary fi’om 30 - 32 u in diaraotor.
Cyathea pulcherrima Copel.
Fig. 31
Fig. 32
Fig. 31 * Part of the stem showing the arrangement of leaf-scars. 
Fig. 32. A leaf-scar showing the arrangement of leaf-traces.
(3 1, nat. size; 3 2, x 4.)
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Cyathea Du.loherrlma Copel,
Cyathea pulehGr.rima is a very graceful tree fern with
wLtgi.V^ tFvçsc-sran^ù»*! eX3^tiyT«Saa#jrtat*%,tini»
horizontally spreading leaves* It often attains a height of 
5-6 me te %'S and is very ahundajxt in sheltered moist hollows in 
the tall forests of the Cyclops Mountains In Netherland Nevj 
Guinea*
ADÏÏBT PLàhT
The material was collected in June, 1958, on the east 
slopes of the Cyclops Mountains, at an altitude of 575 meters* 
The material on which the following account is based came 
from a plant which had a stem measuring 5 obi below the erovm 
of fronds. The latter were 5 in number, and wero 150 - 160 cm 
in length including the stipes*
THE STEM
The stem is erect, unbranched and has spirally arranged 
leaf-acmrs with projecting.leaf-1raoos showing typical 
cyathean arrangement (figs. 51, 52 ), The spaces between 
the scars are covered with rather- thin, densely packed, deep 
broim, elongated scales, beneath which there ia an extrmioly 
hard protective tissue* Pneumathodes, penetrating this 
sclerotic tissue, occur below each leaf-sc&ir, protection 
against the entrance of parasitic organisms being given by 
the dense covering of scales* As in Cyathea contaminans, 
the leaf-scars are oval, and measure about 2.5 x 2 cm.
About 41 ™ 45 leaf-traces projecting’ from a single sear 
show the charaGteristiG arrang’omont. The two pairs of
odd traces associated v/ith the two adaxial groups, and the 
traces forming the inturned margins of tho abaxial semicircle 
in the leaf-scare of Cyathea contaminans are, hov/ever, absent 
in this species*
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Fig. 33. T.S. of the stem ( A - E, position of leaf-gaps). Fig. 34. T.S. throL 
a meristele. Fig. 33# T.S. of the external part of the stem. Fig. 3 6. L.S. of 
part of the stem showing the trsinsition between parenchyma and sclerenchyma. 
Fig. 37. A dissected leaf-gap: overlying sclerotic plate and parenchyma 
partially removed. Fig. 38. T.S. of n medullary sclerenchymatous strand.
( 33, X 1 .3; 34, X 13; 33, x 13; 3 6, x 264; 3 7 , x 2 ; 3 8, x 160.)
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Anatomy
igur0 33 9 which represents a transverse section of
the stem, shows that the outline of the stem is more or less 
irregular* The peripheral hard tissue measuring about 
* 5 mm in thiokneas, la dark broma in colour and surrounds 
a zone of white parenchyma, which is about ,1 - 3 mm in 
thlGkndss. The stele forms a discontinuous ring, about 
2.3 cm in diameter, and is interrupted by 4 *- 5 leaf-gaps*
The meristele8 are of uniform width except where the margins 
curve outwards* As a result of outward curving, the 
meristeles form flattened U-shaped structures* They are 
surrounded by a dark brown sclerenchymatous sheath varying 
in thickness from ,7 - 1*5 im. The outer sclerenchymatous 
sheath is a continuous layer, but the inner one is interrupted 
at intervals by parenchyma* The mode of departure of the 
leaf-traces can be followed in relation to the leaf-gaps 
which are cut across at varying levels (fig. 33 )• These
traces, each surrounded by strands of sclerenchyma, are usually 
given off in pairs, one trace from each side of the gap. At 
A in fig. 33 is seen the lowest pair of leaf-traces given off 
from the base of a leaf-gap which has just opened; at E, 
the highest, i.e. the adaxial, traces are seen, the gap from 
which they departed having just closed. The gaps shovm at
B, G, and D and their related leaf-traces are cut across at 
intermediate levels.
Cortical bundles which have been found in certain spp. 
of Gyath^ are absent in this species, as they are in
C. contaminans. The central part of the stem is occupied
by a pith about 1,7 om in diameter* In this region numerous 
medullary bundles and isolated sclerenchymatous strands are 
present.
The cells of the epidermis are rather tubular and form
Cyathea pulcherrima Copel.
Fig. 39
Fig. 41
Fig. 40
Fig. 42
Fig. 43 Fig. 44
Fig. 45
Fig. 39. A setiferous scale. Fig. 40. T.S. of the external part of the cortex 
showing epidermis (ep), and hypodermis (hy). Fig. 4l. A .bristle with setiferous 
projections. Fig. 42. L.S. of a bristle. Fig. 43. Unbranched hair.Fig. 44. A 
setiferous scale. Fig. 45. An oval scale.
( 39, X 17; 'K), X 102; 4l, x 21 ; 42, x 108; 43, x 2 1; 44, x 100 ; 45, x 100,
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a con.tinuouB layer exoept at the lenticular openings « The 
outer wall of the epldorraial oolls are■thickened and cutinised 
(fig* 40 ) p At certain' régions^ the epidcmio ae it ages ie 
peeled off, but in most of the regions It is persistent*
The setiferous eoales are the only exridermai. appendages of 
the stem g and probably persist throughout tl^ e life of the 
plant* As in Cyathea eontpmiinansg these scales are composed 
of much elongated cells with their long axes developing in 
the same direction as the length of tho scale (fig* 39 ,)♦
The elongated colls are modified parenchyma wi th considerable 
thickening and irregularly distributed pits in their 
tiTxigGiitial walls* The setifqna projections of tho margin 
are also thick-wallody and dark brown in colour*
The hypodermisp which is composed of thick-walled ' 
parenchymatous cells^ is about 4 - 10 cells deep* These 
cells are radially elongatodp and gradually pass into the 
noxt fibrous layer g about 24 30 cells deep* The fibres
are shortly elongate, and have pointed ends* The pita on
their w0.11b are simple and irregularly distributed* Due to 
great deposition of lignin, the lumen of those fibres often 
becomes very narrow* Internally this tissue ends abruptly, 
being lined by a layer of cubical cells with their character- 
istie inclusions (fig* 36 )* Well-dovoloped pits are found 
on tho thickened tangential walls of those cells* , The r,ono 
inside the cubical cells is composed of parenchymatous cells 
with interGOllulàr spaces# The leaf-traces, which are 
situated at the periphery of this tissue, are more or less 
reniform.in.ovitline, and have their discontinuous sheaths 
surrounded by a layer of eubioai cello (fig* 35 }• Within 
the colls of this sone, hmiiorous mucilage sacs, either iBoia.tGd 
or in groups, are found* These sacs are oval to elliptical 
in long!tudina3r‘section, . and often form blind, irregular rows 
due ; to the breaking down of the comDion walls of two or more
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adjoining aacso The fibres lying insido tho parenchymatouo 
EonOp ami forming the outer pratective sheath "of the vascular 
tlsaiWg are extremely hard ami are more.elongated (often 
attaining é99 mm) than thaso oomprising the inner layer of 
tho peripheral i^rotaotlvo tissue of the Btem* Tho outer 
protective sheath of the vaeoular tissue is surrounded by 
a continuous layer of euhiaal colle (fig* 34 )* The next 
inner layer of parenchymatous colls is very similar to tho 
middle i)aronchymatous Eono of the cortox. In this Eone 
also mucilage eaos are found* The endodermis surrounding 
the morlstelea is of secondary typo* When the endodermal 
celle are treated with Methyl rod, the ,w03,l-deveXoped 
caeparian strips on their radial walls 'become red, while the 
thin suberine lamellae lining their inner tangential walls 
only, colour yellow. hying Internal to the endodoraiia, and 
oneheathing the vascular tiasue, is the 1-2 cells deep 
parenchymatous pex’ieycle* The protophloem layer is not 
evidentj M t  in some sections an ill defined layer of crushed 
CO3,1 a is found. Tangential, colls are present next to the 
pericyolo or the crushed layer of cells* They are very 
similar to those of Cyathea contaminans, hut differ, in thatfc£d8fc>hti*4i^S=*'ur.î^-V‘.t* *
they lack the mucilaginous substances, v;hioh are occE^sioimlly 
found wlthiix the cells of the latter. The sieve cells of 
tho phloem are variable in length, and ofton attain 20 u In 
width*
The xylom, which is separated from the phloem by the 
conjunctive parenchyma is.composed of traoheids and xmronchyma, 
vessels being absent* All traoheida in a mature plant show 
oaalarifo'rixi-pitted thickening, so that, the position of tho 
Pi^otoxylem cannot be aBcertalned* Those -traoheida are about 
2*4 mm in longth, and about 0.12 mm in bfeadth* The wall of 
a mature tracheld with its aeoondary thickening measures about 
12*5 u in thlcknesB.
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The hollovr pith can bo divided into three layers:
1* the first layer is parenehyniatous, and is very similar 
in Gonetruction and thickness the imiermost oortidal
layer; ii*, the second layer is a discontinuous a ole r en- 
chyiimtouB sheath on the insldG of tho meristele (fig* 34 ), 
and is composed of extremely hard fibres* Each of the 
solerenohymatous massos is surrounded by a typical loyer of 
cubieal cells; ill* tho inneraiost layer of the pith is 
parenchyma tous*
The medullary bundles, which appeai- elliptical in 
transverse section, have no sclerenohymatous shoathe, and 
etruoturally resemble those in G. contaminans* The traoheids 
of the motaKylem of a medullary bundle vary from *2 - .35 mm 
in length and 30 - 33 u in breadth, xAile their wall measures 
about 2*5 u in thickness, A medullary bundle either unites 
with a meristele of the outer ri%, or directly passes into 
the petiole through.a leaf-gap. At maturity a bundle often 
becomes ,9 % .2 mm.
In transverse section medullary strands of sclerenchyma 
appear oval or elliptical (fig. 38 )* The port-pheral layer 
of rather dark coloured fibres is often aoeoolated with 
euMeal cells. Some strands have regularly distributed 
cubical cello, forming a distinct layer, while in others the 
cubical celle are isolated. As shoxm by longitudinal 
sections, these medullary strands form an anastomosing system, 
A fibre of a medullary strand measures about ,3 mi in length 
and 30 u bx^ eadth, while its wall with ix'regularly distributed 
pita attains ,a thickness of 7 u.
In a aection, parallel to the surface of tho stem, a 
leaf-gap is fusiform and varies from 3 3.5 cm in length,
and 1 - 1,7 om in breadth at the widest part, which is about
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1 cm from the top of the gap* The bottom .5-1- cm of the 
gap romains covered oxtornally by the proteotive tissue of 
the stOEi, while the remaining part of it is covorod by the 
hard solorOtic plate of the leaf-scar. Fig. 37 shows a 
dissected leaf-gap* The immediate overlying selerotio 
plate and the parenchyma of the leaf-gap have been partially 
removed* This dissection ehoue two medullary bundles 
curving outœrds through the parenchyma of the leaf-gap, and 
passing out into tho petiole where they ultimately join with 
other members given off from the margins of the gap* Bofore 
emerging from the l0af-g;ap, they become laterally connected 
with the outwardly turned margins of tho meristeles near the 
apex of the leaf-gap* This dissection also shows In the 
middle of the leaf-gap, another pair of medullary bimdlos 
separately uniting with another pai)r of traces given off from 
the margins of the gap to form a pair of combined strands.
THE LEAF
The more or loss xiiomboidal, tripinnate leaves have 
stout; dark to medium brown stipes often attaining a length 
of 60 om* These stipes, with deep adaxial and lateral 
grooves are covered with a few hairs, and numerous radiilly 
projecting, stiff columnar bristles with sotifom projectiona 
(fig. 41 )• The briBt3.es are longitudinally ribbed and 
dark brovm in colour* In c:eoBs section, they appear circular 
in outline, while in long!tudinal section, they are seen to 
be composed of much elongated, thick-wallod paz^enohymatous 
cello (fig. 42 ). At maturity these bristles attain a 
length of 2.3*cm* - -
The medium brown mchises, which often attain a length 
of 100 cm, are similarly channeled on tho adaxial and on 
lateral sides, and aro covered with colwanar setifofous 
bristles, and almost equally frequent imbranched hairs
Cyathea pulcherrima Copel
Cavity paren 
chyma-
Protoxylem
Fig. 46
Fig. 47
Endodermis 
Phloem
Xylem
Fig. 48
Indusium
Epidermis
Sclerenchyma
Fig. 50
-— Lower epidermis
Upper epidermis
Fig. 49
Fig. 46. T.S. of a part of lamina. Fig. 4?. T.S. of the rachis. Fig. 48. T.S. of 
a part of a petiole. Fig.49. Vertical section of a receptacle. Fig. 50. Part of 
a frond showing the sori on the abaxial surface.
( 46, X 162; 47, X 5; 48, x 200; 49, x 108; 5 0, x 6.)
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(figé 43 )9 white to pale yellow in colour. Intermingled 
with these bristles and hairs, there occurs'another type of 
scale, which consists of an oval mass of parenchyma.tous 
cells with laterally projecting setae (fig* 45 ). The 
Bisas of cells is white in colour, who ferns their se ti form 
projections are dark brown* It seems that these *^ oval 
scales'* have developed by modification of flat setiferous 
scales.
The pinnae, which are borne am re or less at right angles 
to't the .raohis, often attain a length of 50 om, and a breadth 
of 18.3 cm. They are medium bromi, and are provided with 
stalks 2 ram to 1 om in length* On both surfaeos of tho 
pinnae, but only ovez^  the veins, numerous hairs, ''oval seales" 
and few setiferous scales (fig* 44 ) are found. The 
pinnules, which are about 9 cm by 2.2 cm, are shortly stalked 
and are borne in about 34 pairs, though tho pairs on either 
side of the pinna aro not exactly opposite. The pinnules 
of the second order are pinnatifid.
T*3,„ of the raohie
In transverse section tho outline of the raohis is 
almost oVal with one adaxial and two lateral indentations 
(fig* 47 )• The single layered epidermis, is a continuous 
layex% except at the pneumathodos. In transverse section, 
the cells of this layer appear nearly isodiamotrio, and each 
cell bulges out a little on the surface of the raohis.
There is a thin cuticle on the outside of these pelle. On 
the epidermis are borne aoales and hairs. Beneath the 
epldormie is a layer of bro™ thick^failed solerenehyma,.
15 or more cells deep. Below the hypodermal sclerenchyma 
lies the fundamental tissue of parenchymatous cells with 
into reel lular spo.oos. Within this tissue muoilago sacs, 
similar to those of stem, are often found. The petiolar 
bundles within the rachis unite laterally vjith one another,
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and form throe or four groupa of Imudles, : of ■vjhioh mio ie 
adaxial, and .the romaining two of . thx'O©'groups of bundle8 
aro abaxial (fig* 47 )* Th© detailed atruoturè of a 
petiolar; bimdlo is- môfo or less' similar to that of 
C* opjjarsiiiiana. However, the mueilage- oolla, which wore 
found aBcociated with the phloem of G& ooatamlaana, aro ■ 
abaent In this apeolea (fig* 48 )«
The paeumathodoG, 'which break the contimzity of the 
epldormla, ooaeiat of very loonely tuTangod thick-walled 
oolls of tho :hypodormlo, and ^ cdàmunioato arlth the-exterior ■ 
by. meanc of an opening, rooultlng from the death of one-or
■ more epidermal celle *  ^ I t is. not certain whether at the 
early atageo of- development, the aerenohyma ia covered hy 
an .epidormia with stomata.
Btrueturo of tho. lamina
At the upper surface of .the lamina there is an imbroken ■
epidermis of wavy margined oolle with a thin cuticle (fig. 46 ').
Over the veins, the.-vopiclé'rmal ' oelle are elongated and 
rectangular,•while eloowhoro, -they are very wavy In surfaco 
view. Many oval stomata, about 42.5 % 25 u, break tho
continuity of the lowex'.epidamla. There are about 14B of
them per square -mm. They are sot at a level slightly 
higher than the neighbouring colls,- and they have ledges of 
cutlni'sed.^ wE^ l material appear’ing as horns in a : section.
The cells of the lower epidermic\àro- smaller cud more wavy 
than those of tho^adaxibl surface. Tho thlckhoss of the
■ lamina varies from 1: ai# at: t W  veins to .2 mm whore, the
i meaophyll cells are well devoloped. \ an the,, adaxial sido,, 
tho mosophyll oCXle.form an almost continûouB layer of,
: palibade-llke ooXlè. "-Tho",air/.sçàpos-/ÿhi tho/abwkial half 
of the spongy paronchymaarenlarge. The veins of the fronds 
' are collateral.^- :4'' 3.^:--;. . - -
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SORI AND SPORANGIA
The elevated, oval'to hemxBplierical sporangial- 
receptacle8 are "borne on the abaxial surface of the fronds, 
where the lateral veins bifurcate (fig* 50 )* Scalariform 
and a^few annular traoheids supply these receptacles 
(fig. 49 ). The membranous indusia, which are l-coil thick, 
are muoer-shaped, and are attached at the base of the 
receptacles.
The sporangia aro club-shaped with short and stout 
pedicels. They vary from #45 - .49 x ,25 - ,35 mm. The 
ànnulus is oblique enough to pass the pedicel.
The snores
The spores are tetrahedral, anisopolar and yellovdsh in 
colour. They are triangular in polar vietf with concave 
sides and broadly rounded angles. The trilete mark is 
conspicuous, and the rays almost reach the equator. The 
exine varies from 1 - 1,5 u In thickness, and is spiny.
The spines are soft, and extend up to 3 u. Mature spores 
measure from 50 - 56 u.
Cyathea orientalis Koore.
Leaf-trace 
Epidermis 
Sclerenchyma
Outer sclerotic sheath
Meristele
Root-trace
Fig. 51
r Epidermis
/ y Hypodermis
— Sclerenchyma
y  //I— Endodermis
—^ Tangential cells
.Phloem 
-Xylem
y <1
^‘^ ^'ÿ—Tangential cells 
Pericycle%
Mucilage cell
‘Cubical cells 
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Fig. 52
Fig. 53
Fig. 51# T.S. of the stem. Fig. 52. T.S. of the peripheral part of the stem. 
Fig. 53* T.S. of the inner part of the stem.
( 5 1, X 10; 52 and 53» x IO8.)
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Cyathea orientalis Moore*
Much of the anatomy of Cyathea orientalis. which is an 
inhabitant of Java, resembles that described above for 
Cyathea oontamlMms. Only features of particular 
significance are doscribed here.
YOmCt PIANT
The following description.is based on a single plant, 
collected in July 1959» from the Royal Botanic Garden, Kew.
THE STEM
The material examined had a stem about 2*5 cm in length 
and 1 om in diameter. Figure 51 shows the general 
anatomical strudtufe of the stem, while figs. 52 and 53 
show its detailed histology.
The epidermis consists of short cells with a cuticle, 
which has a smooth outer surface* The only epidermal 
appendages of the stem* are scales of a characteristic 
structure; they, form a thick coating over the surface of the 
stem. The scales .are flat and consist of a central zone 
of thick-walled, dark coloured cells and margins of thin- 
walled cells. The central zone, which consists of cells 
elongated in the long axis of the, scale, tapers at the distal 
end of the scale and terminates in a stout seta. The thin- 
walled elongated.cells of the.wings diverge from the central 
regions in a fan like fashion and terminate in short celled 
projections, thus ..giving a lacerate margin (fig. 54 )•
Harrow setae are also developed from some of the marginal 
cells. Prof. Holtturn (1957), found a similar type of scale 
in Gymnosphaera glabra and some other species of Cyathea, and 
proposed the term flabelloid for this type of scale. The 
lateral setae projecting from the scale margins have been
■, ' * ' . ’ -V-
noted only amongst the Cyatheaceae (sens, str.) e.g., on small 
scales borne on the costae of Cyathea kingii and on stipe
"yathea orientalis Moore.
Subsidiary cell
Guard cell precursor
Fig. 57
Fig. 58
Fig. 56
Fig. 54 Fig. 55
Fig. 54. A flabelloid scale. Fig. 55* Stages in the development of the scale: 
showing uniseriate peltate condition during ontogeny. Fig. 5 6. L.S. of
flabelloid scales showing peltate base. Fig. 57* T.S. of a part of lamina.
Fig. 58. Stages in the development of stomata.
( 5 4, 55 b-h, 5 6, X 5 0; 55 a, x 8 0; 5 7 , x 170 ; 5 8, x 350.)
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sealGs of Gyathea latibrosa (Holtturn, 1957).
Development of flabelloid scales
t, A n &.wm iw##M,mi n'tm ii#,wm x»Hi i WTrJ*Trnfc*i-:iJJLj
The developBientaJl stages of flabelloid scales are shovm 
in figs6 55, 56 , An initial cell first divides into an 
inner and outer coll* The inner coll bulges out laterally 
and elongates to form a peltate hair (figs% 55c, d ), The 
newly projecting arm of the peltate hair is then cut off from 
the inner cell* The third division is transverse, and: 
divides the inner cell into two cells which then undergo • 
repeated transverse and longitudinal divisions and form tho 
stalk of the scale proper* The two arms of the peltate hair 
undergo divisiohs in all directions, all the divisions being 
anticlinal, so that the scale remains one cell in thickness*
The short mai'ginjal cells of the flat structure, derived from 
the arms of the peltate hair, radiate from their neighbouring 
elongated cells to give a lacerate margin. The set!form 
projections develop by modification of some of the marginal 
cells, and also of the tip cell. The thickening of the walls 
of the central cells takes place at a late stage of development
The hypodormal tissue of thé stem is parenchymatous, and 
is very variable in thickness. No mucilage sacs are evident 
in this layer (fig. 52 ).. The next fibrous layer is also
variable in thickness, and is limited ixitarnally by a layer of 
cubical cells* . The cubical cells, however, form a definite 
layer on either side of the inner and outer smooth-margined, 
sclerotic sheaths of the vascu'lâr tissue (fig. : 53 )• '
Development - of cubical cells
The cubical cells, which are differentiated in- the 
ground meristem, and alqo in the procambial tissue, are 
recognisable even in the very early stages of their 
development, when no appreciable thickening has taken place 
in their walls* Over the pïdmary cellulose ' xfa 11, which
'■■ ■ - - ' - ;■ 43 ■- .
stains with ■Iodine after treatment, with eulphuric a,cid, 
there, is a gradual deposition of secondary wail material. ,
In the case.of radial walls, and also throe tangential walls, 
the secondary wall material.-consists .of both cellulose and - 
lignin, but it consists only of cellulose in the : case of the 
other tangential whll of, the cubical cells. The oharactar­
is tic cell inclusions are visible soon after the di fferontiation 
of these cells# At early stages, the nuclei'of these cells 
are .very active, but in the later stages of dovc^ l-opment, they 
disappear.
The third and the fifth layers of the- cortex are 
parenchymatous tod contata,mucilage sacs, y 4
The stele^ even .at the apparent base of the sterA is t 
solenostelid, but.- it’'gradually; passes into a typical cyathean 
dictyostele* . The individual meristoles are similar to those 
of Cyathea. oontminans. The endodermal cells» apart from
their oharacteristio lignin-auberin deposition, are 
recognisable by their contents.. The parenchymatous pericycle 
is 1-2 cells deep. The prqtophloem layer is not evident.
The tangential cells form a definite layer, 2-6 colls in 
thickness. :- -
Development of tangential'cells ‘ '
The tangential bolls differentiate within the cells of 
the procambium. During early stages of dovelopnient, thesé 
cells are more.or less cubical in appoàranoQ# They gradually 
elongate tangehtiolly, and undergo a profound'change“during 
ontogeny* Their nuclei, which are very x)rominont. during 
the early stages, gradually disintegrate, but thiekenihg of 
their walls still continues. sieve areas occur between 
vertically and laterally contiguouB .cella. Thus the 
dovëlbpmentâl. stages of these oallls are very -siiÈilB-r to 
those of the sieve cells of,the phloem.-
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The tracheidsof,the xylem are of the.acalariform-pitted 
..type, and the pith, as usual, is differentiated into three 
regions. The medullary bundles originate de novo from the 
cells of the pith, and no bundles have been found to originate 
as internal projections Of the meristeles. Some of these 
bundles are without any accompanying sclerotic .sheath, while 
in others the sheath may occupy about half of their entire 
ciroumferenoe#
THE FROros
The tri-pinhate fronds are spirally arranged, and their 
petioles aro dark broim in colour. Humorous scales together 
with a few hairs occur on the petiole, but the hairs become 
dense over the rachis. The Imirs are usually unbranched, 
but occasionally they may be branched. The pneumathoâes are 
arranged on.either side of the petiole and rachis, but they 
never fox'm a continuous row. The primary pinnae are not 
strictly at right angles to the raohis, but are slightly 
inclined* The secondary pinnae, however, are borne almost 
at right angles to the primary .ones. The ultimate pinnule s 
are sessile, and oblong-lanceolate* The lamina is 
coriaceous, and is black-green, but paler beneath. The veins 
are free, and may be branched or unbranched*
Anatomy
The anatomical details of the patiole are almost identical 
to those of Gyathea contmiinans. The main difference is 
that the e pi dormis covering the pnoitmat hod es possesses 
stomata, which are persistent throughout, at least in the 
young plants* The ventilating tissue consists of very 
loosely arranged aerenchyma a;i th a mass of scleronchymatouB 
tissue beneath. The aeronohymatous cells of the ventilating 
tissue are usually oval to elongate, and they are unique in 
having numerous Xignified peg-like pr^ojeotiona on their v/alls.
Cyathea costalisora Copel.
Leaf- trace
Inner sclerotic sheath
Outer sclerotic sheath 
Meri stele  _______
Medullary bundle.
%«
Fig. 60•
Leaf-traces
Meristele
Cortex
Fig. 59
Fig. 62 Fig. 6 1.
Fig. 59. T.S. of the stem. Fig. 60. Fart of the transverse section of the ste 
Fig. 6 1. T.S. of the inner part of the stem showing cubical cells (cc), 
endodemis (en), protophloem (pp), tangential cells (ts), phloem (ph), xylem 
(xy). Fig. 6 2. T.S. of a medullary bundle showing phloem (ph), xylem (xy).
( 5 9, X 3/5 ; 60, X 5 ; 6 1, x 102; 6 2, x 5 5.)
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Cyathea costalisora Copcl.
ADÜI.T PMNT
Ç. oQ.Btaliso,ra is one of the tree-ferns with an 
occasional distribution in the forests of moist hollows of 
Butch M.ew-Giiineate This fern attains the maximum height of 
4 metersÿ and branches from near the base* The material 
for the present study %fas obtained from a branch having a ■ 
diameter of 6 cm below the fronds, which were 9 in number.
The stem
The leaf-soars, which are arranged in a very close spiral 
on the stem,- are circular to oval in outline, and have a 
diameter of 2-2*p om& The vertical distance between two 
sco,rs varies from l-=-,l*5 cm,, while the horizontal distance 
between them is 0,7 - 3.. 1 cm. ' As in G* pul cher rima, the 
adaxial leafi-traces, projecting through these soars, form 
shape, and there is no odd bundle between them. The number 
of these traces varies from 24 26, The abaxial bundles,
ohout 22 in number, form a semicircle with incux'ved margins 
and thus resemble the abojcial group of C. oontaminans.
Anatomy
r/s^ Krr:t»*t^ trsis >™*lrrES
The general distribution of tissues is similar to that 
described above for other species (figs* 59, 60),
The epidermis bears peltate, flabelloid scales. These 
are remarkable in having superficial as well as marginal 
thick-*/ailed unicellular hai rs* These superficial hairs 
resemble; the single terminal cell at the tip of the central 
band of thick-v/al,led cells. It may be noted that this 
terminal cell may occaslonailly be branched (fig. 64 )• The
presence of superficial hairs on scales is an unusual feature 
in the ferns,' but they are of universal oc:eurrence in 
Thelyptoris e>nd in some species of Cyathea,
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The oortess show^ tha. same zonation as previously 
descrihed species* Cubical cells occur round the . 
Bclerenohymatous sheaths of the leaf-traces and round the . 
outer vascular- sheath* Mubi3xige sacs in groups^ or, very 
rarely, singly, occur in the pavonchymatous zones* .
The dictyostele shows 7-8 meristeles and, in rolation 
to the intervening leaf-gapSj the origin and outward passago 
of the leaf-traces can be traced* Numerous medullary bundles, 
each associated with an incomplete cylinder of sc3ejrenchyma, 
are present* The structure of the vascular tissue is very 
similar to that of C* contamiimns. The protophloem forms-a 
definite layer outside the layer of tangential cells (fig* 61 ), 
These latter do not show any mucilaginous content .and, like 
the sieve cells of the metaphloem, they are rather thick- 
walled* The medullary bundles in the outer region of. the 
pith are larger and more mmierous than those occupying a more 
central position* The bundles are mostly aooompanled by 2^3 
strands of solerenohyma, each of which is surrounded by a layer 
of cubical cells (fig* 62 )*
The medulla, as in species previously described, shows 
throe zones. The only noteworthy feature is the presence in 
the central parenchyma of large aggregations of mucilage cells. 
No such aggregations were noted in either Cyathea oontaminans 
or G* pulcherrima*
TÏÏE FROND
The stout stipe, which is medium broim in colour, 
measures about 25 cm in length and is densely covered with 
scales. The bc£i3.os near the base of the stipe are large but 
they gradually become smaller and narrowei' towards the rachis# 
A scale situated near the stipo; measuree about 2*8 cm in 
length and 1.5 cm in breadth. The rachises are also medium 
bromi and denseivy scaly* Between the scales are found 
multicellulai*, unbranched, pale hairs. The largest pinna is
Cyathea costalisora Copel.
Fig. 63* Part of a frond showing sori on the abaxial surface and flabelloid 
scales. ( X ?•)
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about 22 by 8 'em, and is borne almcB. t at right angles to the 
raehiSè Unbranohed appressed hairs assoOiated with scales 
are found on the adaxial side of the'pinna raohises, while 
On the abaxiai aide, only scales, very rarely intermingled 
vath a'few hairs, are present (fig. 63 )• The penultimate 
segments are plnWtiseot* ^ The pinnule a, which are adnàte, 
are about 3 by 1 mjca* On the adaxial . side of the costa' 
appressed hairs are found, while'the abaxial side appears 
glabrous* The sori are found on both sides of the costa. ' 
They are in’fact borne in pairs on oithbr side of the oostules 
and on the first pair of veins. Sometimes the second pair of 
veins also produce sori. The indusia oxe Gup^shaped,'and 
completely surround the sporangia in the young stage.
THE SPORANGIA M D  SPORES
The club-shaped sporangia have stout stalks, and vary 
from *23 mm to .3 mm in length and 80 - 90 u in breadth.
The spores are anisopolar, -triangular and have straight 
to slightly convex sides. The trilete mark is clear With 
simple rays reaching the equator; the angles are bluntly 
pointed. Exine is smooth, pale-yellow, and about 1 u thick. 
The mature spores are about 35 u across.
Adaxi al surface
Fig. 6 5,b
Indusium Fig. 65 ,0
Fig.65,a
Indusium
Fig. 6 5,d
Indusium
Fig. 66,a Fig. 66,b
Fig. 64,b
V  — Epidermis
"X'^ Y SflTi^Mesophyll
V ^Indusium
x ' M à W ^ ,
Fig. 66,0
Fig. 64,a
Fig. 64,a. Cyathea costalisora.A flabelloid scale. Fig. 64,b. C. costalisora. A 
terminal cell of a ilaoeliold scale. Fig. 65. C. dealba ta. Stages 'ifl "TfTy ëi op- 
ment of indusia in V.S. Fig. 66. C. capensis. "Stages in the development of 
indusia. (64, x 50; 6 5 , x 250; 66, a-b, x T2O; 66,c, x 85.)
Adaxial surface Adaxial surface
Indusium Receptacular primordia Indusium
b
Receptacular primordium Sporangia
Fig. 66/A, Photographs from slides of Professor F.O. Bower.
a, Cibotium schiedei. Vertical section of a young sorus.
b, Cyathea dealbata. Vertical section of a young sorus.
c, Gleichenia sp. T.S. of a young lamina showing the inception of the
receptacle on the margin, but very close to the abaxial surface.
d, Gleichenia sp. T.S. of a comparatively mature lamina showing the abaxial
position of the sporangia due to growth of the marginal tissue.
(All, X 55.)
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DEVEI.OPHENT OF THE S0RÜ3 IN CYATHEA
Tae development of the borue wae atudied In Cyathea 
dealbatao In this epo« the mature eori aro borne.on the 
abaxial surface of the froxido The receptacle is more or 
loss hemispherical, and it boars sporangia in strict ba.oiiBtal 
suodesoion* The sporangia are protootod by a eup-liko 
indusium o
Early stages in the development of the sorus can be 
studied in the still tightly oiroinate pinnule. At first 
the Biargin of the eiubi^ yonio pinnule bcjoomorj more or less 
flattened, and soon it becomes, as. seen i.n a vertical section 
of leaf ÿ a three-lobocl structure (fig* 65,a ) * The adaxial . 
lobe forms what appears to be a continuation of the lamina, 
and develops at a much faster rate than the other two lobes 
(fig. 65,b)o The middle 3^ obo quickly becomes conical in form 
and ultimately dovelopo into the receptacle. Any superficial 
cell of the raaeptaoXo may develop into an initial cell, 
which may give rise to a sporangium by oblique segmentationo, 
or may develop into a thlxi hair. Bower (1899) p has described 
the position of this receptacle as superficial from the very 
initiation, but during early stages it seems that at least,In 
eertato oases, the initiation of the receptacle takes place 
at the margixi (fig. 66/A,b), and that at this stage the young 
fertile frond is oloaely Bimilar to that of Cibotium schoidol, 
in wrhloh the initlatioxi of the receptacle has been doscribed 
by.Bovjer (1899) as strictly marginal. Of course, due to 
very rapid rate of growth of the axtaxlal lobe, the re cep tad a 
very soon appears as superficial in position. The abaxial 
lobo soon after its dlffercntlat 1 on appears as a, mere flap, 
but by sixbsequent elaboration it develops into the IndusiuiB.
As the frond ages, the indusium extends laterally and forms 
a saucer-like structure (figs. 65, b and c), which later becomes
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GUp-Bliapod and eventually overarches the hemispherioal 
receptacle (flgo 65, d)^
Fig. 66, Qg shows a transverse section of part of a 
ferti3,e frond of Cyathea capensle. The recoptaclOn which is 
supplied with vascular tissue, is more or less circular and 
bears an Inferior scalG-like indusium of vax'iable thiclmess.
In some examples the flap-liko indusium terminates in 
a lumber of hair-like segments (fig. 66, b).
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A ' /' SUMMARY:
1. The. stemB hear either aetiferons or flabelloid scales; 
the former dovelop from simple hairs, the la,ttor from peltate 
Ones* Xn .no speoies do both these types ooenr together.’ 
However, other typos of■scale may oconr in addition to either 
the set!ferons dr the flabelloid ones. For instance, oval 
scales and stout bristles occur in Cyathea pu].cherrima.
2. The stem is.dictyostolic, and always has numerous 
medullary bundles. The meristeles are always protected by 
sclerotic sheaths, but the medullary bundles may or may not 
be protected by such sheaths.
3* Cubical cells with characteristic inclusions are present 
in the pith, and also in the cortex* They generally form a 
single layer round masses of sdlerenohyma*
4. Tojigential cells are always associated, with phloem; they 
may or may not contain mucilage.
5* Mucilagê sacs are* present in the stem and also in the 
petiole. But they are not always present in association 
with the phloem of the petiole.
6. Numerous vascular strands are present in the petio3-o, 
and they form typical 7 shape. Scales and hairs which may 
be branched or unbranohed, also protect the young petioles.
7. Sori, when mature, are abaxial in position.
8. Even where the indusium is a complete cup at maturity,
it develops from a simple flap-like structure, and is inferior 
on a round to heaiispherical receptacle,
9. The sporangia aJiways show an oblique annulus-and lateral 
dehiscence, and the spores are tetrahedral with trilete mark. 
The exine of the spores may be smooth or spiny.
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10 o Kaeh of tho stomata on i;ho èabaxlal sido of tho IcavoB 
ia UBua3.1y aurroimded by a single opidormaX coll, and tho 
wall aoparating the gtiard-oell mothQr-ce3.1 frorn its sister 
coll (ioOa the subsidiary coll) Is almost Glllptioalo
Dicksonia L'Heriti.Qî’ (1788).% kHram hi# i ■. mu-gw.^  ^ f
Itvbroducbion
Th© members of this genua are. arbore a cent. Both ateBv 
and stipea are densely coverad with aimple hairs, scales 
being absent. The tripinnate fronds are usimlly rhoaboidal 
ill outline, and are Ijarge in size. The ultimate pinnules a;re 
(ilimorphic, the lamina of the fertile ones being slightly 
contracted or wanting. The costae of the ultimate pinnules 
are raised on the adaxial surface, and the veins are free.
The eoruB is marginal and is borne on a single vein.
The receptacle is flat and develops sporangia in basipetal 
succession. The latter are protectcd by a bi-valvate 
indusium: the upper valve is very similar to the lamina,
while the lower one is hard and different from it. The 
sporangia may be loiig-stalked and have a conspicuous oblique 
annulus. The spoi'es are tetrahedral.
There are about 17 species in the southern hemisphere 
(Christensen, 1938).
Dlcksoiiia swarrosa Sw.
( I , t u n  M m # * i p  * ■  n ,an m vcmmas
D. squarrosa is a tree fern of Now Zealand, and Chatham 
Island* The small stem examined was 4.5 cm across, and was 
collected from New Zealand in 1925* Fronds were obtained 
from a plant, about 4,2 motors high, growing in the Botanic 
Garden, Glasgow.
THE STF.H
The unbranched stem has a covering of old persistent 
leaf-base8. Many adventitious roots emerge from the petioles,
but most of them fail to roach the soil and form a tangled
Dicksonia squarrosa Sw.
u
Fig. 67
•Cubical cells
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Parenchyrn
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Fig, 68
Cubical ce
Fig. 71
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Tsingential
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Cubical cellf
Fig. 69
Fig. 67. T.S, of stem. Fig, 6 8, T.S. of the peripheral part of the stem. 
Fig. 69, T.S. of the inner part of the stem. Fig, 70. T.S. of a mucilage sa 
within the peripheral tissue of the stem. Fig, 71* Part of ein equisetoid 
hair, (6 7, x 2.5; 6 8, 6 9, x 152; 70, x 50; 71» x 150.)
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mass ovor the stem.
The stem and petiole bases are clothed with simple 
uniseriate hairs which form a dense maos over the surface.
The leaf-bases also bear dmrk coloured, much stouter and 
longer hairs seated on multicellular emergences. Both types 
of hair show the *®equisetoid** condition resulting from 
frilling of the peripheral regions of the transverse septa 
(fig. 71).
Mgàassï
The stem in cross section is nearly circular, but it has 
an irregular margin (fig. 67 )• The peripheral protective 
tissue, which is hard and brovm in ooloux', varies from 2-6 mm 
in thickness. Within the peripheral tissue are found nimerous 
irregularly arranged hyaline islets of soft tissue. Next to 
the peripheral zone is a hyaline layer of soft tissue about 
1 mm in width. The corrugated vascular cylinder consists of 
4-6 meristeles, which are either U or W-slmpod structures, 
and are protectGd both externally and internally by bands of 
sclerenchyma. The leeif-gaps are short and the numerous 
leaf-traces to each leaf depart from the gap mau'gins. The 
centre of the stem is occupied by hyaline soft tissue and has 
a diameter of about 1*5 cm. Within this tissue, especially 
towards the pei'iphery several isolated bromi patches of hard 
tissue are found. No medullary bundles are present.
The peripheral tissue is composed of two layers of colls, 
the outer being parenchymatous, while the inner one consists 
of sclerenchyma (fig. 68)® The outer margin of the 
parenchyma tous zone, which is about 4’**8 celle deep and contains 
a few Irregularly distributed muoilago sacs. There is a 
transition between the cells of the first and second layer. 
Sometimes there is so much thickening; in the walls of the 
outer zone due to deposition of additional material that It
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becomes impossible in a titans verse section to distinguieh 
the cells of this layer from those of the next zone#
However, the distinction becomes evidexit in a longitudinal 
section. . .
The second layer is about 36-40 cells deep. The largest 
fibre observed in this layer measured about 1.5 am in length 
and 35 ii in breadth, while its mill including the secondary 
thiokoning.was 7 u thick. Islets of parenchyma are found 
1rregularly distributed within this zone# These parenohy- 
matous masses contain one to several mucilage sacs, and are 
surrounded by a layer of cubical cells with the charaoteristic 
inclusions (fig. 70 )♦ The second layer, imlike the first 
layor ends abruptly and is delimited by a layer of cubical 
cells (fig. 63 ). The next layer'is composed of parenchy­
matous cells with intercellular spaces# Numerous mucilage 
sacs, usually isolated, occur in this layer. Ofton, departing 
l@af-tra.o0G, which appear renifom in transverse section, are 
soon in %)al rs in the protective or in the third layer. The 
fourth layer of the stem constitutes the outer protoctive 
sheath of the meristele, and is composed of sclerenchyraa 
fibres. On either side, this layer is delimited by a layer 
of cubical cells. The next layer is parenchymatous and has 
intercellt0.ar spaces (fig* 69 ), This layer is almm t
miifom in thickness and contains mucilage sacs. The cells 
of the third and fifth layer contain numerous starch grains.
The meri steles are surrounded by endoderinis and the 
pericycle* The colla of the endodoraiis show Casparian 
strips and have thickening on both inner and outer tangential 
walla. The perleyole, which is 2-4 cells deep, is parenchy­
matous and often contaixis reserve food material. As in 
Cyathea. the meristelos are amphicribral bundles, having the 
xyXeni surrounded by phloem. The latter consists of elongated
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sieve oolls andffew imrenchyma elements. The sieve cells, 
which have almost transverse end walla have sieve areas on  ^
all walls* Distinction between proto and metaphloom is not 
possible, but. adjacent to the.pericycle, several layers of 
tangential cella are present (fig* 69 )* The conjunctive 
.parenchyma is usually one to two. cells in thiclmoas, but 
sometimes a sieve cell lies directly next to a traoheid.
The xylem consists of soalarifom. traehoids and xylem 
pafonehyma, and.no annular and spiral traoheids are found*
A scalariform tracheid has a length of about 2*5 mm and a 
breadth of 80 u, while its wall including the BOCoxido.ry 
thickening measures about 10 u.
The pith is %)ar0nohymatou8 and has intorcellular spaces. 
Mucilage eaca, coBiparativoly few in number, are also found in 
the pith* As in the cyathaas, the inner vascular sheath 
is differentiated near to the periphery of the medulla and 
follows the corrugations of the stele. Patches of sclerenchyms, 
surrounded by cubical cells are found especially towards the 
periphery of the pith,
THE FROND
Usually more than 55 rhomboidal to oblong-deltoid fronds, 
which are tripinnate, are found in a very close spiral at the 
top of the plant. The young fronds show cireinato vernation 
and remain covered by douse hairs. The stipe is chestnut 
brown in colour, and measures about 90 cm in length* The 
rachis, which is deep brown towards the base and gradually 
beoomes light brom towards the apex, measures about 60 cm*
The atarile aogments are toothed. The texture of the frond 
is rigidly leathery and the veins are free. Both the adaxial 
and abaxial- sides of the lamina are green.
Fig. 72,a
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Fig. 72. Dicksonia squarrosa Sw. Transverse sections of a leaf-axis at 
different levels (a, extreme base; b, middle of the rachis; c, top. of 
the rachis). Fig. 73. D. squarrosa. L.S. of a part of a petiole. Fig. 74 
2* sc^ uarrosa.a, Stages, in the development of stomata; b, mature stomata, 
^ig. 73. D, antarctica. V.S, through the receptacle.
(72, X 2.3; 73, x 83; 74,a, x 300; 74,b, x 160; 73, x 100.)
; In orosB..section near the baao, tho ai^ pears . -\
oiroular In: oütlino ifith a small ridge on'thq .adaxial voido*
The xjeriphüral tieaiie is hafd, ^a:ad 'it encloBeS;. the parenchyma 
:= in which leaf»^ firaoea humhQriwi about '20^ 25, are; found embedded* r 
. Theso trace aa in -Cÿathea^ ohow a T 7 shaped arrangement*
- ThaindividUEil:'::traGe8 are : -more" oi' lees.'-rëni-formp a%id
bccaBionally two neighbouring traces unité laterally to form 
a W.Bhapod structure (fig*72,a ),' Eachof the loaf-traoes 
is suï'rounded by ■ seleronohyma* A transverse section at about
the middle of the rachis shows/that all the leaf-traces unite ‘ 
laterally to, form a single cornigated strand, which has/only 
the inner protective shea^ th (fig* 72,b )* Another section 
near the-tip of the rachis shows that the wavy structure has 
lost the inner protective sheath as xmll (fig*72,c)*
. In surface view the epidemar colls of the patiole arc 
rectangular in outline* The outer wall is heavily cutiniaed 
and ULa atoraata ax^ e absent. ' On two. sides of the pe tiole,
 ^ the epidermal continuity is broken by the pnoumathodes* The 
epidemis bears uniseriate^ unbranchod hairs, which resemble 
those of the stera*; The, hypodcrmis is scla ranahymatous and 
is about 15 or more cells deep* Sections through the 
pneumathodes show that the hypodermal sclerenchyma is replaced 
by highly ventilated, loosely arranged cells without any 
woolly ligiiified. outgrowths,/and covex^ ecl -by the epidermis 
, with stomata* / Muiaerous mucilage. saoB are found within the 
colls of the fundaîiiental tissue of the petiole. These sacs 
usually occur , singly, but If aggregated in groups, their 
common walls reBiain intact I frequently, however, near the 
basal: region of the petiole, their end walls break down to 
, form a continuouB duet that ends blindly.
' . The 13etiolar bundles are surrounded by the endodex^mis
and pericycle. The ©ndodermal/cells show ohafhoteriatio
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thickening on tholr radial walls, but in-addition to this, 
there is a suberin lamella covering the whole inner tangential 
wall Be In young fronds the ondodex’mal cellvs èhow tanninir 
ferons contents#' The pericycle is 1-4 oella. deep, and is 
thin walled# Inside the pericycle is a layer of protophloom 
cells, which arc elongated and narrow. lloxt to the proto­
phloem there is eithox'- a layer of phloem parenchyma or a layer 
of miioilago ceils, v/hioh may lie next to the metaphloom or . 
separated froRi the latter.. by a layer of parenchyma, one or 
more colls deep. ^ Tho ./Sieve cells of the métaphioera are 
arranged end to ©iid micl have thëif end, walls oblique (fig. 73 ). 
The sieve areas are found on all walls# Conjunctive parenchyma 
may be present between the xylem, and phloem, or occasionally 
a sieve tube may lie In direct contact with a soalai'ifom 
tralch'eid.. Rarely a.mucilage cell is found ixi, asBooiation with 
the epnjunctivG parGnchyma. The xylem in traxiaverse section 
is either ¥- or W-shaped structuro according to the shape of 
the leaf-trace. Noax’ the; angles of or V/«shape,d ]cylem, 
there are a . few broken annular; and spiral tx'acheida, which 
constitute the px^ o to xylem* The orushed protoxylem lioo
directly against the cavity parenohyEia., which is composed of 
loosely arx^anged paronchymatous colls. •
In surface vievr the epiderraal cells of the adaxial sido 
of the lamina appear as rectangular cells with .wavy walls; 
there are no stomata. The cells of this layer are heavily 
outinised on their exposed surface. • The epidormal cells on 
the abaxial side are sinuous^ and numerous stomata, which are 
oval in outline arc present (fig.74,b). The stomata usually 
have thoix'* long-axos. lying parallel to the veins# but their 
orientation is somewhat variable. The moBOphyll colls are 
spongy throughoutë
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DotoIopinent of stomata
The development of etomata wae studied in aurfaco view 
(figg .74ja)* A protodem oeil usually divides anticliaal3.y 
into two cells by an olliptioal or half-elliptical wall#
One of the daughter cells may function as the stoma motlier-cell,
or rarelyD before behaving ae such, may undergo another
division similar to the first one# The nucleus of the stoma ^
mo the r-» cell divides into two, and a wall, which usually lies
along the long axis of the oval stoma mother-cell is formed. 
Frequently, hoimver, this wall may lie at right angles to the 
long axis of the stoma Biothor-coll« There is usually 
Gonsidorablo deposition of outinised matex’ial on this wall 
and the two guard cells separate to form the pore. Twin 
stomata are fx'^ equently found in this species.
^orangia and epores
The Bporanfeia, which are borne on a, short receptacle in 
basipetal succession, a-x’o about .4-.45 x , 23-.26 mm, and are 
protected by abi-valvod indusium.
The spores are tetrahedral, anisopolar, and a triangular 
in polar view, with slightly concave sides. The walls are 
thick, especially at the angles, which are truncate. The 
trilete mark la thin and the rays almost reach the equator.
The exine is verruca te, and is 2-4 u in thiclmess. Mature 
spores are about 50 u across.
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Dicksonia antarctioa Labill.
CTg;»#=gJ;maa'=atg'i;t i^ ta c tgiM bal.«a3*iwai:*
YOUMG P.LAMÎ
The material used .v/as supplied from the Botanical .
Gardeny Glasgow.
(a) Anatomy of stem
*  *  m ii i j i j i i , !  ■■ j >. iir r I i i * # i  'tmm ^  ifn .m w m ^ ii  i» m l  n i ■
A transverse section of the stem, which in the material 
investigated was about 1*5 cm in diameter, and a little over 
4 cm 1x1 length, shows that the anatomical details of this 
species are almost the same as those of Dicksonia squarrosa.
In short, almost all the epidermal cells develop multi- 
cellular, mibranched hairs. These hairs unlike those of 
Dicksonia squarrosa do not show any equisetoid appearance at 
the transverse septa*
The hyp Oder mal parenchyma,tous cells, though thick-walled, 
are easily differentiated from the next fibrous layer# The 
latter is not limited internally by a layer of cubical cells.
The third parenchymatous layer contains mucilage sacs, either 
isolated or in groups of up to 15. The fourth scleronchymatous 
layer is lined on either side by a layer of cubical cells.
The degree of maturation of cubical colls is relatively slow 
as compared with that of the neighbouring tissue* . The 
innermost layer of the cortex is parenchymatous# and does not 
show any mucilage sacs near the basal part of the stem. They, 
however, appear near the apex of the stem.
The basal part of the stem is decayed, and the internal 
structure is not intact. In the region where the internal 
structure is preserved the stem is solenostelic. Even a few 
mm above the apparent base, the stele is very much corrugated, 
and is bounded by an external and an internal endodermis, the 
cells of which contain tanniniferous bodies and show Gasparian
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strips# The pericycle is one to two cells deep, but at 
certain regions, the tangential cells lie directly over the 
endodermis# It seems certain that young paricyclic cells, 
under certain conditions, may develop into tangential cells. 
The phloem is not differentiated into proto and metaphloem.
The xylem as usual is composed of scalariform traehoids 
and xylem poTenohyma, with which every tracheidal element 
comes in contact at some point or other of its surface* It 
has been suggested by Williams (1925) that this close 
association is due to certain phyBiological reasons*
The method of leaf^traoe departure has been described by 
Williams (1925)s it is very similar to that of Cibotium 
baromet%, the chief difference being that the leaf-trace 
breaks up in the peripheral region before it is cut off from 
the axial strand.
(b) Anatoaiy of the petiole
The structure of the petiole is very similar to that of 
Dicksonia squarrosa. The openings of the pneuDiathodes on - 
the lateral sides of the petiole are covered by epidermis 
with stomata and the éléments of the ventilating aerenchyiaa 
or crumpled sclerenohyma do not show any lignified peg-like 
out-gTowths as in Cyathea oriéntalia.
(c) Anatomy of the lamina
The lamina in transverse section shows a thick cuticle 
on both upper and. lower surfaoos# The adaxial epidermal 
colls are larger than those on the abaxial surface, whore the 
stomata, each surrounded by an epidermal coll, occur. The 
dovelopment of stomata is very similar to that of Dicksonia 
squarrosa* The mesophyll cells of the adaxial half of the 
lamina are most compact and angular, whereas those on the 
abaxial side are oval and loosely arranged.
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(d) Anatomy of the root
The opidermiB is ainglo layorod and some of its oells 
grow out to form imicellu5.ar root halrso The cortex is 
differentlated into two regions? the outer sono consists of 
thin-walled parenchyma, whereas/"inner %ono consist s of thick- 
walled sole ronohyma, foxyaing s. firm Biechaniaai, sheath ax'ound 
the central vasouleir cylinder# The ondodemle is single 
layered? the outer tangential walls of the endodemal, cells 
are lignified, whereas the inner tangential xmlIs are thin; 
Caspax'ian sti^ ips are found on their radial walls# The 
pericycle is double layered, and consists of thin-walled colls* 
The xylem is dlarch and exarchs each xylem group consists of 
two proto]cylom and two metaxylom elements, and the tvjo groups 
are united with each other by 6-7 undifforentiated, large, 
thin-walled oeils# Alternating wi th the xylem groups are 
arranged the phloeai masses*
ADULT PMNT
The rocoptacle, xfhich is marginal in position, is flat 
and extends on to the adaxial surface of the.lower indusium 
(fig* 75 )• The sporangia are more or less oval and have 
stalks about 190 u long and 30 u in width. The latter ■ 
consist of 3-5 rows of cells, 6-8 cells in height, and do 
not interrupt the oblique annulus* The upper and lower lips 
of the indusium are not structurally identical. : The upper 
one Is very similar to the lamina proper, but the lower one 
consists of much more elongated and angular cells with small 
air-spaces* A few stomata occur on the abaxial surface of 
the lower lip.
The spores: are anisopolar, triangular x^ ith sides almost
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straight and angles broadly rounded# The trilete mark is 
thin and does not extend up to the equator# The exine is 
smooth, hyaline, and is loss than 1 u thick at the sides, 
but at least 2 u at the angles. Mature spores are about 
52 11 aoross.
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le The atoms are arborescent, and are thickly protected by 
multi ce llulo.r, unbranched hairs.
2. ÂB in Cyathea, the stems are dictyoatelic, but without 
any ûxedullary bundles. The stele is very much corrugated, 
and is prortected by sclerotic shèaths.
3. Cubical cells are present both in the cortex and in the 
pith.
4« Tangential oells are associated with the phloem, and 
they do not contain any mucilaginous substances*
5* Mucilage cells are present both in the stem, and petiole*
6* The loaf-traces are nuBierous, and as in Gya/thoa, they 
show in transverse section the charaotoristic 7 - shaped 
arrangement* -
7* The sori are marginal in position, but the receptacle 
shows a tendency to slide on to the adaxial surface of the 
lower lip of the bivalvate indusium.
8. The structure of the two lips of the indusium is 
dissimilars the upper one resembles the lamina but the lower 
one is different from it.
9, The sporangia have an oblique annulus, and the latter is 
not interrupted by the stalk. The receptacle is flat.
10* The spores, which are tetrahedral and show trileto mark, 
have exine usually broadening at the angles.
11. The wall separating the stoma mother-cell from its sister 
cell, which surrounds the stoma at maturity, may be elliptical 
as in Cyathea*. or half-elliptical# Twin stomata are often 
found in some spp cies*
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ÇjiciJ», P.resl. (1836)«
Introduction
The 8tom8 are prostrate^ but may be aecemiing*. They 
arop howeverp- never arborescent* The young parte of the 
stem are protooted by otifx and cbareo haire® The fronds 
are usually deltoid, and the fertile and the sterile pinnae 
are almast similar® The %)lnnae are usually borne obliquely 
on their respeotive axes, and the costae of the ultimate 
pinnules are grooved on their upper surface® The soras is
fimrginal in position and is borne on a vein® The receptacle
is raised and flat g and is protected by a bl-valva/te iiadiisiiva* 
The upper valve is siml3,ar to the lamina px^ oper, but the 
lower one is very different from it® The sporangia^ which 
develop basipetaldy on the receptacle have an oblique 
anm\lus and. may, or may not be slight3.y interrupted by the 
stalko The spores are tetrahedx'al^
There are nine spaclos in tropioal and subtropical 
regionsp .one in the ,Atlantic Islands and south Spain 
(Christenson^ 1958). ' : . .
Culcita macrocarpa Presl.
Culcita macx^ocarpa is a native of Madeira and Asoroa, 
and is so abundant there that the woolly covering of the 
plant was once.,.an article of■ commerce. , . -
. The ■ material for. the/..present study vjas-obtained from a’ ' 
the teaching , collootion> of the Department;^ : a few slides - ; 
wore alBO' avaxl0.ble from the (hvynne-Vaughan collèotion. . .
Culcita macrocarpa Presl.
Fig, 76
Fig. 77
Fig. 81
Fig. 80 Fig. 79 Fig. 78
Fig. 78. T.S. of stem. Fig. 77* T.S. of stem. Fig. 78. T.S. through a pa 
of a petiolar bundle. Fig. 79>a-c. Transverse sections of the frond axis 
at different levels (a, near the base; b, middle of the rachis; c, top c 
the rachis. Fig. 80. Mature stomata. Fig. 81. Vertical section of the
receptacle. (7 6, % 8 ; 77, x 108; 7 8, x 250; 79, x 3 ; 8 0, x I6O; 8l, x 1
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■ms STEM ■ , . ,
' Tho 8tom la eovered with damao#, ahlulng, ■ forxn.iglaoua 
halre. \ i t  dovolops :leaves ami adventitious roots on all 
eldoss ■ '■ ■ ' . '
Anatomy
In tranavox^oo section the stem shows an irregular . -
outline p. duo to attaohment of two to three petiolar baaos.(fig76). 
The lattex" are comparatlvoly loTgc and often attain the same 
diameter as the stem.. For èsmmplo, at.one region, the stem 
examined waa OVS .om acx'^ oasp while one of its patiolar bases 
meaBurcd about 0*85 cm in diameter'#
As in the tree ferns, tho protective tlseue of the stem 
consista of two layers of cells® > The outer, which 1b 
limited externally by the opidomla, is 1-5 polls in .
thieimesc, ami oonsia.ts of thlck-walled parenohymatouo; 
elementso Most•of the cello of the epidermis bear"' .
uniBorlate stiff hairs* These.are unbranohed, and have 
their cross walls slightly., fringed (fig* 77 ), Mext to the 
•hypodomlS'-lB thé fibroua layer,, also of variable thicknees. - 
The largest fibre observed in this region measured about 
Qo5 mm by 20 u, while.its wall was about 5 u thick* The 
transition between these two layers, as usual,1s^gradual® '
However, the protective tissue ends abruptly'and la limited 
by a layer of cubical cella,-which show the charàctériatlo 
inolusions. During ear3.y atages of development, the colls 
of this layer show oivich greater power of division .than the . ■ ■ 
neighbouring .colls* All the divisions are antlclinaig bo 
that the layer of oubical Palls hover.boeomos more tlum one 
cell in thickness* The iholuaion within the individual cells:. 
attains a oonsidorablo b±z0 even when the nucloua is very 
active bmû there is.an approciablQ thickening of the coll 
walls o 37ho third layer: of the.stom oonaiste of thin willed:
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colls with mmerous starch graine* Bext to this layer, 
lies the outer protective sheath of the vascular tissue®
The sheath is limited on either side by a layer of ouMcal 
cells* The fibres of this :?.one are longer but more slender 
than those of the outer sheath of the stem® The largest 
fibre of this %onc measured 0*5 mm by 18 u, and its wall 
was 4o5 u thick*
The central cylinder is aiaphiphloic solenostelie, and 
is circular in outline as seen in a transverse section* The 
leaf-traces depart as undivided U-^shaped strands* The 
ondodormis is of secondary type* The perioyole is 2-4 
colls deep# The tangential colls, which Eiay attain 0*2 nm 
in length and 17o5 u in breadth, are 2«4 colls doep* The 
distinction between the proto and metaphloom io not possible. 
The xylom is eteilar to that of Dioksonla oquarrosa, but 
differs from the latter in having fewer :cylom parenchyma 
cells. The medulla consista of 4 layers: the outer is
paronchymatoua and is similar to the innermost cortical 
layer; the second layer is solerenohymatous and serves, as 
the inner protoctive tissue of the vascular ring, and is 
identical with the outer one. The centrally placed 
sclorenohymatoiXB mass la separated from the inner protective 
sheath by a layer of parenchyma tous colla, containing starch 
grains, and is surrounded by a layer of eubioal cells.
THE FROBDS
3!ho quadripinnate fronds are 8ub«*ooriacaous in texture 
and are arranged in several rows* 'The rachisGs are almost 
glabrous .and are deep to Biedium brovm in colouri The lower 
pinnules are deltoid,.and their divisions are ovate* The 
pneumathodes : form an almost continuous line on either side 
of the rachis and the patiolo.
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In tranaveree section the base of the petiole is almost 
circular with an indentation on tho adaxial side (fig. 79,a)«
Aa in Gyathea, the peripheral protective layer surrounds the 
fimdaraental tissue, but the leaf-trace is not disBected into 
several bundles to form separate adaxial and abaxial groups. 
Nevertheless, the leaf-trace resembles the united leaf-traces 
of the oyatheoid and dicksonioid radiisos. Though there is 
no Indication of segmentation of the petiolar strand, the 
abaxial arc is clearly corrugated. The vascular strand as 
usual is surrounded by a brown protootivo tissue. Borial 
sections from the base to the tip of the Xoaf-axis show that 
the petiolar strand remains unchanged throughout the entire 
length of the axis (figB.79,b,c)*,
The detailed histology of part of the petiolar trace is 
sho\m in fig. 78. The openings of the pneusiathodee at the 
aides of the petiole »re guarded by stomata, with guard cells 
usually smaller than those of the epidermis* The hypodoraal 
thin«¥alled cells of the pnexmathodos may be vax'iously 
branched, and the innermosti acXerenchymatouB cells are smo6th 
walled.
3Hie lamina»Sï»25r*s*'uto3w*e'«»à*fav*#eirwi>
The upper epidermal colls of the lamina are rectangular 
and wavy. Th© cells of the abaxial opidormls are more sinuous. 
The stomata have usually a subsidiary cell adjoining not more 
than 5/4 of the entire ciroumfex^ence of the stomatal complex 
(fig.80 ); but sometimos no subsidiary cell can be recognised.
The mesophyll colls are little differentiated.
IMJESsaESaslâ
A section through the receptacle shows that it is flat 
and that at its base it is supplied v/ith vascular tissue 
(fig* 81)# The sporangia, which are pear-shaped, and are
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about 0.5 by .02 mm, develop more or less baslpGtal3.y ami 
hEivo long stalksp about *04 mm* - Soinotimoa this basipetal 
eucoeBslon is not distinct; but certainly there.is no 
evidence of a mixed condition of sporangia/- The anniilus is 
vortical, and sometimes is very slightly interrupted by the 
pediool® The adaxial lip of the indxisluva is. not different 
from the lamina proper^ but the lower one consists of 
ooiiipactly arranged cells, and cloos not show any stomata or 
air spaces.
The spores.are tetrahedral, triangular in polar view, 
anlsopolaFt trilete, and have rays almost reaching the 
equa.tor* The angles arc broad3.y rounded, and the sides are 
stralg;ht to strongly concave (fig 105^). The exino is
uniformly thickened throughout^ hyaline, smooth to faintly 
granulate, and is about 1 ,u thick* The mature spores are 
about 41 u aeroso.
THE ROOTa :JLt!
The roots arc slender and much branched* They arise 
at the base.of each leaf close to its jimotion with the atom. ,
Anatomy . , ‘
In older roots the epidermis is replaced by.the outermost 
cortical, layei's* 3‘he outer cortex is 'solerenohymateus, 
while the inner one is thin-walled* The xylem is diarch, '
and is not in.the form of a plate* The two xylom,groups arc 
separa/GQd from each other, by a few largo, undlfferehtia.tod, 
thin-walled calls* -,
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Culcita du'bei
Tra.Bav©FB0 section of the j)0tio3£§
It la atruGturally similar to that of Cifleita maorocaj^, 
The only difference is that the leaf^traoo shows a 
shape inatoad of the arrangement of the latter apooiea.
The Bporoa
The Bporeo are tetrahedral, triangular in polar view ami 
have very rounded aagloa#, The trilete mark ia prominent and 
the raya reach the spore equator. The sides of the spore 
are almost straight and the exino la verruoate, iiyallno and 
about 2 11 thick* Mature spores moamre about 45 u acrosB.
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Summary ^ w Lahlta
1* The plants are prostrate, and are oovered with hairs.
2. The stem is Bolanostsllc and the vascular tissue is 
protected by outer and inner selerotio tissue.
3. Cubical cells and tangential cells are present in the
#t 4.
4. Mucilage cells are absent in the stem but are present in 
the pe tiole.
5. The leaf-trace is undivided and may form or 
structure#
6o The stoma has usually a single subsidiary cell; but 
sometimes no subsidiary coll can be rocognised#
7. The reoeptixcle is flat and la protected by a biv&xlved 
iîidueium. The upper valve of the indusium la very similar 
in structure to the lamina but the lower one is modified*
8# The spores are triangular in polar view, and have broadly 
rounded anglea*
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Thyrsoptorts iCunaQ* (1834)
Introduction«-,*:X:iîï’2s'>‘--Jii.’r  >=r » ï*rvia'.î=iÇjrt.-,5iaiî(
iï tree fom, protooted with hairs, but without acaleo*
The fronde are deltoid/ and dimorphic as to their parts*
They are quadripinnate, anû the plnnao are borne obliquely 
on their axea* The coetae of the ultimate segments are 
grooved on their upper surface® The sori ai'G marginal, and 
terminal on veins; each is protected by a cup-shaped indusium.
a i m m m  Kimze.
ThyraoirbGX»3,s elegangj which is the solo species of the
genus, la endemle to Juan Fernandeg. This is a tree fern 
with an upright axis, which spreads by means of runners*
These latter develop er*ect shoots at some distance froai the 
parent plant#
The material for the present investigation was obtained 
from the preserved oolloction of Prof. F.O; Bower* A few 
fronds wore also available from a plant growing in the Glasgov; 
Bo tan i c Garden•
THE 3TKM
The erect stem attains a height of about 1 - 1.5 m, and 
is protected by dense golden hairs and bristles, but without 
a^leSo
tov'a.wafenl£#*rsç^-
A transverse section of the stem shows a superficial 
epidermis, a broad cortex, and the stele, the structure of 
which varies according to the ago of the plant. The single 
layered epidermis is composed of brown cells ooverod with a
Thyrsopteris elegans Kunze.
Leaf-trace,
Pneumathode__
Sclerenchyma
Cubical cell
Medullary
bundle ^
Medullary 
bundle
Cortex
Leaf-tra
Fig. 82 Fig. 83
Guard cell
Fig. 84
Fig. 85 Fig. 86
Fig. 8 2,a-c. Transvcrce sections of the stem at different levels showing the 
departure of a leaf-trace from a basal node. Fig. 8 3,a-c. Transverse sectior 
of a stem at different levels showing the departure of a leaf-trace from a 
higher node: no leaf-gap is formed due to the compensating action of a medu­
llary bundle. Fig. 84. T.S. of a petiole. Fig. 83. L.S. through a part of th 
stem cortex. Fig. 8 6,a-c. Stages in the development of stomata.
( 82, X 3; 6 3, X 2.5; 84, X 2; 8 5, x 100; 86, x 200.)
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thick Guticle® Tho uubranched opidormaJ. hairs are oompoeed 
of thin-walled cells and their septa do not show any 
equisatoid appoa.ranco* The hairs towards the growing region 
may contain mueilage* The hristloB are deep 'b:rown in oolour 
and may he unicellular or multi col liilaro They are imh ranched 
and very stiff due to heavy de%)osition of lignin on thoir 
wallo* Sometimes thoir lumen is virtually ohlitorated* 
NuKiorous pits are found on all. walls# Frequently, due to 
poriclinal divisions, the bristlos hecomo more than one cell . 
in thiclmeee*
The cortex oonsietB of three concentric regions: the
outer is variable in thieicneas and io itiad© up of thick-walled 
parenchymatous cells® These colls show a gradual,transition 
to tho middle sclerenchymatous sono which ia unusually thick* 
The fibres of this %ono moasure about 450 - 470 by 50 - 65 u 
OJIÛ are provided with numerous irregularly scattered simple 
pitSo Numerous cubical cells with their characteristic 
inclusions are distributed throughout the sclercnoh^ a^aa in an 
irregular manner {fig* 85 )• Usually they are solitary, 
but sometimes they are found in groups of two, when they have 
their common wall thin and other walla thick* Very i^ aroly 
all the walls of a cubical cell may be thickened* The middle 
cortical ^ono paasea abruptly into the inner, thiiM/alled 
parenchymatous layor* 3omotimes a few cubical cells may be
foimd between the second and the third cortical layer, but 
these cello, tuilike those of Cyathea oi'’ Bicksonia, are not 
arranged in a continuous layer.
In the young plant, the vascular tissue is a 
solenootele, but in the mature one, it ooneists of a 
peripheral unbroken vascular cylinder with 3 - 6  medullary 
bundles# , .
Tho peripheral: vascular riiig is constructed according to
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the normal form-type and is amphlphloiOo It is externally . 
and internal.Iy limited by an cndodemal layer* The ondodermal 
cells are slightly elongated tangentlally, and prominent 
Caspar!an stripe are foxmd on their radial walls*; Both the 
inner and the outer perioyole layers are 2 - 3 cells doop, 
and are parenchyma tous # Between tho pericyclo and the phloem 
lies a, layer of tangential co3ILa, 3 - 4 cells deep® The 
phloem cannot be differentiated into proto- and motaphloem.
The sieve tubes are about 300 by 23 Û, and have sieve.areas 
on all walls* The xylopi consists mainly of ocalariform; -. 
trachoids .intermingled with a few parenchyma t bus colls * : Tho /
traohoida of the alder stems, show a tendency towards irregular 
pitting on the lateral walls, the pits beixig small, circular 
or elliptical in outline* Ho spiral or annular, traoheids are 
found in the adult stem, so that the position of the proto- 
xylem oannot bo aooortained* However, In young plants, the 
xylem is mesarch# ...
The pith ocoupioB tho greater-part of the stem, and can .
be divided into three régions* The outermost layer is
structurally identical with the innermost layer of the cortex, 
but slightly narrower and ends abruptly# The-second layer . 
io solerenohymatous, Botween the first and the second layër,
. a few eubioal cel Is occiir and, like the cortical ones, they 
are not arranged in a continuous layer# Often they are found '
irregiilarly scattered within the .second layer, which paBses
gradually into, the iimor paronchymatous soxie, in which the 
medullary bundles eiro ; embedded. In the older part of the 
atom, the entire .inner,part of tho. modull.a, oxcopt the cells 
adjacent, to ; the buhdlos, béobmeW Bo].erehchymatous#
Tho mbdullary bundles:are of different shapes and si^%9, 
some of them oval,/others:ëlqngàted in ,transvoree section*
They are hàdrbqehtrio bundlob and each of theia Is surrounded 
by an individual..bndodemis# /Separated from^  the endddermis / .
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by a layer of porlcycle 1 - 2 colls doop, is a layer of 
phloem* The solid cor© of xylom coneiete mainly of 
scalarifom traoheids though rarely a spiral element ie 
present towards the centre® To.ngential cells are absent in 
the medullary bundleSo
Tho solid construction of the stele
By Gompa.rison of succossiiro transverse sections of the 
stem, the solid construction of the stele was studied* In 
the young plantj? the stele is a cylindrical tube with fusiform 
perforations, i#e® the leaf-gaps, which do not overlap one 
another at any level® The loaf-traces pass out as undivided, 
corrugated straps of the vascular cylinder (figs* 82, a-c)« 
In the mature plants however, the cylindrical tube contains 
3 - 6 1 Irregularly distributed solid strands in the centre *
Here tho loaf-tracee depart in the eame way from the peri­
pheral cylinder, but without forming a gap, because medullary 
bundles function as compensation strands (figs® 82, a-o)#
THE FRONDS
The fronds are deltoid, quadripinna,te, and a.re borna in 
a close spiral* The petiole is purple bxwai, and ia covered 
with golden hairs a.nd dark broim bristles, which gradually 
become few in number towards the rachis* There i s  a furrow 
on tho dorsal side of the petiole and this extends to the 
entire length of the rachis® Pnoimiathodes occur on the sides 
of the petiolo, but never form a continuous lino® The 
primary, aeoondary and tho tertiary segments of the fronds 
are always borne alternately on thoir respective axes, forming 
an acute angle towards the acrosoopic sides# In these angles, 
made by tho frond sogmonts and their axes, there is always 
a dark browxi tissiiG# The lowest pimiulos are usually largest 
or equal in sise to those of the BUOGoeding ones. Tho 
pinnules are also deltoid, and the first sogmoats of the
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BQûonclary pinnae are aXmiys on tho acroaoopio aiclo* Tho 
incised piimuloo are loathory and lexncoolato® The limina 
is a.pixaj/entiy gla'broua on both the sides, and the veino are 
usually imbranchod and free® The fertile fronds differ 
from the sterile ones•in being partly dimorphous* The upper 
pinnae of tho fertile fronds are sterile and they resemble 
the pinnae of tho sterile fronds, v;heroas the lower pinnae 
are reduced into axes, which boar terminal eori and form a. 
pan!oleo
Anatomy
In transverse section tho xetidlo is more or lees oval 
with two lateral projections and an adaxial depression 
(fig® 84 )o Tho single layered epidermis ia heavily 
Gutinisad on its outer surface, and is continuous except at 
the pneumathodes# The pnoumathocies are structurally similar
to those of Dioksonla* The hypodermis is scleronchymatous 
and is variable in thickness# The fundamenta.1 tissue 
contains no mucilagG collso The vascular trace at the base 
of the petioJ.e assumes the characteristic 7 shape, but at 
higher levels, it divides to form two.adaxial bimdlos and 
an abaxially U-shaped bundle® A disoontinuous oolerenchy*- 
matous bond may line the inner sido of tho vascular trace#
In a transverse section, th© tracheids of the leaf-trace are 
ixnieeriately arranged, although ocoasionally they may be more 
than one cell deep® Cavity parenchyma is prominent and the 
number of the protoxylom points Is variable at different 
levels of the same frond* The structure of the phloem is 
similar to that of other dicksonioid feruvS# The mucilage 
cells, which are found in close association with the sieve 
colls of Dickaonia, could not be detected in this species®
A longitudinal section passing through the aeroBoopic angles, 
made by primary and secondary pinnae and their axes, shows that
Vascular
tissue
Petiole
Indusium
Receptacle 
Indusium
Fig. 89
Fig. 87Petiole
Fig. 90
Fig. 92 
Subsidiary cell
Indusium
Indusium
Fig. 88 " Fig. 91
Fig. 87. Thyrsopteris elegans. V.S. through a young sorus. Fig. 88. T. elegans.
V.3. through a mature sorus. Fig. 89. Lophosoria pruinata. T.S. of a stem.
Fig. 9o. L. pruinata. L.S, of a stem. Fig. 91* L. pruinata. Stomata. Fig. 92.
Cibotium schiedei. V.S. of a very young sorus.
( 87, X 237; 88, x-114; 8 9, 90, x .5; 91, x 17O; 92, x 235.)
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the dark tissue is composed of elongated and pointed fibres*
Due to heavy deposition of additional llgnin on their walls, 
these fibres greatly increaso the mechanical efficiency of 
tho bases of the priDiary and secondary pinnae*
A transverse section of the lamina shows that the 
epidermal cells of the adaxial surface are somewhat larger in 
si%e than those of the abaxial one* The stomata are present 
only on the abaxial aide and during the early stages of 
development they rosoBible those of Cyathea (fige* 86, a and b) 
The only striking differences are that the wall separating 
the guard-cell mother-cell and its sister call is slightly 
curved, and in- some easos almost atraight; also the eieter 
cell of the guard-eoll mother-cell undergooa one or more 
divisions* As a i^ esult of these divisions, no subsidiary 
celle are recognisable (fig* 86, o)o This type of stoma may 
bo compared with the anmigpytic or irregular celled type of 
stoma of the dicotyledons (Esau, I960)*
In tranBV0x*oe section a fertile pinnule is more or less 
circulai"* Tho single layered epidermis bears stomata on 
both sides#’ The mesophyll consists of spongy parenchyma and 
shows no difforeatiatioxi* The vascular trace ia concentric*
A longitudinal eeotion of a voiry young circlnatoly coiled 
fertile pinnule shows a receptacle developing by the activity 
of an apical cell (fig* 87 )* Simultanéoxtsly with the 
development of the receptacle there Is a projection of the 
tissue from both the adaxial and abaxial surfaces® These 
extensions become the indusium, which during the early stages 
ie slightly two-lipped, but later on sub-globose, and finally 
a broad oup* A section through such a sti^ucture shows that 
both the abaxial and adaxial part of the cup are structux’ally 
similar (fig* 88 )* The cells of the upper epidermis are 
elongated and larger than those at the inner side of the cup.
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Stomata are present on both, the sides#- The intervening cells 
consist of ovai. to globose spongy parenchyma, rocalling the 
structure of a lamina* However, there is no vascular supply 
in the indusium* -
The receptacle at early stages is conical in section, 
but later on it becomes clrcular to oval, and is provided- 
with a comparatively stout and short = stalk® ■ The vascular 
tissue ends blindly in the centre of the receptacle^
The sporangia and the spores
The sporangia, which va,ry from 170 - 350 by 130 - 180 u, 
develop basipetally and have very short stalks. The annulus 
is oblique, and unequally thickened. The dehiscence is 
lateral.
The spores are tetrahedral, triangular in polar view, 
anisopolar, and have sMes straight to concàvé. The angles 
are broadly rounded, and the trileté rays almost reach the 
equator. The exine, which is hyaline‘and smooth, is 
uniformly thickened being about 5 u. The mature spores are 
about 55 u across*
THE ROOTS
The roots are adventitious in origin in a mature plant, 
and they dovolop directly from the peripheral vascular ring 
of the axis. Some of them,pass almost horizontally through 
the cortex, while othe];s take a dovrnwàrd course for a short 
distance before finally emerging. A transverse section of 
the root shows a single layered epidermis of large cells, 
from which root hairs arise. Tho cortex consists of an outer 
sclerenchymatous zone and an innér parenchymatous layer.
The ondodermis ia very distinct. The perlcycle is thin-walled 
and is one cell deep. The stele is diarch and exarch. The 
Xhiloem forais two bande on either side of the xylem plate.
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Summary«iyw=its*f *A
1* The plamts ‘are dendroid, and are covered with hairs 
and bristles.
2® The atom is solenostelio, but at later stages develops 
medullary bundles.
3* Cubical cells are iirregularly distributed in the cortex 
and in the pith*
4. Tangential celle are present in the stem, but mucilage 
cells are conspicuously absent.
5. The leaf-trace is at first single but later divides into 
one abaxial and two adaxial bundles. They form the 
characteristic 7 shape.
6® The wall separating the guard-cell mother-cell and its 
sister cell is straight or slightly curved; the sister cell 
undergoes one or more divisions.
7. The receptacle is club-shaped and is protected by a 
cup-like indusium. Both the upper and lower aides of the 
cup are structurally identical.
8. The sporangia develop basipetally, and have an oblique 
annulus. The spores are tetrahedral, and like those of 
Cyathea and Dioksonio, do not showap^rispore.
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LophOBoriâ Pi’eslo (1.848)
Xn t rodiic tl om
The rhizome i8 hairy, and produces very largo fronda, 
which are uaimlly triplnnate# . The .aorl; dovolop on tho 
low©at -acropotal velnlot of tho pinna Bogmento. The . 
reeèpta.çXo ia,-rouad and exlnduaiato^ while the annulua ia, 
oblique and miintorruptod, by .the pedieol# ïi2PJl9â&C,MÀ 3.a a 
..moaotypid genus and its solo species, Lophoaoria-.pguiUftta (Sw.) 
Preal#, ia widely distributed In.the weatorn Tropioa# ,
M A o m s l #  ) ; I'roGi.
The' material investit^ gited -was..'collected 'in'Jarnaioa by 
Pr® : Adams* In all the planta-. Been by Dr. Adams in thoir
natural habitat, the trunk was horizontal, with the crown . 
always Xeos than one foot from tho ground and the petioles 
ascending vertically*‘ The largest specimen seen/was over 
.two foot long, and did not show the habit of an erect stem 
which had fallen, .but rather that of one in which the normal 
position'was' -horizontal* - .
/- . ' . .
. ; Xiiko the majority of thé : tree /ferns, thé -stem Is - covered ' ■ '
with persistent petiolar bases. Himierous; adventitious roots, ' !
which develop from all sides of. tho. steai, intemlngle and . .
form a thick coating along with the dermal hairs# The atom . '
'••ekamihed'/was 9,.cms in. diametoi/'-excluding 'the'-'.outer covering, - •■'.
which was about 3 omq thicks Usually..-..a biicl'arises on- the' '•
malM' stem .just below the base of the petiole/ but not all ' .
potiolea are associated :with buds* These buds and the tip 
of the aa;in 0tom are H;qX1 protected by braim hedra* Bowoi" {1926'
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fomul that the dormant budo at tho baae of the trimk may 
develop into runners*
The internal structure of the stem is relatively simple 
(fig* 89 )• The epidermis, one cell thick, is composed of 
elongated cells with slightly thickened, external walls*
Hairs are the only epidermal appendages* They are xaulti- 
cellular, thin walled and brown in colour. Usually their 
tips arc’ attenuated, but some are glandular. The cortex is 
differentiated into three zones: the outer is about 2-3 cells
in thickness and consists of verticaUy elongated parenchy­
matous colls, which in the older stems are heavily lignxfied, 
and are then barely distinguishable from the middle acleron- 
chymatous layer in a transvorso section* The piirGnchpiatous 
cells are packed m th starch grains. The fibres of the 
middle zone are broad and their walls are greatly thickened 
and show siit-like pits. Towards the centre, the fibroue 
zone gradually merges into the inner parenchymatous gone 
composed of thin^walled colle mth Intercollular spaces®
Those colls also contain starch grains. Mucilage cells are 
absent. The inner cortex contains a discontinuous band of 
sclerenchyma, tho individual strands of -which are variable in 
length and about 2-10 cells deep* At tho margins of thoso 
strands, solitary cubical colls are found. Sometimoa the 
cubical cells undergo modification and become elongated, but 
they alwys contain the characteristic inclusions. There ie 
little variation in the structure of the vascular tiesue in 
a plant at different regions, and also in plants of various 
ages* Tho stele is always an. amphiphloic solenostela. Tho 
stela is demarcated, externally from the cortex, and internally 
from the pith by tho clearly recognisable outor and inner 
endoclemis rospoctively. The. walls of the ©ndodomal cells
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are brown in colour mid they show oliaracteristlG thickening 
on their'radial wal3iB® The parohohymatQUo perioyolo is . 
about 2^ 3' colla deop, ami .ia ^ separated, -from the phloem by a 
3,ayer of tangential oolls 2-3 cells in thiekaeso® Tho phloem 
cannot be dlfforentiatod into proto and metaxxhloemo The 
xylem oonaista of aoalarifprin traoheida and ; parenchyme,® - 
The traoheida often show elongated to o%l pita®. Very rarely 
in. a young plant isolated spiral elements are promeaty 
intermingled :with . tho Boalarlform traoheiclSo, This mesarch 
doTClpxmsnt of the xylem^, hoxfover, cannot be. recognised J.n an’ 
adult: plant;nor in raoat. of'the younger plants®
The pith p as'in other tree ferns, ia dl f f area tinted into 
three zones: both the narrow outer and the broad Inner onea
are parenchymatoua, while the intervoning zone consista of 
eclorenchyma* Isolated cubical eolls with the charaotcristio 
inoXuolons arc found where the pax'onchyma ami the solerGiiohyBia 
meet® Those cells aro never In a definite r6w, but they are 
$oro froquent In the pith than, in the cortex®;
- - , ' ■ ■ ■. . ' 
The leaf-gaps are fùsifom, and are about 3 oms In length
and lo2 ome in breadth® Even in a matiwe trunk, they do not
pvor.lapo . A. leaf-trace departs as a simple atrip and soon
becomes corrugated.and assumes the charaotorietic 7 shape.
In, those oaaes where ,the jk-? tioles. arg aesooiated with the
abaxial buds/ the. solenoatolip va.soular supply of the bud is ■
oonneoted to the abaxi^  ^ side of the basal region of the leaf-
t)?ao8- (fig. 9o )/• : " : { a/. " . - a.
The.root traces are developed from all sides of the atom
and/;.aometimos also - from -the basé" of - the léaf-teaboo® ' ■ -y
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THE 3?R0HDS
The fronde are hi- to tripinna to and a,re spirally 
arranged. They are auh-deltold and often attain a size of 
about 3 by 1.2 m. Thoir pe tiolee are dark brovai and densely .
hairy at the bases, while apparontly polished towards tho 
apices. Thero Is a oontiauous line of pneumathodes on either 
side of the x)etioles. The :mohises are medium brown, and 
are' almost glabrous below, but approseed hairy above® The 
primary pinnae, about 44 by 18 oma, are ovate-laneoolato, 
and are alternately arrangod® The secondary pinnae are also 
alternate and are oblong-acuminate, while the ultimate 
pinnules are lanceolate* They are deeply serrate and their 
tips are acute.■ Tho leathery lamina has its margin slightly 
incurved and ia glaucous beneath. The free veins as well as 
the costao and thorcoetules are quite hairy.
Tho anatomy
A tranevorsG section of the petiole shows the epidermis 
with reetangular cells, about 20 u in length, 12.5 u in each 
of the other dimensions. The outer wa].l is oonsidei’ably 
thickened. .The persistent basal colls of the hairs are 
mmerouB and have. a diameter of about 50 u. The ftindamontal 
tissue of the petiole consista of outer seleronchymatous and 
Inner pax*enchymatous regions. Both the epidermis and the ■ 
hypodoraal sclerenchyjim are continuous except at tho lateral 
lines, where stomata are found at the openings of th© aorating 
tieeuo which is structurally similar to that of othei* tree 
ferns.
Tho single 7 leaf-trace may divide in the petiole to 
form an abaxial and two adaxial atranda, which may again 
imdorgo fusion within tho rachis. Th© strand io surrounded 
by a well*-defined endodoxmiis which is sepai'ated from the thin 
walled fundamental tissue by à layer of sclerenchymatous cells.
\ . 8 4
1--3 CGllm doQPo Tho trachoiCls of the leaf:-trace arc of 
variable diameter,- and' are usually arranged in 14.2 rows • , 
except in tho noighbourhood of the protoxylem groups. . The 
trace is endarch if 1 th a va rl ahl e mmher of pro toxy lorn, groups/.,, 
which are always aooompaniod irib%pr cavity parenchyma# Phloem 
is present on both the sides of the xylem. The protophloem, 
which ie situated at tho outside of the phloem, is separated 
from tlxe onclodermis by a layer of parenchyma tous pericyolOg
2-3 colla (loep® In young fronds a few mucilage Dells are 
found associated with the %)hloemo ■
The lamina In tranavorae section shows a thick cutiole on . 
both the abaxlal and adaxial surfaces® Tho epidermal cells 
on the abaKial surface are .more sinuous than those on the 
Eidaxlal sido. . Btomata ocour only oxi the abaxial aide, but 
hairs are present on both surfaces.® There is no development 
of palisade tissue^ the bulk of the leaf being composed of 
loosely arranged meaophyll cells containing chloroplasts.
The vascular strands are circular in outline, and are embedded 
in the mosophyllo Each strand ia surrounded by an eiidodermal 
layer, and is usually odncoatrio in construction»
The stomata both devolopmentally and at maturity differ 
from those of Cyathea. A protodorm cell divides into two by 
a h a 1 f- o 111 p t j. ca 1 wall. The larger coll bo comes the subsidiary 
cell and liea parallel to the long axis of the stomatal complex, 
while the smaller cell divides into the two guard cells. The 
etomaita are sunken (fig® 91 ).
The sporangia and the spores
The Sporangia are borne aba%ially on tho basal anadroraic 
veiiilet of the ultimate pimauloB. They develop alBiost 
Bimultaneoualy in groups of 5-20, more frequently 5-10, on the 
slightly raised receptacloB and are intexmingled with hairs.
They are almost spherical in shape and have short stalks
ooîftposed of 6-8 rows ox cells# The annuluo is oblique, and 
the dehlBoenoo is lateral® The spores are tetrahedral, and 
havb a peculiar smooth exine pith numox'oue plts® - At one 
side, the exine extends out to fom a rim®. Tho sise of tho - - 
-spores varies .ffoïïà'75-^ 60 u* : ' - ■ :
THE ROOTS
In an adult plant all th© roots are adventitious, and 
are freely branched. Some of thorn are subte'rranean, while 
the majority of them are aoi’lal.
The., anatomy
A transverse section of the root shows that the outer 
walls of the vopidermal ©oils 6ire thickened and auborized, 
eapeoially in thé older régions® The comparativoly broad 
cortex is diffofentiatod into two conoeatrio zones of variable 
width® The outer cortex is 3-8 ogIIb in width and is 
composed of angular celle, without iiiteroellular spaces.
These colle may contain mycorrhizal fungUB® The inner cortex, 
which varies from 4-9 colls in width, is ma,do up of scleroa- 
chymatous fibres with greatly, thickened walls. The stele ia 
separated from the cortex by a layer of ©ndodoi'mls with 
oharacteriotio oasparian stripe. The etelo ie diarch and 
its xylem ie usually in the fora of a plate with a, small group 
of pratoxyleni at oaoh end of the plate. The. phloem is 
separated from the, Gxadodermla by a two layered peri cycle and; . 
ia present on either aide of .the xylem plate.
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,3Ui«ARI
X# tho Btmx is protected by hairs; advcntitioua buds 
arise on the main stem juat bolow base of the petioleri.
The stem is amphiphlolo aolehoateXioi oubioal cells 
are present; but they are laoXated®
3® . Tho alngle loaf-trace divides ia the petiole to form am 
abaxi&X and two adaxial atmnds*
4« The BtOEUita are simken and Imvo a subsidiary cell, which 
lies', parallel, to the long axla of the atomatal oomplex®
5# Sporangia develop;ai«mltaneoueXy, and the -spores have 
a- pooullar smooth exlne with numerous pits® '
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Clbotlum Kaulfuss (1820).
Introduction
Most of the BpoeiGs are arborescent vjith % crown of 
leaves at the apex, while others have proatrate massive stems. 
Both stem ami fronds bear unbranched, soft hairs, The fronds 
are deltoid, tripinnate or nearly so, and the fertile and 
sterile leaflets are almost similar in size and shape. The 
Borl are marginal and the indusium is two-lippeds both the 
lips are similar and differ in structure from the lamina.
The sporangia are baaipetalous, and have an oblique annulus. 
The spores are'tetrahedral and have no perispore.
There o.re 13 sp, in East Asia, Hawaiian Islands, and 
Central America (Christensen, 1938).
Gibotium baroaietz Link,
Gibotium barometz is widely distributed in Assam (India), 
South China, Malay Peninsula and Islands, The prostrate 
plant often reaches a considerable size and bears a tuft of 
large fronds. The rhizome, which is densely clothed with 
hairs, sometimes develops lateral shoots. The deltoid 
fronds with sub-ooriaoeous texture have stipes often 
atteiining 120 cm in length, and may be tripinnate or nea,rly so, 
The base of the stipe is dark brown and hairy, whereas its 
upper part is glabrous and medium brovm in colour. The 
primary pinnae are borne obliquely on the rachis, whereas the 
pinnae of the second order (or pinnules) may bo oblique or 
almost at right angles to their axes.
The anatomy of the plant has previoualy been studied by 
Gv/ynne-Vaughan (1903), Bower. (1926), and Ogura (1927), The
Gibotium barometz Link,
Epidermis 
Cortex 
Stele
Ehdodermis
Pericycle
Tangential
Fig. 93
o
cells
Phloem
Fia- 04 Fig. 93
34 Subsidiary cells
m
Fig. 97
Fig. 99
Endodermis 
Phloem 
Mucilage 
cells
Fig. 96
Fig. 98
Fig. 93» T.S. of a stem. Fig. 9k. T.S. of a part of the vascular ring. Fig. 95» 
Serial transverse sections of a lateral branch; cortex, only partly shown.
Fig. 96. Transverse sections of a leaf-axis at different levels (a, near the base; 
b, middle of the rachis; c, top of the rachis). Fig. 97* T.S. of a part of a 
petiolar bundle. Fig. 98. Stages in the development of stomata. Fig. 99« Mature 
stomata. (9 3, x 1.3; 9^, x 8 8; 9 5, X 3 ; 96, x 5; 97, x 123; 9 8, x 200; 99, x 130.]
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account of it hero given is mainly based upon the elides 
available from the Chiynne--¥aughan collection,
(a) Anatomy of Rhizome
A transverse section of the rhizome (Pig, 93 ) shows 
a large eolenoatele which, unlike the steles of Gyathea and 
Dicksonia, is not accompanied by sclerotic sheaths* The 
leaf-traces are undivided at their origin but soon become 
divided Into separate etrands* Humorous root-traces are 
inserted on the main a tolar ring and on the proxiBial regions 
of the leaf-traces. It may be mentioned here that Ogura
(1927) desorlbed Japaixeso specimens as showing a dictyostelic 
condition.
The epidormiB, bearing uniseriate hairs, is heavily 
cutinised. Below this lies a narrow zone of parenchyma 
merging into a band of sclei'enchyma. Inside the latter 
there is a broad band of parenchyma without mucilage sacs*
Ho cubical cells are present at the junction of the 
solerenchyma and this inner zone of parenchyma.
The detailed structure of the vascular tissue is 
essentially similar to that of ‘PickBonia squarrosa. The 
endodermis is secondary in type? tangontial cells are 
prasont inside the pericycle.
The pith is entirely parenchymatous; no mucilage cells 
are present.
(b) Anatomy of lateral shoots
Serial transverse sections through the lateral shoot show 
that near the base it is protostelic (fig,95,a)j a little 
further up, in the centre of the stele, there is an 
appearance of parenchyma mixed with tracheida (fig.95,b)^
Above this level, it becomea an amphiphloic BOlenostele from 
which leaf-tracea, like those of the rhizomatous portion, 
depart, (figa,95c-f). Adventitious roots are also developed
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from the UBdlssected leaf-traces of the lateral shootso 
Histolagioally the lateral shoots are identical vdth the 
rhisomatouB part.
(g) Anatomy of the leaf-axia
Fig. 96 represents the cross sections of the loaf-aKis . 
at different levels* Hear the base of the petiole, the 
petiolar bundle undergoes ropoatod divisions to form three 
groups of traces. - As in Gyathea two of them are'adaxial and
form structures, whereas the abaxial one forme a
semicircle (fig. 96,a). Within the rachis these buiidlos 
undergo lateral fusion and foxmx three wavy bundles (fig. 96,1). 
Towards the tip of rachis, these bundles unite to form a 
single strongly corrugated bmidle (fig.96,0 ).
In histological detail the petiole ia identical with that 
of DiclCBonia aouarrosa* Mucilage-sacs. which are absent in
Hii maLi#! r  I .«%* .  ■ . nil jiiff n .j iüj it^ t - r  1 1, m ij. #  .  '
the stem, are found associated v/ith the phloem (fig. 97 ) ;
no mucilage-sacs are, however, found within the fvindamental 
tissue of the petiole. The aerating cells of tho 
pneumathodes do not show any lignified out-growths, and they 
are covered by cm epidermis with stomata.
(d) TiBi of the fertile leaflet
A section through the fertile leaflet shows that the 
roGoptacle is raised, only to a slight extent. It is 
protected by the two-lipped, indusium, which unlike the lamina, 
is coBiposed of compact celle x*;ith no air spaces* Stomata 
are usually absent on both the lips, but very rarely one or 
more stomata may be found on the abaxial surface of the upper 
indusial lip.
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(ô) The Btomata '
'The otomataarG very different from thoso of C^àthoa, 
DicksoniSà and CxAloita. A mature stoma is usually 
surrounded by 3 cells which differ slightly in shape from 
tho ordinary epidermal colls. These subsidiary ce3.1s are
closely related ontogenotioally to the guard cells, and flank 
the stoma parallel to tho long axis of the guard cells,(fig. 99) 
■This typo of' stomata may be coiaparod with the pamoytlG type 
or parallei-celled type of stomata of tho dicotyledons 
(Ksau, I960).
An Initial cell first divides by an a.ntiolina3. xmll, 
into two colls (fig. 98 )• The larger cell again divides 
in the same way, but the ends of the separating wall touch 
the wall of the first cell. In the same way one or more 
cells may be out off. The central cell functions as the / 
guard-coll mother-cell and forms two guard cells in the usual : 
manner. . ■ \
(f) The sporangia and the snorea
The sporangia, which arc more or loss ellipsoidal in 
form, vary from 350 - 380 x 250 - 275 u. - The amiulus is 
incomplete-and obliquely vertical, and is not interrupted by 
the stalk, which is about 250 u long.
The spores are tetrahedral, triangular in polar view, 
and anisopolar. . The angles are narrow, and the sides are 
straight to concave. The oxlne is hyaline, faintly verrucate, 
and is about 2.5 u in thickness. The mature spores are
about 63 u acfoaë'* ...
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(g) DeveltvmuQnfc. of indusiura
The development of tho indusiim waa studied lu 
Gibotium aehiedoi* , The margin of the young frond at first 
bocoîaos flattened, and from the centre of it develops the 
initial coll of the receptacle (fig. 92). By the activity 
of this cell, and its daughter colls, the flattened roooptacle 
is formed. The two lipa of tho IMusium develop by extension 
and multiplication of the cells of tho upper and lower 
surfaces of the frond* Durixig the early stages of development 
these txm lips and the lamina are identical in structure*
But later, the lamina develops spongy moaophyll cells, and 
stomata on the abaxial surface* The cells of the two 
indueiaX lips, however, remain compact, and no intercellular 
spaces are usually formed. In surface view the epidorEial 
cells of the induaium are sinuous, and usually stomata are 
lacking. In very exceptional cases, however, veay few 
stomata appear on the abaxial surface of the upper lip. The
lips which are structurally almost Identical, and are devoid 
of any vaaciilar tissue, differ from the lamina proper in 
colour and texture from a very early stage of development.
Very often, unbranchGd, multiOGllular hairs a.ro developed on 
the adaxial surface of the lower lip.
On the recoi5tac3*o the sporangia are developed in 
basipe ta.1 succession.
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Ciljotiura hawaiense Wakai and Ogura.
(a) Tho atom
^  f  «çs»iî=jPt:aw*i3ifrn,rK.nra*pCi*îptt
.Tho atom is eroct and is ooverod with nmmrous 
persistent iGaf-basee a>hd adventitious roots* The loaf- 
bases never fall off leaving sears on tho stem, a feature so 
oharaeteristiG of Cyatjiœ*
The protective tissue of the stem is oomposod of two 
layers of cells, the outer Is parenchymatous, and Is about 
lo5 im thick, while the inner one, which is about 2 rum thick. 
Is composed of short fibres. The fundasiontal tissue consists 
of thin-walled cells filled with starch grains, and does not 
show any aiuoilage ce3.1s and cubical colls* Ho other 
mecimnlaal tissuo, except that at tho periphery, Is found in 
the stem.
The vascular tissue is dictyootelie, and its detailed 
histology is essentially similar to that of Gibotium barometz.
r m -a i^ W ‘I I te**svi*s;*e»éWr»iES*»3a*.*ao
The majority of tho hairs protecting the atom are thin- 
walled, but a few of them are stiff and thlok'-wallod. The 
latter are, narrow and pointed. Both types of hairs are .■ 
unbranched and dark brown in colour.
(Ta)
The internal structure of the petiole agrees with that of 
C. barometz.
(c) The roo ts
The transverse section of the root shows that the epidermis 
has numerous root hairs# The cortex is usually divided into 
two zonesâ the outer three to seven layers are usually thin- 
v^ allod, while the inner cortex consists of lignified cells.
The endodermis is single layered. The stele ia diarch. The 
two protoxylem groups are connected by metaxylem tracheida, so 
that the xylem forms a %)late, on either side of which there 
lies the phloem#
smmkm»
1* Tho stem la aolenostelio or dietyostelic.
2. Ho moohanioal tissues excepting those which form the 
outer protective tieauo are found in the stem.
5o Mo mucilage cells or cubical cells are found in the steai, 
but tangential celle are present outside the phloem.
4* The leaf-traces, aa in Gyathea, form on© S0mloii’cu3.ar 
inferior aeries, and two superior aeriea of the charac teri a tic 
rbtern.
5* More than two aubaidiary colls flank the stoma parallel 
with tho long axis of the guard collar
6. The receptacle is marginal and little elongated. Tho 
two iMuisia.1 lips are structurally distinct from the lamina 
proper.
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Hotexya Prosl. (1856),.
ïh t rocluc Irion
MQt.a^ o'.a is a handsome creeping fern with largo pinnate 
fronds, about a meter long, with the tips hanging over. The 
pinnae are long-lmiceolate, and px^ofusoly hairy during the 
early stages of development* They are serrate at the tip, 
but elsewhe.re smooth or abnorHially lobed* Tho s%)orangia are 
borno abaxially on flat reeeptaeles* The induslum is absent 
and the spores are tetrahedral*
It is a monotypie genus*
rostra ta .Pro si*
itaxya rostra ta la a native of many localities in 
Tropical America and ia also found in Trinidad. The plant 
has boon fomid in Suriname by Dr* K* U. Kramer (personal 
commimication, 1961) in three different ecological situations* 
Firstly, it was found in the mature state on a hillock of 
iron-ore and gravel in a rain forest, and in the young state 
on a moss covored tree trunk in the vicinity of an open forest. 
Secondly, both young and mature plants were found growing on 
banka of aand in the deep shades of a creek on a hill slope, 
and thirdly, the plemt was found in an area of sandstone, 
which is covered by a savanna forest. In this forest 
Mgta^a was found to be fairly common in damp shaded places 
on cliffs bordering waterfalls and oroeke, accompanied by 
members of the Hymeriophyllaceae, also Lindsa.ya sp.,
Cyclodium sp. or Dryopteris meniscioides*.
The following anatomical description is based on materia.1 
kindly furnished by Dr* Kramer in February, 1961.
Metaxya rostrata Presl
Cortex Stele Subsidiary cells
Fif. 100
Fig. 101
Fig. 102 Fig. 103
Fig, 100. T.S. of a stem. Fig. 101. T.S. of a part of the stem showing 
endodermis (e), tangential cells (t), xylem (x). Fig. 102. T.S. of a 
petiolev Fig. 103. Stages in the development of stomata.
(100, X 3; 101, X 123; 102, x 2.3 ; 103, X 90.)
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HABIT
The atem is stout aad elothod vjith numerous hard  ^dark 
roots and ragged porsiotent leaf-bases. The hranohes occur 
freguontljr and they are similar to those of Lophosoriag they 
appear on tho abaxial side of tho leaf-basose
Btm ANATOMY
(a) Epidermis and cortex
Most of the cells of the external layer of the et era 
elongate radially to form hairs^ so that the epidermis is 
hardly I’oeognieed as a distinct layer even near the growing 
region of the etem^ The young hairs consist of a single row 
of elongated cells^ each of which usually has delicata wallas 
the transverse walls are slightly wavy near the ma.rgino The 
tips of tho hairs are broadly attenuated. Unlike the young 
hairs, the mature hairs are however stiff, with transverse 
septa thrown into deep and regular corrugations with the 
result that those hairs show exactly the same ’©(juisetoid® 
appearanoa as those of M.m o m a.
The cortex consists of throe primary rogionso There is 
an outer cortex of one to three layers of parenchymatous 
elementso Tho middle region is occupied by a layer of 
sclaroïichyîîîatous oells. The inner region of the cortex is 
made up of thin-wal3.ed cells and is limited internally by 
the endodermiso In the older part of the stem, hov/ever, tho 
sclorerichyaatoiXB Bon© gradually extends inward until the 
entire inner part becomes aclerenehymatoua.
(b) The stele
The central cylinder in the adult plants is an amphiphloic 
solenostele (fig. 100), The average diaraoter of the stole 
ia about 1.2 cm and tho thickness of the ring from the 
external to the internal endodermis is 0.5 - 1 mm. The
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Gudoderais is of soeondary typo and In tho young condition 
contains tannino The thin-walled pericycle is about 2-3
cells deep and is followed by a layor of tangential cells,
1-4 cells thick (fig. 101 )o The xylemp as in the tree ferns, 
consists of scalar!form traoheids and a fow parenchymatous 
colls. The pits of tho traeheids are very much elongutocl, 
and the tendency to form oval pits is not evident.
Tho medulla in the young condition consists of 
parenchymatous elements packed with starch grains, but in 
the older part of the stem, it sometimes bocomes completely 
sclerenohymatous, Ho ouMcal cells or mucilage colls are 
found in the atom.
(c) The lateral branches
The lateral branchoa, which are borne on the abaxial 
aide of the petiole are solenostelio from the very begimiing* 
As in %ph08oria* the medulla of these branches la in direct 
contact with that of the parent plant, and the vascular tissue 
of these branches is a dov/m-mrd extension of the leaf-trace.
THE FRONDS
The fronds are uni-pinnate and in the young condition 
arc covered with profusely branched hairs. The pinnae aro 
leathery, and are about 29 x 4.5 cm. The tips of each %)lnna 
are deeply serrated, but the margins are smooth or rarely 
dentateo The regular serration of the tip (and occasionally
elsewhere), probably suggests that the imipinnato condition 
of this fern is a derived one, and, probably, each of those 
pinnae represents a modified pinna of the second order of a 
cyathean frond. It is interesting to note in this connection 
that Dr. Kramer found lobed pinna© in some young plants of 
Metaxya (Holttum, ®6l, personal communication).
The pinnae are borne obliquely on the rachis forming an 
acute angle towards the aoroscopic aide of the frond. The
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voiïis are ^parallel, and oceasionally foiimd. Sometimes two 
parallel veins fuse half-way or near the margins occasionally 
the branches of a bifurcating vein fuso again to form a 
single vein.
(a) Anatomy of the petiole
The epidermis of the petiole is interrupted at tho 
pnoume/thodeB* The openings of the pneumathodGS are covered 
by the epidermis v;ith stomata and the coll walls of the 
ventilating tissue do not show any ligalfied outgi^ ov/tha.
The ground tissuo of a young petiole consists of thin-wallod 
elements, but in the mature one it bocomee very hard and 
sclerotic. The petiolar trace comes off from the stem ao 
a simple moristele, mid soon assumes a complicated shape.
(f 1^.102 )* The leaf-trace even in the mature frond remains 
undivided throughout. The endodermis of a young petiolar 
strand contains tannin. Here the tracheids are arranged in
1-4 rows* The proto^cylem strands vaî'y greatly in number, 
depending largely on the size of the bundle. Ho mucilage 
sacs are found in the petiole.
(b) Anatoray of the lamina
The epiderBial cells are chioronchyraatous. The mesophyil
cello are more or less isodiametrio, and are not difforentiated. 
Howeverg towards the adaxial half of the lamina, there are 
only a. few air spaces.
The stomata are very similar to those of Gibotium 
(fig. 103 )o Each stoma is surrounded by three or more 
subsidiary colls, which lie parallel to the long axis of the 
guard-cell8. All subsidiary cells and tho guard-coll 
mother cell have a common origin.
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TIE ROOT
Adventitious roots are formed in relation to the leaf- 
traces and a tran averse section of a stem shows numerous root 
traces extending radially from the base of each leaf-trace 
and out through th© cortex. There are no unusual features 
in the structure of the root.
THE RECEPTACLE
lT5:4Lfct:5î?ïy.7ri«Kt^»rsv*.^t51çîSVWactt**lX^*i*i«;-»î<6ra3
Tho development of the receptacle has been studied In 
the young plnnao, which are ciroinately ooilod. Tho first 
evidence of the developmont of the recoptaclo is seen as a 
hump of moriateBiatio tissue on the ahaxial aide of the frond. 
There does not seem to he,any apical initial rosponsihlo for 
this development. Copious hairs, branched or unbranched, 
are found all around the reoe%)taole. The rocoptaole is 
slightly raised and is aemicircular in a transverse section. 
From the early condition the reooptacles are supplied with 
vascular tissue. Often more than one receptaclo develops 
on a single vein.
THE SPORANGIA AND THE 8P0RE8RrciVT7s=r.?KmS*:ra.-v4
The Sporangia develop simultaneously as in Lqphqaorla. 
The annulus is slightly oblique, and may or may not be 
slightly intomipted by the podioelo The mature sporangia 
vary froDi 500 - 550 x 220 - 240 u. .
The spores are roundly triangular in polar view, and are 
milsopolar. The trilote mark is prominent, and the suture 
and the lips are visible. The rays extend up to the equator 
of the central body, which is surrounded by a thick, more or 
loss smooth girdle, about 4 u wide. Mature Bpox‘*oa are 
37 50 u across.
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SUMMARYrt-wc^îi
lo Tho atom ia protooted by mibranched hairs, but tho hairs 
of tho fronds may bo imbranohod or variously branched.
2o The Btom is solcmostelio. Tangontial colls form a .
layei; of 1 - 4 soils doop. Cubical colls and mucilage cells 
are, ho wove i; absent.
3o The petiolar strand.comes off as a single moristoloo
It soon assumes olmraotor:lstic 7 shape and romaine undivided.
4o The stomata are very similar to those of Gibotium.
5o Tho recaptaolos develop on the abaxial surface.
6o Suture and lipe are visible in the tidlete mark of tho
tetrahedral sporooe
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aUMMARY AMD DiaCOSSIOiJ
(a) Habit
A eoEiparative survey of the genera deseribed above shows 
that these plants are diverse in size and habit, The 
rhizomatouB condition Is found in Ouleita, Motaxya and
W fp - I   f  .M ,].i^i'w iiii< V. I « W im K m i M
Gibotium, though in Gibotium, erect stocks a,re hot uncommon.
It may be noted, however, that the rhizomes are never 
dorsiventral, thus differing from those of the Gleicheniaceae, 
In MSfeiâiSXiâ the stem is arboroscont, but at maturity the 
trunk lies obliquely horizontal, Thyrsopterie is a small 
tree, while in Gyathea and pioksonia the plaxxt may be several 
meters high.
Branching in these genera on the F/hole is weak3 many 
species do not branch, while others branch only sparsely.
As a result of branching, certain species of Oya/Uiea (o.g.
Cq moxicana, C, aculomta) become more or less shrubby
taiMLsrWiWttafSeBM»TlH»!Tr»1 f t * »  MiB» '  V
(Bower, 1926). In MËi2t9£iâ» M â M S E  EàHSâEÈ£El§»
though tho main stem is usually unbranohed, numerous lateral 
bfanches are developed and these servo for the vegetative 
propagation of the plants,
 ^» $1, J#k MWilftil WI*(n* Ymi W.MW UJ inu J
The young parts of the stem in the majority of the genera 
are covered with multicellular hairs, which are morphologically 
very diverse in the group. These hairs are usually unbranohed 
but in gyateea they may be variously bi'anched, (It may be 
noted, however, that in very exceptional cases, certain hairs 
on the fronds of Gibotium soheidei may show branching,)
In Dieksonia and Culoita, as the hairs mature, they become 
coarse and more or less stiff, whereas in Gibotium they always 
remain soft. The hairs of Dickaonia squarroea and Metaxya, 
are peculiar in having an oquisetoid appearance due to frilMng 
of the peripheral region of the transverso septa. In
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Thyrfâoptex'is and Gyathea pul cher rima stiff bfistles*. which ’
are mors than ono cell thick and, in the latter s%)OoiGs,
have sGtlfom projections, are associated with hairs. .
Scales are universally present in Ovathem. The 
developmental history of these scales indicates thoir probable
evolutionary origin from hairs. The early stages of 
development of hairs and scales are almost identical, . - Those ' ■
initia.ls, which a.ro destined to form hairs, after a few 
transverse divisions, elongate and divide no further, while 
in 0, scale initial tho cell divisions are continued further, 
not only in a transverse dlreotibn but also longitudinally, 
thus giving rise to a flat structure* In structure and ; 
development 1the cyatheoid aoales are of two typoss tho
set!ferons and the-flabelloid. The sotiferons scales develop
from simple hairs and Biay tho re fore bo considorod as 
relatively primitive; wheroaa the flabelloid scalea are 
advanced, as they develop from peltate hairs, which are 
cex'^ tainly more advanced than the simple hairs# , Some, flabelloid 
scales of Gyathoa boar superficial hairs and these are probably 
, the highest form of scale structure txi the group. The bristles 
are also formed by the elaboration of hairs. In many epeciee 
of Gyathea, and also in PibkBonia sque.rrosa, the scales or 
hairs are ultimately shed and their bases are elevated into 
peg-like structures by thé active division of the persisting 
basal cells. These structures are more conspicuous in 
thmi im Diokggni^.
( c )  Bteni B truo'biirQ
In the majority of the genera the stem is proteetod by 
porsistent leaf-basoa, and adventitloixs roots, as well as. the 
' dermal appendages already described. In many spocieB of 
(^athoa and pioksonia tho leaf «bases leave a soar on tho stem 
aftor their dca-th and decay. Those, scars are protected
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oxternally by a hard covering, through which the remnants of 
loaf-»traces project* The number and arrangement of these 
traces is variable in different species although tho.funda­
mental plan is the same in all*
The internal structure of tho stesx of these ferns is 
complox* In all genera the tissue below the epidermis 
consists of two layers of colls* The relative thickness of 
those layers ia variable in different genera and oven in 
different species* The cells of tho outer layer, though 
parenchymatous, are usually thick walled and gradually pass 
Into the ïxozt fibrous layer, which not only protects the stem 
but also gives it mechanical support* In Diokeonia aquarroaa 
a few mucilage eaoe, either isolated or in groups of two or 
more, aro present in tho outer parenchymatous layer* In all 
the spoolos oxamined, except for Dieksonia squarrosa and
r  ^  i iwi i iphiiihi n iiiiiiii itmiihpumu-j*
ThyroQptorlb* the fibrous layer is homogeneous.in construction, 
but in the latter tTiwrsopteris) numerous cubical colls with 
their chai*ao teri otic inclusions are irregularly distributed 
throughout tho unusually thick layer of sclereaohyma* In 
Mokeonia aguarrooa islets of parenchyma are found irregularly 
distributed mthin this zone* Tho parenchymatous masses 
contain one to several mucilage sacs and are surrounded by a 
layer of cubical ooIIb. , The second layer, unlike the first, 
ends abruptly and in Gulcita macrooarua* Dioksonia aguarrosa* 
Gyathea. nuloherrime,# C* oriental is it is dolimitod by a layer 
of cubical cells* The cortical zone inside the external 
fibrous layer may be entirely imrenchyiiiatous, as in Cibotimi 
and Thy r sont oris* or there may be, as in Dioksonia* Culoita* 
Lophosoria. and Gyathea» a,zone of solerenchyma,lying between 
a broad outer zone and a narrower inner one of parenchyma*
In Fietaxya* the oortioal zone, inside, .the external fibrous . 
layer, is parenohymatous in the young condition, but in tho 
older parts Qf- the plant' the fibrous zone extends inward until
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tho inner part bocomos entirely Bolerenehymatov^B* The inner 
selGrenoliymatouB band of Biekaonia, Gyathea@ Gulcits and
V  fw a r iSk I I M 1' II • ' UOaftsfc’JWfcg»'..t t îa ,*'&s9sstm.*rt *  qjp uwn w t !.'* 11
Lophosoixla acts as the outer proteotlve sheath of the a tele* 
the eorragation of which it follows closely« The sheath io 
thin in Lophoeoria# but thick in Gyathoa, where, in transverse 
section, it may appear as a continuous or a discontinuous 
layer accorting to the spooie©. In all the gem;ra where the 
fibrous layer is present it is limited both externally and 
iBt03rna.lly by a layer of cubical cells*
Tho stole in all the gemura considered shows a wide range 
of structure* Gwynne-Faughan (1903), while studying the 
ontogeny of the spor’Oling of C^rtWa exp el sa o found a proto- 
stelle condition at the base of the stem* But, except for 
the lateiml branches of Cihotim baromotz, none of the plants 
investigated, showed a protostollc condition* The very base 
of the youngest plants available showed a well dovelopod 
solenosteleo Tho aolenoatelio condition is rmanently 
retained even in the adult plants of Gibotium* Culoita, Metaxya 
and Lophoaoria as a natural conBGcjuonee of the distant insertion 
of the leaves# Thyrsoptoris develops a few bundles inside 
a continuous peripheral vascular cylinder* In Dickaonla and
^  II# * # w *  I ,* *11 w * , Ik I Ml r i - i f  '
Gyathea* as the young plants grow, the simple solonosteX© is 
elaborated into a dictyostolic condition due to overlapping of 
loaf-gaps. As growth continues, numerous medullary bundles 
develop in Gyathea either directly from the pith or as inner 
projoctions of the meristolea. The morlsteles of Biaksonia 
and Cyp-;.thaaet especially those of the former, become very much 
corrugated* However complicated the vascular tissue may bo, 
it is always delimited from the surrounding tissue by an 
endodermis which is usually of the secondary typo* In certain 
oases, the endoâermal cells may contain tmniniferous bodies • 
or some other substances.
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The vascular tiesue in all genera ie conetruetod after 
the general fern typo In having the central xylem maso 
ourrounclod by x>hloom* The acalarlfom trachoido of the xylem 
have irregular pittings, tho pits being elongated, oval or 
almost qiroular in outline. Even in the very young pleints 
the xylem is never purely tracheidal* Vessels, which are 
found in certain advanced ferns, are absent in all the specios 
investigated. Except in very rare cases the proto3cylorn 
elements cannot be detected. In those oases where the spiral 
elements can be do tooted, the :{ylem is always m osar oh.
The phloem is composed of sieve colls and phloem 
parenchyma. The siovo colls are arranged in vertical serioa, 
and is most cases, a distinction between the proto- and mota- 
phloem is not possible. In all those ferns, either inside 
the protophloem or immediately outside the phloem layer, 
there is a layer of tangential calls. The tangential cells 
are always provided with siovo areas, but vary in their contents. 
Some times, as in the young %)lants of Gyathea contaminano* they 
are filled with mucilago-lxko substances, while in other casos, 
these are absent. Ogura (1927) found muoilago cells in 
certain Japanese spool os of Gyathea outside the phloem layea?.
He had also recorded the presence of tangential cells in tho 
same region for other Jsvpanes© spool es and it Booms eortain 
that he did not appreciate the fact that the tangential cells 
may contain ïBuci3.agtoous substances undor certain conditions.
The pericycle in all oases is•parenchymatous and varies from
2-*4 colls in thioknGBs.
The medulla shows wide variation. In Gibotium, it 
occupies a greater part of the steai and is wholly parenchymatous. 
In Bickaonia, Oyathoa., Gulcita and Iquhosorla it is divided 
Into three regions. The outermost layer is parenchymatous, 
and in the first two gérera contains mucilage cells. The
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eoeond layer is aolerenchymatoxis and acts as the inner sheath 
of the vascular tlsauOo The thicknoes of this layer is 
almost identical with that of the outer,sheath. Ab in the 
oaso of the outer sheath, this layer may or may not he 
continuous according to the species, and its inner margin 
lying towards the centre may he smooth or dontateo In all 
cases, it is delimited from the adjacent parenchyma by a layer 
of oubical cells. In the medulla in tho young
condition is parenchymatous, but in the older part of the stem 
it boeomes comnletoly octeronchymatous. In fhyrsonterisp 
although the medulla can be divided into three rogions in the 
young state, at maturity the on tiro imier part of the modulla., 
except the cells adjacent to the bundles, becomes rotio.
In Gulcita the central part of the medulla, is soleronchymatous.
In Gyathea and Thyrsonteris medullary bundles aro always
i.\■ IIW f 4cJH ' u w iiW #  i ■n iu n> , xk r > ^  ^
preeento These bundles in Gyathea may bo without any fibrous 
ahcathp but more fx-'equently they aro accompanied by eoleren^ * 
ohyiiiatouB tissuo, which may or may not eompMtely mrround 
them* Surrounding each medullary bundle ia an endodomis.
Tho pericycle of the bundles is usually single layered and 
consista of parenchymatous cells. The bundles are hadx’ocentric, 
and sometimes may have parenchymatous tissue in the centre of 
tho xylem. The ondarch protoxylum consists of tracheida 
with helica,! thickening, whoreaa tho tracheida of the motaxylem 
aro soalarifoxmi-pltted. Tho phloem does not show any 
tangential colls, and a distinction be tv/eon tho proto- and 
motaphloem is not evidont.
The Xoaf-gaps in all the cases are fusifom. In Gyathea 
and Dickeonia, the vascular tissue lying at the margins of a 
leaf-'gap bends outmrd very conspicuously. In Tt^âSBâS£iâ» 
due to tho compensating action of the medullabundles, tWre 
is no formation of loaf-gaps in tho older part of the stem.
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(â) . J|oot§
The roota in all the mature plants aro adventitious in 
origin and dovelop from all sides of the stem. The gemral 
structure of the root in thoao gonoivi does not differ from tha% 
in the leptosporangiato ferns. The cortex in many species is 
either partly or almost completely fibrous, but in certain 
cases, it remains po^renchymatous* The endodermis in all genera 
is well developed and there are no thin waLlod passage cells , 
which are sometimes found in certain leptosporangiate ferns.
The xylom is diarch and exarch and in certain oases some of 
the tracheids of tho metaxylem remain millgnifled*
(o) Fronds
The fronds in all the genera are spirally arranged, 
though the phyllotaxy varies even in the same individual at 
different regions. The fronds of Gyathea and Dicksonia are 
more O'r' less .rhomboidal in outline but in Thyrsopteris»
Gulcita, and Lqphqsoria they aro deltoid. It is potseiblo 
that the deltoid condition has been derived fi’om the rhomboidal 
state.
Although tho fundamental plan of construction of the 
pneumathodes in all these genera is the same, they.are of two 
typeBE in the first* type, for example in Gyathea oriantalis. 
the cells of aerating tissue have numerous lignified peg-like 
projections on their walls, whereas in the othor typo (which 
is very common), the walls of the cells of this aorating 
tissue are smooth and do not have any lignified projections.
In certain cases the epidermis of the pneumathodes possesses 
stomata which may be perslstent,or,ephemeral. In other cases 
the first formed pneumathodes are provided with stomata but 
later formed ones have no stomata and coBimmiicate with tho 
exterior by separation of the epidermal colie.
The fundamental tissuo of tho petiole consists mainly of 
parenohymatous colls, but often part of it, espooially towards
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the vaooular tlssuG, booomoa so3.Grenchy0iatouoo In Gyathea 
and Dicksonia nUiBorous Biuoilo-go saos are found embedded in tho 
fmadaman tal 11asue.
The vaaoulai" tissue of the m  tlole in CuXclta and Mëtaxya 
lo a continuouB bands in GJJbotium^  Lophoooria and Ttorsopt-eria 
it is at first a, continuous band but later divide a at a higher 
level into three tracos; in Gyathea and Dtokaoxiia there are 
numerous traooa*. Though the xiumber of leaf-^tracos is 
variable in these gemra., they always form a typical
7"-shaped structure. The oondition of the loaf-trace in 
ffio^ c^mcarpa is aad this is uncloithtedly doriiFed
from that of Gulcita duboi* Tho otructure of the petiolar 
bundle or bundles shows littlo variatloxi* Tho ondodoriiiel 
cells of those bundles apart from their charaetorlstio 
thickening on thoir radial walls may contain taïminiferous 
BubstéHioos. The pericycle consiste of ,1*^4 layers of largo 
parenchyma tous colis with thin walls. Inside the pericycle 
lies a layer of protophloom* In Gyathea@ Dlckoonia and
^  J** ^  rTNiMS# ; > t r  c;5SP;./3r«e*=;s«.**^ 4**»*r4i»=rAjiiiv J
Cjj)Qtlum Biuollaga cells are found inside the protophloem layer. 
This is unique in tho ferns. The metaphloem consiste of 
siovo colls in 3-8 layers and abundant parenchyma* Tho 
pa>renohyma associated with the ecalarlfoim-pitted elemoxits of 
the metaxylem may show tanniniforoua substances, Th© number 
of the protQxylem groups is variable^ and they are always 
accompanied by cavity parenchyma, which consista of loosely 
arranged, comparatively large, thin-walled cells. The proto-
xylem elements show amiulgir or spiral thiokoning*
The lamina in all genera is fairly coriaceous. The cells 
of th© upper epidermis have sinuous w&Is, but the walls 
become more or loss straight over the veins. The colle are 
often ohlorenchyim tous » Usually the mesophyil is not very 
clearly differentiated, but tho8© cells towards the lower 
epidermis are more spongy than those near the adaxial surface, •
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Tho stomata aro confiiiod to tho loimr; opldormi©, and they show
a rang© in structure and development* In IHiyfBopteris. tho 
wall sGX)amtlng the, guard-cell mother-coll and its sister cell 
is almost straight or slight3.y .oiiî^ 'ed, while, in Gyathea it is 
elliptioal; in Dicksonia some of them aro elliptical, but■nuit» 1,1 ,lfriYTri*W|i|»MW*3 9
Others are half-elliptical, axul in Lophosoria the wall is 
aZlways half-olliptlcal* In Motaxya and Cibotium, at least 
three suoh haif-ollipt ical walls are forsied -bofore the 
differentiation Of the guard-cell mother-cell.
In Gyathea* the atomata at maturity have a single 
subsidiary cell# This ooll enoiroles tho stoma and is adxiate 
with it at one point only# In Diokaonia some of the stomata,
3.1 ke those of Gyathea * have a subsidiary ooll oncircllng the 
etORiatal Complex, but here the, subsidiary cell never adjoins 
the guard colls mor more than 3/4 of the entire cireimiferonoo
of the stomatal complex# In others, however, like those of
Lophosqrig# the subsidiary cell flanks the stomata mere or 
less at one side only* Motaxya and Cibotium have at least 
three subsidiary cells, lying parallel to the loxig axis of the 
guard-oQlls, in Thyrsopteris no subeidiary colls can bo 
rocogniaod at-maturity and finally, in Gulcita some of the 
stomata have a subsidiary coll adjoining not more than 3/4 of 
tho entire cirGumfGronco of tho stomatal complex; tho remainder 
of the stomata have no recognisable ànbaidlary cells#
Leaf dimorphism is of univereal ocourronco in 
Thyrsoptoris and Dloksonia# In tho latter, the lamina of the 
for til# frond is loss expandled,: whereas in the former, the 
fertile fronds are dimorphio as ; to thoir parte*. _ The lower 
pimiao of:a%grsopt^ri^ frond aro fertile.; they are elandor 
and constat of humorous pinnule a oach wi th a- torminal aoriis, 
whoroas the uppar.pinnae aro coriaceous and similar to those, 
of a sterile frond# The. loaf dimorphism in those, two genera ■ 
probably représenta a primitive condition and is probably duo
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to complete or partial failure of eyngeneBis, 1*0» the lateral 
fusion or webbing of sporangia bearing axes, and la different 
from the condition found in Onoeloa or Qryi>togramma# where 
leaf dimorphism is believed to be due to reduction in the 
lamina of the fertile fronds (Barnes, 1956)» Mo such marked 
dimorphism ia hoirever present in other genera*
(O
In the mature condition, the position and shape of the 
re cop taclo in these genera are both variable. In Thyx^soptèris 
the roGoptaclo is strictly marginal and lo more or lose 
circulant in section. In Cvathea it is homlspherical to 
globose, and is auporficial in position. The supea^ficial 
receptacle of Lqphosoria is rounded and flat, vihereas In 
Metaxya it is slightly raised and semicircular in transverse 
section. In piokaonia. Gulcita and Gibotium tho rocoptaolos 
are distinctly flattened, though not very eoxispiouously in the 
latter genus. Developmental study shows that the reooptaelo 
in CitooUura and Thyrson^eris oiûginatoB at tho margin. It 
has already been seori earlier that in the latter tho position 
remains unchanged oven at mâtuï'ity, but in the former there 
is a tondonoy of the recoptaolo, to elide down on to the adaxial 
surface of the lower indusiura.. In Gyathea dealbata. Bower 
(1899) has. shovm that the receptacle originates on the abaxial 
surface, but in this species,.some of the rocoptacles can 
certainly be traced to the marginal meristem. (It is 
significant to note that in Qlolchonia. which according to 
Bower, had. acquired the superficial character during the 
Palaeozoic };e:riod, and stands at the bottom of the superficial 
series, the rGoeptaole does not always originate as a omooth 
swelling at the abaxial surface as has been stated by Bower 
(18g9). In this fern also, at least some of the rGceptaclos 
(fig.66/A) show the ^phyletic slide^ similar to those of
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DenrxBtaGdtla mmctilobSe which v/aB Included by Bower In hi ae##<er«aWÆ3«ii3fcCSNiK«VJwrjwe*rt;vl=ur< "  ^
DiokBonlaoeae®) In gota^yap howeverg the receptacle 
originates an a smooth Bwelling on the abaxlal aurfa.ce^  Xho
primitive position for the rocepte^cle is the marginal one; 
the change of pool tlon to the a'baxlal side of the leaf io 
obviously a dorived condition^
(g) Induslimi
The indusia in these genera are outstandingly different*
In Thyreopteris the Indusium is obscurely bivalvate when 
young, but bocomes a completo cup at maturity* Structurally 
the cup la similar on both the abaxial and adaxial aides: 
the distribution of stomata and interoollular spaces io the 
same in both* In Dioksonia, Cibotium and Gulcxta the 
induaium is two«lipped from the very beginning and this 
condition is ma/intainecl in later stages of devel opr/iont* The 
adaxial lip of Dioksonia and Gulcita is not very different 
from the lamina propoFi^  but the abaxial one is delicate, 
whereas in Gibotlum both lips are dietlnet from the substance 
of the lamina* Anatomically also, the upper lip of Dioksonia 
is different from the lower one, and has more stomata and 
intercellular spaces, whereas in Gibotium both lips are similar, 
are composed of comparatively corapact tissue and have very few 
stomata on them* Although the young stage of the indusixm 
in Cyathoa dealbata is comparable to a bi-lipped condition, it 
is a closed cup a,t maturity. The thicknees of the indusial 
cup in this spociGs is variable in different indueia of the 
same frond* It consists of very comp.\otly arranged cells 
and stomata are absent. The indusium of Cyathoa capon rale is
w i  m juju ng> rmrminiv A #
saucer like, while in Cyathea contafflinans, Lophosoria* and 
Mo taiga the Indueia. are absent*
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(h) MorphoXogioal nature of the Indxislum In Cyathea
The morphological nature of the indusl\,im in Cyathea has 
he cm the suhjeot of much discussion for a long time a  ^Robert 
Brown (1810) first of all suggested that the induslua in 
Homitelia {- Cyathea) represents an involucre* Hooker (1864) 
interpreted this as equivalent to the dermal scales found on 
the vegetative organa* Mettenius (1856) objected to this 
idea as the indusimag unlike a scalGi, is persistent, and is 
different in the manner in which it is borne on the receptacle. 
Goebel (1918) intor,preted the hemi tell old induaium as the
derivative of the diekeonioid oondition* Bower (1028) agreed
xfith hooker and considered that the differences between the 
scale and induaium is due to specialisation in the latter*
His inference is based on comparative stages illustrated by 
mature aori of Glelohoniap Lophosoria, Alsophila (r^ Cyathea,), 
Hemltelia (^  ^Cyathea) and Cyathea* lie believed that these 
ferns form a phyletio series$ which acquired the superficial 
position of sori during a very early geological period, 
presumably the Palaooîsole* In Glolchonia the sorua is naked,
►'* ,1^41, n:A£»fst!£** sm:JK b  ^
and there are no hairs intermingled with the sporangia; in 
Lophosoria and Alsophila (-^ Cyathea) simple hairs are found 
scattered among the sporangia; sometimea In AXsOTjijJa 
(- Cyathea) and constantly in Homitelia (- Cyathea) a spathe- 
like indusium protoots the receptaolo from one side, whllo ixn 
Cjxi^Ba the aporangia are protected by a complote cup* The 
gradual increaBe of complexity shovrn by the Induaium of these 
ferns led Bower to believe that the cup-like indusium in 
Cy|^ io|x was evolved from primitive haix’s, presumably as a 
lateral extension or by webbing or by both*
However, the ontogeny of the indusium of Cyathea dealbata 
does not support Bowr's hypothesis* If wo believe tha.t 
recapitulation during ontogeny is a définito help in solving 
the real morphological™ nature of an organ, the cyathean
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indusium is cerbainly a derivative of the dick s oui old tyx>Oo 
In the early stages of development, the mer1stematio leaf- 
margin of Cyathea doalhata forms more or less a three-lobed 
stxnioturo ae seen in soctlono The middle one develops into 
the roceptacle and, at least in certain cases, it is certainly 
a continuation of the leaf-margln (figo65,a )  ^ but subsequently 
it 1b shifted to the lower eld© of the adaxial lobe duo to 
rapid growth of the latter* The lower lobe or flap from Its 
inception is a mixltlcellular structure and does not give the 
impression of having developed from a single) initial cell, 
ae is the case with the dermal appendages* During this stage 
of devel.o%mont the upper and lower lobes can be compax^ ed with 
the two-lipped condition of -Cibotiumo The m^ner lip continues 
its growth as part of the lamina* The lower lip, which at 
this stage is a mere flap can be interpreted as,the oxteaslon 
of the lowor margin of the frond* Gx^adually this flap extends 
round the receptacle and becomes saucer like and ultimately 
dovolepa into a closed cup* Thus the develoimental history 
of the indusium in this species shoim that it has not 
developed by lateral extension or by the webbing of several 
hairs but rather from the loxmr lip of an indusium such as 
tha,t of CibotiiiDio Had the indiisiim been formed by the lateral 
extension of a hair, the developmenta1 stagee would have aho%m 
foattiroa comparable to those described for the dovelopmont of 
a typical dermal scalOo
The developmental stages of the indusium in CjOlMlÈâ 
capensia show that 11 remains flai>-like in most cases, but in 
rare oases the flap-like indusium terminates in a number of 
hair-like segments* It may be inferred that the induslim in 
Cyathoa is not constant, probably because of the fact that 
during tho phylotie slide of tho soiîus from the marginal .to 
the superficial condition, tho indusial flap has become plastic 
in certain oaseo it forms a cup, in other cases it remains in
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its archaic cmulitioa, and in still othera it bcoomoa 
vestigial «
(i) The spomiuixa and the spores
The sporangia in moat of the genera are jauoh alike in
diagnoatlc ohar’aatora. Xn all except BoWiOBoria aucl Metaxya 
they develop hsaipetaXly though come times in Ci^n^ta 
mcrpoarpa the latter formed sporangia may not bo clearly 
baeip©telous. In l a A m m m d a  and Msto^a the sporangia 
develop aiiaultaneously* The eporangial atallc may be short or 
long according to the epecles, but in oil paeoa the aavxulus 
ib oblique-vorticxil and la not interrupted by the stalk except 
CulcitQ, and aometlmoa in where there ie ellght
interruption* The dehleoenoe of the ai)orangium is tranavorao 
to lateral.
The 8pores in all the epooiee are tetrahedral. Thoir
Bides are usually straight or concave. Tho angles may be
no.rrow or rounded. In picksoxiia tho wall8 are thick, 
eopoGlally at the angles, which are truncate. Tho exine may 
be sRiooth, faintly granulate or TOrruoato. Tho trilete mark 
ic present in all easea, but it may bo distinct or faint.
The spores of 'LophpsQria are very distinct and have a peculiar 
exine, which at one side, extends out to form a rim (fig. 105/A)*
(j) Immmsmz
Though these ferns vary a great deal due to diversity in 
elaboration of certain structural features, they constitute 
a imiform group as do other fern faBxi3ries. The common 
characters which unite them In a single group arcs 
1# Formation of the protective sheath of stem by two layers 
of cells « outer parenchymatous and inner sclerenchymatotis.
2.. ProeencQ of cubical cells with characteristic inclus ions 
in the stem (except in Gibotium and Motaxya). 3o Fomatioj^ 
of tangential cells in the phloem of the stem. 4* Usual
Spores of Cyatheaceae
a
a
y
Fig.1 0 3 /A : and b, Culcita macrocarpa PresLjo, Cyathea pulcherrima Copel. ;
d and g, Lophosoria pruinata (Sw.y Presl.; e, Metaxya rostrata 
Presl.; f, Cyathea costalisora Copel.; h, C. contaminans («VaQl. ) 
Copel.; i, Thyrsopteris elegans Kunze, j, Dicksonia squarrosa 
Sw.; k, Cibotium barometz Link.; 1, Dicksonia antarctica LabüQl.
( ail, X 500.)
d e n n s t a e d t i a  [ d e n n s t a e d t i a c e a e T  
A
C I GOT lO lO EAE
C I0 O T IU M  METAXYA
CYATHEOIDEAE
l o p h o s o r i a  Cu l c i t a  d i c k s o n i a  c y a t h e a  t h y r s o p t e r i s
Fig. 103/B. Diagram showing the phylogenetic relationship of the 
different genera as proposed in this thesis.
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ahaoneo- of annular or apiral trachoida in tho mature atem^
5o Tho oharaoteriatlo aoBumptioxi of 7 ahapo by the petiolar 
bundle or bimdloa in spite of the variation in their numbe%%
6o Sporangia with oblique-vortical annulus and usual 
transverse to lateral dohlBOGnco* 7» Tetrahedral spores 
m  thout peri spore, and In certain cases formation of
mucilage cells either in the cor to of the stem or pitiolo 
or in tho phloom of tho latter* All the genera have most 
of these charactersÿ although some of thorn are not confined 
only to this group. For o:ramplo, Qgmmida develops tangential 
cells and mucilage cells# but no other pterldophytes have 
this peculiar assomblago of characters. While the combination 
of those charaotero keeps all those genera together, the 
presenoo of tangential cells and the typical pattern of the 
loaf-trace or traces are enough to distinguish them from any 
of the Imoun leptosporangiato ferns. It seems certain that 
constancy of all these characters in these ferns is due to 
close phylogenetic connections between them as uniform 
homoplastic development in so many respecte in widely separated 
ferns is imp Probable, So the inclusion of all tho genera in , 
the Cyatheaceae by Christ (1897)» and later by Diels (1982)» 
Christensen (1906) and others» has the merit of being based 
on structural similarities rather than on opinion* Thus 
Bovjer's emphasis on the prevalence of the two major lines of 
descent in the tree ferns» referred to as the Marginales and 
the Buporfidales» and the subsequent ségrégation of Dicksonia» 
and its related genera from Cy^hea can no longer be regarded 
as natural'*' . ; • ;
Taxonomically it.sQGms reasonable to attach primary 
importance to the presence or absenco of the cubical cells and 
also to the atruoture of the stomata» and to place all< the 
genera of the Cyatheaceae into two subfamlliGs» the 
Cyatheoidoae and the Cibotio.ldeae (fig*103/B)* ; The
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Gyathooidoae Include0 five genera and haa cubiceJ. cells» and 
stomata ea.ch with a subsidiary cell which almost enciroles 
tho guard-GGlls or, in other psdmpleop Hob parallel to their 
long aids. . Both types of stomoda may bo p re eon t in the same 
leaf* In some casGSs the suboldiary.cell is not recognisable. 
Cyathga and Thyrsopteris differ from the rest of tho sub- 
family in having medullary bundles* The genua Culotta. Iiq.b 
always a single leaf-trace g in Iiophosoria and Thyrsopteris 
though tho loaf-tvrace is a single strand at the basop higher 
up it dividoB opposite the lateral pneumathodoo of the petiole 
into three straps. Dicksonia and (Jyatheas however^ have 
mmerous t races * The siib-fami3.y Cibotioidoa© cpïitalns but 
two genera, and has no cubical celle in the stém. The stomata 
always show at least three subsidiary celle lying parallel to 
the long axis of the guard-cells* Metmgm has a single 
undivided leaf-itraco, wiiilo in Cibotium tho leaf-trace divides 
into many strands.
As regards the division of -the genus Cyathea (in the sens© 
used here), it seeme iiàtural to divide this genus into two 
sub-genera on th© basis of tho seal© character as has been 
proposed by Holt turn (1957). It has boon soon earlier that 
not only morphologically but also in dovelopaontal detail the 
scales are difforent. Tho sotiferons scales, which are 
characterlstie of the sub-genus Sphaeropt©rib develop from 
simple hairs» whoroaa the flabollêidü scales,^  which are present 
in the sub-genus Gynmoaphaera, dovolop from peltate haaire.
In neither dub-^gonus are both setiferous and flab©Hold scales 
PA'^ eoento . /
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Roia'bionship of CyathQabsae
Tho atimotural reoomblance botwoon Cyathea and QlGichénia 
has been emphasised by Bower (1926), Holtturn (1949) and 
others* The two are undoubtGdly much ailko in having 
BLiperficlal sori at maturity, setiforouB scales and aimilar 
leaf-fom In the primitive spedoo* The leaf-trace of
Gloiohenia is C-shaped (liinrolled horse shoe() and is not very 
different from that of Gyà,thea in its pattern. Despite this, 
similarity these two genera stand apart from each other in 
Bovoral important charaotora: the rhizome of Clleichenia is
dorsivQiitralp its leaves show false dichotomy and grow in 
stage8* (Howevoî", the fronds of very young plants of
Gleichenia glauoa do coniplato their growth* and resemble the 
frond of young plants of CyaMrm, (Holttum, 1957,b))* ■ Tho 
hairs of Gleiohania are stiff, unicellular but branched: tho
scaloa though sotiferoue, are paltato; = epox^angla dohisoo 
longitudinally* No cubical oells or tangential cells, which 
are wiiversally present in the Cyathoacea©# are found in the 
Btoms of Gleichenia, These data therefore suggest that the 
Cyathoaceao have not certainly been derived dlrootly from the 
Gleichaniaeeae, but that they have probably evolved from a 
common stock.
Bower included Dennstaedtia within his Dicksoniaceae.
Holt turn has showxi tho relationship ox this, gènxis wdth Culcita, 
These two gem ra agree in having a creeping habi t, 1mlrs as the 
dermal appenddgos, sori. marginal in origin, but in tho former 
genus, ■ they slide dowhwards more cdnBp.iouously, . The stomata 
are also very similar'(see figs, 254, and 266, Cohard, 1908). 
The more or less H-shaped leaf-strand of benhstaedtia not 
very different from that of Culcita, : The px^esence of cubical 
oells with the oharaoteriotio crystals oertainly ehows that 
they are vei^ y closely isolated. However, the absence of
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tangential oells.justifies its separation from the Cyatheacoao 
(in the sonao here used),
Struotural reaemblanoea between the Bchizaeaceae and 
dicksonioid plants have been emphasised, Bohiz/aea does not 
show any cubical cells or tangential oells, A full disoussion 
of the relationship of 3ohi:mea with the Cyatheaceae is, 
hovmver, deferred until a detailed histological, study of the 
genus is made.
Onooloa and DrvQpteris v/ere thought to have a direct 
relationship with tho Gyatheaa, but the anatomical details of 
those genera do not support such a conolusion.
The presence of tangential cells and mucilage colls in 
the stems of Osmundacoae indicates a possible relationship 
between theso plants and the Gyatheacoae.
P A R  ï II
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Notes on the anatomy of Onhloglossum reticulaturn 1* 
with special reference to its distribution in India.
INTRODUCTION
The Ophioglosaaoea© differ in several respects from all 
other groups of ferns* Tho charaoterlstio features of these 
plants^ are the peculiar fertile spike, non-oireinate vernation 
of the leaves which have stipulate sheaths, slow rate of 
growth and lack of well developed protecting and supporting 
tissues in the sporophyte* Unfortunately there are no fossil 
records of these plants, but they possess features vrhich 
BUggBBt that they are of great antiquity and that they 
represent a X'Olo/elvely primitive type amongst ferns* For 
example, tho oooasional dichotomoua branching of the stem and 
root, diohotomous branching of the leaf-trace and vein endings, 
largo sporangia with ^massive walls, vasoulax^ supply and 
stomata, no elaborate mechanism for dehiscence, and large ‘spore 
output by individual sporangia: all are oharaoters found in
tho primitive members of the Fillcales* These unique plants
with their pecifliar fronds have attracted the attention of 
Pteridologiste since the time of Hooper (1826) and have been 
repeatedly investigated and disousaed.
The folloxfing account relates to OphloglosBum 
reticula turn 1,1, idlth special reference to its geographical 
distribution and anatomy. Th© problem presented by the 
morphology of the fertile spike has also been re-examined*
The earliest account of the anatomy of this species is that ox 
Bower (1896), which deals in particular with the development 
of the sporangia and spores* Recently, in his studies on the 
Japanese species of the OphiogloBsaceae, Nozu (1956) referred 
briefly to certain features of this speoies but Nishida (195Î)
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him exproaeed doubts about the identity of the plants 
dOBoribod by KosUj, considering that they might simply be a 
large type of 0. vulgatum. No full account of the 
distribution and anatomy of 0* reticulaturn has hitherto been 
published.
DISTRIBUTION OF OPHIOGLOSSUM REÏICIE.ATUM
(a) World distribution
M ï i a g l a m m  IâtlS2Ï#LW been recorded from North 
Argentina, Bolivia, Peru, Brazil, Dutch Guinea, Venezuela,
Colombia, Panama, Honduras, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Mexico 
(states of Jalisco, San Luis, Potosi, Vera Gruz), West Indies 
(Grenada, Hispaniola, Guadeloupe, Porto Rico, St* Thomas, 
Jamaica, Martinique, Isles of Guba), Galapagos Island 
(Villmmil Mt*), Madeira, Cape Verde islands, Liberia, 
Cameroons, Nyasealand, Natal, Re Union, Mauritius, India, 
Buman, Nepal, Ceylon, Philippines (Island ‘of Luzon, Province 
of Battan, Batangas, Benequet, Ilocos Norte), China, Korea, 
Japan, Formosa, Eastern Polynesia, Singapore.
The world distribution of this specieb shows that it is 
Gondwanic in distribution, and further emphasizes that this 
speciea is of great antiquity*
(^) tijM M M o iL iîL la â iâ
m M s m W r n m  U8@n recoï-asd from the
following localitiesg Assam: Thakureswari or Monkey hi11a; 
Gaulmti Grand Trunk Road, Goalpara Dist. (altitude about 200®, 
collected by J. Marten, Nov. 1903)| Khaai hills (collected 
by So Bos©, 1956) # Benges - Darjeeling (collected by 
U.L* Sen in 1958)# Malda (Vlcary, 1831); Agartalla (alt.
600 - SCO® colleoted by P.Mo Debbarman, April 1915)? Indian
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Botanio Garden, Shibpore (collected by Davis, August 1896);
JadavDore (A*Kv Ganguly, 1954)» Bihar: Parasnath Hill
(oolleotad by J, Anderson at 3000*, and also by the writer
in Sept* 1958 at altitudes 3000 - 4,430 *); Hazaribagh (near
railway station by the writer in Sept. 1953)#
(now,. MoiiaravShtra) s '^ Poona (T.B* Mahabale).
Uttar Pradesh: Museoori (collected by P#V/. Mackinnon,
Oct. 1683, and also by th© writer in 1954) # Dehra Doon
(collected by M*B# Raizada, 1958)* South India: North
Canara (collected by Jalbot, July 1883)# Mount Stuart,
Annamalai Hills (altitude, 2,200*, collected by Fischer in
'August 1905)I QuiIon; Travancbr© (collected by M.A* Lawson,
Noy# 1895)I ' Organ Mt* (XolliorsO; Courtallum; '^Bangalore
(on the Handai Hills, collected by 1,6* Mahabale); Nilgiri
Hills (330ddome)# Ka^ ifflir (collected by 1# Bingh, 1957).
(All plants, excepting those marked with recorded 
above have boon examined by the wi^ i ter. )
HATDIRIAL / ■ -
Miytorial for anatomical studies was collected by tho 
writer from the. Paraenath Hills (in October, 1958) and also 
from.Museoorie (in November'1954X» Material from Dehra Doon, 
collected and fixed by Dr. M.B. Reiizada in October 1958, v;as 
sent to the writer for his studies. Mo/bei‘ial from Jadavpore, 
Kashmir, and Ceylon me.availablo through the courtesy of the 
authorities of the City College, Calcutta, Mre T* Singh, and 
the authorities of the Botanic Gardon, Uoylon,. respeetivoly.
- The plants were colleeted, washed thoroughly and were 
immediately fixed in either of the two following fixatives for 
twelve hours. v;
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a* Alcohol ....... 1 part
CoBMnQrcial Formalin 1 part 
K' Àùetlo Aoiâ 1 part
bo 10Jd Fomaliu 3 parts
10^ A GO tie Aoid 1 part
70# Alcohol ....... 6 parts
. Tho material was then transferred into Acetic : Alcohol
(1:3) for twelve hours and was then finally preservod in
70# Alcohol.
HABITAT IN INDIAN LOCALITIES
In India this speoiee is found both on the hills as wo3,l 
as on the plains. The most luxuriant growth of this plant 
was recorded by the writer on the Parasnath Hills (altitude 
4430 feet). Tho moil there io a stiff .reddish loam with a, 
high porcontago'of ferrous magnesium silicate* . The maximum 
and the minimum rainfall occurs usually in tho months of July 
and December rospectivoly. From July to 8ep tomber tho 
climate is warm and wct with a varying temperature of 22 - 
25^C, while it is dry and comparatively cool from tho middle 
of October to the middle of Febï^ uary, when the temperature 
often falls below lO^G. On this hill the, plants were found 
in colonies in association with Solaginella (two apeciea). 
Adiantum,(one.species) and grasses (three species), under the 
shade of stunted trees and shrubs, where these small ferns 
haxxlly got more than an hour’s exposure of light in a day.
On the Museoori Hill, the writer collected those p3.ants 
at an altitude of 6000 feet during the month of October when 
there was heavy rainfall and the temperature was . comparatively 
warm* Here the plants, were found 'growing in association v/ith 
two species of grass,.and under the shade of email, bushes*
It was gathered frpBi the local people of both the above 
mentioned local! ties that this plant /begins torpoî^ennate froFi- 
early November .whoa extreme cold sets in*
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On the plains, aomo hundroda of miles away from hills 
this plant has boon found, though not growing voi^ y 
luxuriantly, on moist, shady» grassy slopes during the rains. 
Often they have been found on dry open places, and even on 
roadsides dui^ lng the same season*
In 33ombay Presidency the plant has been reported to bo 
growing under the thickets of Lantana camera, Caeaa3j>inia 
pulchenima, or near the trunks of Casuarina equioetlfolia.
SXTB1RMAI. CHAHàCTîSHS
»tv I rr%=frWnJ#k
The plants are herbaceous and perennial, varying from
4 to 40 cm in height according to the nature of the habitat*
The plants growing on the hills in a warm and wot climate 
are usually larger than those growing on plains in hot and 
comparatively dry weather* A high water content of the soil 
also seems to promote the growth of this plant#
The stout, erect root-stock is more or lose cylindrical 
and is glabrous throughout. It ia usually 'unbranched but in 
rare examples, branching occurs as a result of the development 
of axillary buds. The pale brovm root-stock shows spirally 
arranged leaf-sears near its base.
In tho majority of plants available for examination there
io a horizontal root present at the base of the plant. This
Is due to the fact that the vegetative propagation by 
adventitious root-borne buds is general, almost all the plants 
in a colony arising by this moans. The basal horizontal root 
is thus a root of the parent plant* The roots developed by 
the new plant are usually Inserted below tho loaf-scars and 
grow obllquoly dovmwarde. Those roots, which are devoid of 
root hairs, are mostly unbranched but a few of them show 
monopodial branching.
The erect fronds varying from 7 to 26 cm in length, the 
division into sterile and fertile regions occurring about
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half-way up the frond* The sterile part consista of a short 
stalk (2--6 mm in length) bearing the undivided blade* The 
latter is membranous, glabrous» broadly ovate, or more or Xese 
cordate; the apex Is rounded or obtuse# it measures 2-9 cm 
ami 1,5-5 cm in breadth* The venation of tho blacte is 
reticulate and there ie no distinct midrib* The veins form 
small polygonal areas varying from 0.4-12 mm in length and 
0*4-3 mm in breadth. Veins within the arooles and others 
near the blade margin branch diehotomously and end blindly.
Under natural conditions usually only one frond is 
produced each year and this develops during the rainy.season. 
On the Parasnath Hill» whore the dry season begins In late ' 
October, the leaf dies down in late November and the plant 
beoomes dormant* The new leaf begins to develop in early 
July*
Under cultivâtion, however, plants have boon induced to 
produce up to three leaves in a single year before they 
became dormant* Ton plants, collected from Parasnath Hill 
on the 10th September, 1958 were planted in earthenware pots 
containing soil and humus from the same localityo The pots 
which were watered one© in a week, were placed in a damp 
shady place, where smilight was available for about one hour 
per day* Tho temperature ranged from 22 - 25^0. Seven 
plants either died or became dormant without producing further 
fronds during the year of the experiment. 0?he remaining 
three behaved as follows:
.Plant 1 - A new frond developed early in November. This 
was followed by the production of a second frond late in the 
following January and of a third frond (with spike) early in 
April*
Plant 2 - Development followed the same cours© as in 
plant 1. The first new frond was produced late in October, 
the second (bearing a spike) in the middle of the following
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January and a. third early in April*
Plant 3 A now frond was produced in the middle of 
November and a second frond early in February. The plaiat 
then died*
It is clear therefore that the conditlone of the 
oxporiment tended to retard tho onset of dormancy and to 
atlmulate the coxitinued development of two or thï'oo yoimg 
leaf rudiments already preaent at tho apex.
During the experiment it may be noted that the intensity 
of habitat factors like toBq^ eratura, daily exposure of 
smilight (insolation)» ground moisture, and atmospheric 
hiMldity wae kept more or leas similar to that available to 
the plant on the hill during the months of July to September, 
when the plants show active growth* It seems likely that if 
there ha.d been no adverse environmental condition on the hill 
and Ql BO who re, the plants v;ould have produced a new leaf at 
intervals of 2-3 months, and there would have been no period 
of domanoy. In other words it can bo concluded from tho 
above experiment that tho Bioyiophyllous nature of tho plant is 
an acquired character du© to extremo speoialization.
The fertile apike is borne about haliC^way along the 
length of the frond* It has a ateriler etalk (peduncle) 
measuring 3-17 cm in length while the fertile region with Its 
two rows of lateral sporangia eieasuroe 1.5-4 cm in length*
All the fronds produced by the plant do not boar a fertile 
spike* These sterile fronds, however, boar abortive spikes. 
Such abortlvo apikoe are visible oven on the leaves of very 
young plants, when they resemble the withered remnants of 
fertile spikes* Bower (1901) dosigjiatecl those loaves which 
boar undeveloped rudiments as sterile sporophylls and regarded 
the imperfect spikes as vestigial.
OphioRlossura reticulatum L.
Leaf-traces
Young fronds
Apical
Root
’ \
Fig. 105
Fronds
Pig. 104 Fig. 106
Root-tra
Young fronds
Apical cell
Cauline strand- 
Parent root
Fig. 108
Fig. 107 Fig. 109
Fig. 104. An adult plant. Fig. 103# L.S, of a stem. Fig. 106. T.S. of a stem 
near the apex. Fig. 107. L.S. of the stem showing the apical cell. Fig. 108. 
Vascular skeleton of a stem. Fig. 109. An apical cell of a root (T.S.).
(104, X .3; 103, X 8; 106, x 20; 107, x 40; 108, x 7; 109, x I30.)
Ophioglossum reticulatum L.
#
&
Fig. 110. An apical cell of a stem ( T.S. )• ( x 2?0.)
THK.SÏEM
«îxîwLïïirssw.'if.é'x
(a) General, doseription of apical re/don
Tho apical region of the root-stock is ,occupied by a bud 
(fig.104 ). Longitudinal and transverse sections through the 
bud (figsl05 audio6) show that it consists of.3-6 spirally 
arranged rudimentary leaves of various ages. Each of these 
rudiments is surrounded by a atipular sheath fomed by tho 
base of the, preceding leaf. A median longi tuclinal eoction 
of the bud shows that the apex of the rcot-stook,lies in, a 
small cavity formed by tho ovox'^ arching of the sheaths of the 
two youngest loaves (figs*105 10?)' This.cavity opens to the 
ektorior by a- minute pore.
(b) The apical cell
The growth of the stem is due to tho activity of a single, 
trimoated pyramidal apical cell which in longitudinal section 
ia fouresided with a narrov/'apex and broader base (fig. 107 ), ; 
while in traxioversG seotion.it is thx'oo sided (fig. 110 )#
After cutting off throe lateral segments, either in a olockxrise 
or anticlockwise dirootion, the apical cell cuts off the 
foux’th segraent from its .Imsal side. The fifth;and the sixth 
divisions are in a vertical piano ixi.oach of the latox-al 
segments. Furthex’* divisions are in irregular sequence.
The apical region shows no;sign of formation of cauline 
provasculartissue coxmeoting either "x;ith the vascular ay a tom 
below the apical meristem or to that of the.lateral 
appendages (fig,lo5 )• Mitosis: in -the. cells of this region 
is not very frequent, indicating the very slow rate of gx'dwth 
of the stem.. ‘ ■/■■■' „ ;y :
(o) Short account of the gèneral ahatoHW of ^ root-stock
■Tho root^stock is differentiated into epidormis, cortex 
and stole. Tho;. epidermis' 'is single : layered, . thick WEÜ led /
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and oonsifita of living cqIIb* The cortex, la composed of 
parenchymatOLiB cells with intercollular opaoos# , Thoee cells 
are packed with starch- grains* An endodermis ie present only 
in the basal x^ ogion of the root-stock. Tho basal part of the 
root-stock shows an ontogenotio recapitulation of stolar 
evolution in being %)rotosteliG for tho few noclesÿ eotophloic 
solenostelio for the next node and diotyoatolie above this*
Each fiioristele is endareh* Sooondary growth ia lacking. .
i ■ '
(d) The vascular aystem
The general form of tho vascular system in the stem of a 
young plant arising from a root is shown in fig. 108* The 
preparation upon which the drawing is based was obtained by 
using Sporno’e rapid olaaring technique. The root-stock was 
immersad in alkaline Hydrogen peroxide for about 46 hours and 
then heated In pure lactic acid for about four hours. This 
methods aided by careful dissection dux^ ixig the heating procoss, 
gives a clear picture of the entire vascular system, which is 
seen attached to the root sti*and of tho parent plant* It 
remains unbranohed for a short distance and then bx^ eaka up 
into a reticulum duo to the overlapping of several leaf-g.aps* 
The loaf-gaps arc large, elongated and are ax’rangod near the 
basal region in compact spirala. The loaf traooa are clearly 
delimited fz'om the cauline strand in the basal part of. tho 
root-stock while in the upper region this delimitation between 
the cauline and the foliar strands is not possibla* In tho 
lowQX" region of the stem usually a single leaf-trace and a 
root-trace can be assigned to a single gap Xfhilo in the- upper 
X'ogion such assignmont cannot bo made. The loaf-traces 
remain unbranched till they emerge into the petiole. Some 
of the root-trace8, spécially those in the basal part, 
immediately after they ax^ o.delimited from the cauline strand, 
pass upwards and outweirds for a short distance and then bend 
down, while the others aro directed domnmrds from tho vary
Cphioglossum reticulatum L,
Cortex
Stele
/
Fig. 111. Serial transverse sections of a stem showing progression from 
a protostelic to a dictyostelic condition (L^ , % L-z, leaf-traces;
R ^ , R 2, etc., root-traces ). (x 20.)
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bGglniiingû
(o) DGserijo/bion of tranOTorso rjeriee
A 'brana¥orso sootion at the basal part of tho root-a to ok 
shows that in tho contre the phloem aurronnda the smooth core 
of the xfloffl to form a hapXoBtolic atraoture (Fig. Ill,a)# 
Another aoctlon a few mm above the baaal region^ ehoxfs in the 
centre of the xylem the appo^aranco of a parenchymatouB mass, 
which bocome8 more conspicuous further up to form tho 
siphonostelio structure (Figs* 111 ^b-c)* Thus in this 
epocies;? it is evident that the pith ia intraetelar in origin*
A similar section further up shows the vascular.cylinder 
perforated by a leaf-gap to form a aolonoBtolo (Fig^lll d)* 
Further up, due to overlapping of sevoral gaps^ the vascular 
tissue breaks up into several me ri stoles to roa^ ch tho 
diotyostellc condition (Figo HJ-f)*
Figure lll^o shows a projection ( )  from tho outer 
£îurfa.cG of the stele* This projoetion ie out off at a higher 
IgvoI from the stele^ passes upwards and outwards for a short 
distance and then bends back to form the root trace 
(figs* 111 ,(Wi)* Pigmies 111 ,o and f show that the otele
bfeake up into four strands, one of which passes upmrds and 
outwards to supply the first leaf (Lj)* Figure h shows the 
origin of another root tra.ce as an outer projection of a strand, 
This trace, immediately after separation, goes down through 
the cortex and ultimately supplies the second root (Rg)
(figs. Ill g,f, and o). In the eucceadlng sections it is 
found that after giving off the second root trace, the parent 
strand passes upwards and outwards, ultimately supplying the 
second leaf (L^) (figs* 111 ,h-j)*
Tho third root and leaf traces are found to develop in a 
similar way.‘ Often a caiflino strand is seen to bifurcate 
(e*g* X and Ï ia fige, h and i). Figs* lll,h«j show certain
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root tracoB Rg, a n d %) ? vihioh have orlglnatod at higher
levelgoing dotmward and outv;arci«
Tho loaA-^traee therefor o oi’iginatGo ao a Boctor of tho 
cauline atrand» In many caBos it ie fonnd that tho also of 
a leaf-trace, aa aoen in a tranoverse Boctlon, i b. similar to 
tha.t of a meristele. This aimilairlty in size and the method
of origin "by diohotomisation, is probably an Indication of 
tho morphological équivalence of the vascular axis in tho stem 
and tho frond* à similar type of loaf^traco formation was 
found in Botryqhium by Chrysler (1945), uho considered auoh 
a type of branching as dlohotomous (dichotomy 1)# As tho 
leaf-^trace ascends through the cortex, there appears a 
constriotion near the middle of the inner aide of its xylcm 
mass.■ This Gonstriction may be considered vestigial of the 
next dichotomy, and is- similar to that of Qphioglossum 
mMkmiM.9 and (SiahldSs 1957). T W  coïiatriotlon,
ho%'fOver, is temporary and soon tho loaf-traoo regains its fozmier 
shapep and becomes slightly curved* Immediately after 
entering the common-stalk, the curved leaf^traco divides into 
three by radial perpendloular divisions» Tho lateral strands 
occupy the adaxLal position of the common-stalk, nhilo the 
central one moves to tho abaxlal side (fig* 132). During 
this orientation of the strands, they rotate in such a ray 
that their protoscylom points torards the oantre. It ia 
signifioant that tho arrangement of these traces rocalls that 
of the oauline strands.
( f) The wlem
The xylem is made up of trachoicls and parenchyma, vessels 
being absent* The thickening of the walls of the protoxylem 
trachoids, as soon nea.r the growing rogi.on, is annular.
These traoheldal elements, as in tho Marattiaceao, gradually 
grade into annular-rétioulato eloments. Traohoids with only
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spiral thickening are not foundi but reticulate-spiral 
elements are common in the motaxylem* However, a far greater 
number of the traoheids show acalariform-re11oulate or 
roticulate thickening and have uniseriate or multiseriate, 
distinctly bordered, pits, which are more or less circular 
or elongated* Beau (1955) has also reported the presence 
of bordered pits:in the protoxylem elements of the - 
0phioglossaceae, but Hozu (1956) could not recognise them in 
Japanese material, which also included 0phioglosamn re^ tloulg^ h^m, 
The traohoids of the luetaxylersi are about 0*4 mm in length and 
about 0,05 mm in breadths By using stains like. Tmmio acid 
and iron alum with Safranin and Orange G, or, Haidonhains 
Iron-Hematoxylin and Safranin, it can bo demonstrated that 
tho tracheid walls are made up of three distinct layers, tho 
primary, tho secondary and the tertiary. It may bo noted 
that this three layered condition was also observed by 
Loughridgo (1932) in the tracheids of Ouhioglossim vulgatum 
and OBhloglommmm B^djawft. '£ho primary and also tho 
secondary wall take celluloao stain, while the third layer 
takes the lignin stain* The wall of the mature tracheid 
with its tertiary deposition measures about ?,5 u in thickness, 
while its secondary thickening alone measures about 2* 5 u. 
Sections through the pit-paire show the presence of pit closing 
membranes similar to those of Onhioglossum vulgatum as shown 
by Wright (1920). The parenchyma associated with the 
tracheida are elongated celle and have their long axes parallel 
to those of tho tracheiâo.
(s) Smjàioern
The phloem is composed of alove cells and parenchyma.
The sieve cells are arranged end to end with their end walls 
sharply inclined, The mature sieve, cello as observed in 
long!tudinal eoctione of the root-stock are enucleate, thick
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wallod and have bIgto areas on. all walls* Those oolle
eommonly vary in width, being either imiform throughout their 
whole length or narrower at one end » The wall consists of 
primary wall only, which stains as cellulose* The rails 
-are thicker than those of the adjoining parenohyxfia cells and 
hecome oonsldorahly thiokenod at maturity* Callus could not
ho detected using anilin blue, zinc chloride, and iodine*
A mature sieve cell has an avèrage length of 0*175 mm and 
breadth of 0*01 mm* Often the thickening of the. wall
measures a.bout 2 Ü* Tho parenchyma cells associated wi th
tho . phloem are also elongated, having their long axes paral3.el 
to thoso of the sieve cells, and often show primary pit fields,
The doyolopment of sieve colls
Tho development can bo best studied at a, distance back 
from the stem, root and spike apices* The very young sieve 
colls Ghm rarely bo distinguished from the other procambial 
co'lls* .bike the pi^ocambial cells they are m^oleate .and 
vaoulatod* 0radual3y they become very much elongated and 
narrow* The nucleus also becomes elongated but finally 
disappears. Sieve areas can bo seen in the dQV'o3i.oping sieve 
cells and theso areas become increasingly eonapiduous as tho 
sievo cells matm^o* Starch grains, which are so abundant 
in the parenchyma cells, could not bo detected in the sieve 
cells at any stage of development* . *Ho diskiinotlon could be 
mmde' between the protophloem and raetaphloem*
THE LEAF. '\ - —  ■ ’ ' / :
(a) %
Longitudinal and transverse sections of the root-stock 
reveal that three, four, five,;; or even si±. rudimentary leaves 
surround the apex* As a single loaf is usually produced by 
a plant in a year, it can be said that a loaf takes four, fivo,
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Fir. 1l4 Sporangiogenic cells
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îlg. 112. L.S* of a young frond. Fig. 113* L*S, of a young frond with a spike. 
Fig. 114. L.S. of a frond with an apical cell of the spike. Fig. 113. T.S. of 
of a spike. Fig. 1l6. L.S. of a part of a spike. Fig. 117* L.S. of a part of a
spike. Fig. 118. T.S, of a wall of a sporangium showing the region of dehis­
cence. Fig. 119* L.S. of a spike. Fig. 120. T.S, of a root showing the endoder-
mis (endo), phloem (ph), xylem (xy).
(112, X 62; 113, .114, 119, x 60; 113, x 103; 1l6, 117, x 48; 1l8, x 100;
120, X 73.)
Ophioglossum reticulatum L.
Fig. 120/A. L.S. of a y o u n g  spike s h o w i n g  the s p o r a n g i o g e n i c  cells
( X 280. )
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six, or evon eoveii years to matm^Gc A leaf davolopo by 
means of an apical cell having two outting faces (fig*112 )* 
The leaf priraordium is differentia tod from one of the daughter 
aegmentfô of the apical cell of the root-etock* It conelsts 
of a conical maea of meristematio tissue which increases in 
size during tho first two or three years of its dovelopmcmt 
hut does not show any differ.eatiation boyond the formation of 
the spike initial (fig*113 )  ^ Procambial strands then appear 
at the base of the ' rudiment and vascular tissue is ful3.y 
differentiated in the leaf itself about two years before tho 
leaf expandsQ
Tho cells of the merlstomatic tissue derived from the 
activity of the leaf primordium become active before the year
of unfolding. In the region above the point of attachment
of the spike, the merlsternatic tissue differentiates the 
marginal meriatems^ lAere more rails are formed by dividing 
cells anticlinally than porlolinally* As a result a flat 
tissue or lamina is formed. At the time of unfolding, each 
leaf breaks through the etipular sheath of the preceding leaf, 
ae in the other species of the genus.
(b) Anatomy of the common stalk
A cleared common stalk shows that the three traces at its 
base undergo repeated divisions as they pass upwards and form 
twelve traces at the level where the common stalk divides into 
the fertile and sterile lobes (fig.128 ). Of these twelve 
bu.nd3*eSÿ nine supply the sterile part, and the remaining three 
pass into the fex'tilo lobe. In the common-stalk there Is no 
sign of anastomosis among the traces. Serial transverse 
sections of the common-stalk confirm the above description. 
Figure 132 9 I'zhich represents a transverse section Of the stem- 
apex, surroxmded by a. nuBiber of common-Btalk bases, shows the 
division of the single Icaf-traco into three. Just below tho
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Fig. 121. Epidermis of the common stalk shovying a sunken stoma. Fig. 122. T.S. 
of a part of lamina. Fig. 123. Part of a lamina shov/ing reticulate venation. 
Fig. 124. Epidermis overlying the veins. Fig. 125, a-f. Stomata in the stages 
of development. Fig. 126. A mature stoma. Fig, 127. L.S. of a root-tip.
(121, X 42; 122, x 150; 123, x 9; 124, x 50; 125, 126, x 275; 127, x 115.)
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Fig. 128, A part of a frond showing dichotomous branching of the vascular 
strands. Fig. 129. A fertile spike, showing vascular supply to sporangia. 
Fig. 130. T.S. of a sporangium. Fig. I3I. T.S. of a peduncle.
(128, X 5; 129, X 9; 130, x 60; I3t,x 65.)
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Fig. 132. Transverse section of a stem apex shov/ing the common stalk 
bases. ( x 80.)
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external divlBion of the frond into the aterilo aïid fertile 
BCgments (figol33 j>a) there ie a ring of collateral strands 
Txga:c0B 153 b,o and dp out at aiioooaaiToly higher level a, 
show the departure of three of tho adaxial bundles to supply 
the fertile segment.
The xylem and tho phloem elements of the vascular strands 
¥o:cG examined in serial ixmgltudinal sectlonso The protoxylem 
consists of traoheids with helical thickening and measuring 
about 0.3 ram in length and 0.01 mm in breadth. The motaxylem 
tracheido usually have imiseriate pitting^ tho pits being 
romided to oval; they mcmsure 0*3 mm in length and 0#02 in 
breadth. The sieve oellsp which are very'similar to those of 
the stem are usually about 0.4 mm long and 0*01 mi broad*
The epidermal cells of tho common stalk are much elongated 
and have oxtx^Gmely oblique end walls « The sunken stomata are 
distributed over tho entire surface. They resemble the 
stomata of tho sterile blade in structuro (fig. 121) and also 
in developmont.
(c) Venation
The reticulate venation of the blade ia well shown in 
cleared specimens (figs.128 and 123 ). Free vein endings
are present in aomo of the vein islets and they are 
particularly frequent roimd the margin. In a few abnormal 
eases veins have been differentiated at two different levels. 
Fig. 134 illustrates one such example where vein a is at a 
lower level than vein b.
(d) General anatomy of the lamina in transverse section
A cross section shows that the outer walls of the epidermis 
are cutinisocl and that sunken stomata are present on both tho 
surfacoB# The meaophyll cells are not differentiated 
(fig.122 j. They are irregular in outline^ some of them 
being oval^ others circular^ angular and elongated. These
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colla contain oevoral dlBa-ahaped chloroplaatag which aro 
oharac-terlBOd by having dentate marglna. Large air ohambora 
are often found In the meoophyll between the traces. The
traces have protoxylem facing the adaxial aide and phloem 
tho o>baxial face. The xylem and %)hloem element a resemble 
tho BO of üOBîmon stalk.
(o) SnldGmla and stomata
The epidoxvial cells on both surfaces of the blade have 
wavy anticlinal tmlls. Stomata are present in equal numbers 
on the two surfaces and they occur both over the veins and 
ove:c the Intervening mesophyll. ■ The oval stoma ta, which are 
usually'' situated a little below the general level of the 
epidormiSp have no BiibaidiaxY cells (fig* 126)® The walls 
of the guard cells are unevenly thickened and there are ledgoa 
of outinisod wall material^ appearing as horns in a eection 
(fig. 123 pf) g ‘projecting over the external opening of tho 
stomatal pore.
The difforentiation of the stomata was followed in 
sections of storiloi blades of varying age® The stoma mother 
colls are readily distinguishable since they have denser 
protople^sts and larger nuclei than the neighbouring cells 
(fig* 125 ^ a). The Eiother cell then divides by an anticlinal 
imll to give the two guard cells (figs* 125 ?b and c).
The walls of these now become differentially thickened and 
outin!sodg the outer walls being the most strongly thickened 
(flgo 125 gd) * Following the dissolution of the intercellular 
material between them,) the two guard colie separate to form 
the stomatal poro (fig® 125)©)* During tho devolopmontal 
BtagGB the guard colle are at tho same level as tho general 
epidoxariis* As matwity is reached o,djustmonts in the 
surrounding tissues lead to the stoma being sunk below the 
general epidermal level* There does not appear to be any
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definite sequoïioe in the development of stomata on a young 
leaf and frequently various developmental atages can be 
oboGrved near to mature otomata.
HOOT
(a) Develonment
The growth of the root ia due to the activity of a
pyramidal apical oell having four cutting faces® In
longitudinal section^ tho apical cell, which lies at a 
die tance of o.bout 0.3 mm from the root tip» chows tlmt the 
segments derived from tho eiclo facing the root tip form the 
root cap by further divisions (fig. 127). The differentiation 
of tho Eieristematio tissue into protodox'm, ground merl stem, 
and procaaibium within 0*01 mm from the apical cell ima found 
in four roots. A median longitudinal section through the 
apical cell shows tho/t it cuts off segments more oi' less
>
r0gula3?ly like that of a Meptoeporaugiate fern. The first 
division^ as is seen in a transverse section (fig. 109) is 
always poricXlnal. The second division is anticlinal) while 
the third division is usually sntiolincal but in some oases
it was found to bo periolinal. The next divisions aro in any
piano. In the protodom the coll divisions are always 
anticlinal. In the ground merlstem the cells divide in all
directions. In the prooambiaX strand, oell elongation is
rather more conspicuous than coll division.
(b) Transverse section of the root
Thé outer wall of thoopldormis is suborisod. The outer 
cortex which is about 0.25 ram in thiolmess and ;5™T cells across 
consists of angular cells id.thout intercellular spaces.
Those colls contain endo tropic myoorrhi:3a. In many cells 
much branched non--soptate ooonoc^rtic hyphae are foundp while 
in others irregular clumps of vaiûous sises of the digested 
hyphae are seen. Few cello in tho outer cortex are uninfected.
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Tho in nor cortox which, is about 0*3 mm in thlahiieas is 
compQBed of cmxl cgIXb u-âth intercellular spaooBo
The oelle of the timer and the,outer cortex arc packed 
with starch grains* The grains of-tho inner cortex,are much 
larger than thoao. in the outer oao* The inner limit of tho 
cortex is a clearly defined endodomis of primary typo* The 
BuberiBGd band8 of tho oudodormal cello^ which aro not clearly 
visible by ordinary otains g are x^ eadily demonstrated by 
etaining; with AmnioniaeaL Basic Fuchoino
Tho solid xylem atraadg roughly oroocontic in sootion$ 
is monarch (fig* 120 )p or diarch and occupieo an average area 
of about Oèl?5 X 0*087 mm* . Phloom olomentsg arranged radially, 
extend over Its concave eidOo The protoxylem ia compoaed of 
traoheids with, anmilar--hellcB,l thiokoning* Tho Rietaxylom 
consists of traoheidB with uniaoriate or multlaouUito toraolGse 
bordered pita. These tracheida vary from 0*16 0^22 mm in
length and 0*01 - 0.04 im in bfoadtho . Their walls xdth 
tertiary thickening measure about 5 u whlla the eocondax^y 
thickoaing alone measures about 2*5 u. The sieve cellsg 
which are very similar to those of the stem, vary from 0*15 mm 
to 0*228 mm in length and 0*014 0.25 mm in bread th®
Tim spiim
(a) Development
The spilr.0 develops by the activity of an apical cell 
having four cutting faces* . This apical coll has its origin 
from a superfloial cell of a young leaf about one yoar old* , 
.Iflion .a■ young leaf attains a height of about 0*5 mn,-. a cell 
occupying-.a median position on ' the adaxial surfaoo bepomoa •. 
differontlated (fig. 114)* 'This cell, as It attains,a ' :
diameter of about 0*035 mm and accumulates a dense protoplast, 
begins to divide to .form: a:'conical body of aeristematio tissue*.- 
This conical body" with Its: pointed tip turns upuaixhs and grows
. : ' ; ; ' ■ ■ ■ 156- 
:ln the same direction cl8 the yoimg leaf (fig® 113)n but it 
does not overtop: the latter until the. blade has unfolded^
Thera Id pfactloally no differentiation of the polls in'a 
yoimg spike g but; when it’.has attained a height of about 0*06 mm 
and breadth, of 0» 3 mm g some .of the. epidexwial cell a beoorm 
consplGuoi.iB (figo 120/a) Ô These epidermal polls, arranged . 
vertically along the two lateral 'margins 'of the flattenocl 
, spike g .become larger j often attaining a diameter of about 6o u 
(figVlig )» Those larger oells with'their differentiated . 
protoplasts may bo called ®sporangiogenic cells^ as they lator 
divide oiid redividep ultimately giving sporogenous groups and 
tho colls of, the. outor spo?;angial walls* Those groups form 
a line down eo.oh, side of the ^ young aplko but do not form - ■
opntinuous strips and are in fact separated by tmdixforontiated 
blocks of epidermal cells* Bower.(1896) has described a 
sporangiogenic band consisting of a continuous ribbon of 
enlarged oellag vthe rribbon being two, to three cells broad*
Such a complote band does not odour in the plants of the 
looalitios examined by the writor^ Thus the groups of tho. 
sporangiogenic: cells are interrupted by lindifforontiateci bloqks 
of. epidermal cells, from the very bogjinnlngo In the next 
stage of development both the sporangiogenic cells and the 
undifferentiated cells undergo repeated division* The 
daughter cellB of the sporangiogenic oalls ocqupylng the 
peripheral poeition, contribute to the outer wall of the . 
sporangiTMg while those occupying the centre develop into 
sporogenouB cells (fig* 115)• The epidermal colls and the 
ground tlBBuo between, the groups of sporangiogenic colls-divido 
and redivido to soparate vortically one sporangium from the 
other (fig* 117)* At a stage when.the sporangia, are first, 
formed, thé cen tral'cells ..of' tho spike undergo di fferontlatlon 
to form uroqambial tissue* ■ V'-.- ■ w ■ ‘ '
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(h) General structure
ïhc vascuJ.ar system of a mature spike la shown in the 
cleared spooiiaou depicted ia figure i2| « As dosoriboci above, 
throG vascular strands enter the base of the poduaolo« Those 
divide at higher -levels and six strands o.re présent 
xmmodiatoly below the sporaaglal region* These strands 
ano.stomoso at intervals In tho central axis of the sporangial 
region and there Is a reduction in the number of strands from 
four -at tho base to a single one in the distal region* Small 
vascular strands extend hori^;ontally from the axial system 
into the sterile tissue botwoen the sporangia* Their tips 
are. sharply reourvod towards the sporangium below, and 
frequently branch into two or throe* Cleared material 
diasGctod under a binoculax* microscope shows that in each case 
one of those ultimate branches supplies the sporangial wall 
whilo tho other etrand or strands end blindly in the abaxlal 
tissueo
(c) Structuro of the stalk
'The anatomic€iI features of the stalk are shw n in fig** 131* 
There is a small-celled epidermis with slightly sunken stomata. 
The vascular strands aro embedded in the entirely paroachy- 
matoua ground tissue*
( A )
The large oval sporangia are laterally fused and each ia 
supplied with a vascular traooo The individual sporangia 
irieaeuro about 0*5 1 mm in diameter, and have a jacket 3-6
cells in thickaess* The outer layer of the jacket Is composed 
of radially elongated large cells* Towards tho aide of the 
sporangiump those radially elongated oolls become smaller and 
are the samo si%o as the epidermal cells of the sterile region 
(flgo130 )*
The very numerous spores ai"o more or le^ ss yollowish to
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light Irroxm in colour when seen in masses* The spores are 
generally oiroulaf in outline* The nmri on the exlne are of 
uniform height (about 1 u), and imvo a notched outline* They 
fomi a contlnuous retiouluiû of more or lose uniform meshes* 
Lumina of the reticulum are about 2 u in diameter* The- meshes 
are %)olygonal* The rays of the trile to mark reach about 2/5 
of the spore radius * They aro more or less wavy, and not
tapering* Tho contaot-area is slightly prominent* The 
mature spores vary from 58 - 45 u in diametor*
The tapeturn Is two cells in thickness and is developed 
from tho outermost layers of tho Bporogenoue tissue*
Burlingame (1907) has mentioned similar resiOats in his studies 
on this species. The tapetm breaks down after the final 
division of the sporogonous tissue (fig* 116),
(e) Dehiscence
It has been noted that tho outer layer of the jacket of 
the sporangium is composod of radially elongated cells* All
cells of this layer are, hov/ovor, not radially elongated, 
certain cells remaining small even at maturity (fig* 118)®
When the spores ia a sporangium are mature these small calls 
separate allowing the spores to disperse»
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D iB cu a s io n  and Suriiinaw
(a) ® Op|xiqglosBUGi reticulatara, a distinct mieclao from
0, yulgatum
Since the time of Beddome (1892) attention has often 
been draxm to tho morphological similarities between 
OnhiqglOBsnm reticulaturn and Ophioglossum vulgatim, 
d^Almedia (1922) considered that these two species are mez^ ely 
forms of the same species, being connected by a nurabor of 
transitional stages. Both the species have roticu3«ate veins, 
and often the cordate, rüémbranoua frond of 0. reticulatum 
approaohee very closely the fleshy ovate frond of 0, vulgatnm. 
Tho two species can, however, be separated on the basis of 
their spore characters. Tho spores of 0. reticulatum are 
reticulatoly ornamented, but although certain iforkers (Knox, 
1951, and Klshida, 1959) have described the exospores of
O.ivulgatum as reticulatoly ornamented, a real reticulum is 
absent in this species. Here the ornamentation consists of 
verrucae of very variable si%e and shape. These verrucae are. 
often laterally fused to form created ridgea. In polar view, 
on the surface, they produce a very irregular false reticulum, 
because of the coalescence of verrucae.
(b). Anatomy of the rhizome of 0. re11culaturn 
Campbell (1911) in his account of the Eusporangiatae.
concluded that the young rhxjsomo of both the Ophiogloasaceae 
and the Marattiaoeae has no oauline vascular tissue and that 
the stem Is made up entirely of the bases of leaves. A 
similar interpretation has been given by Pmhes#ari and Bingh 
(1934) for Or. fibroBumo Chrysler (1941) reported the presence 
of a GolenoBtele in 0*,©agelmanni# but stated that it is 
possible to interpret the vascular system of the xiaizome of
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Oj as a congei'los of loaf-traces. In. m t iouj^ atma,
however, both conditions are present. The basal part shows 
a definite eauline stele (Haplo- to Blctyoatele), while in 
the upper part it ia impossible- to distinguish the oauline 
from the foliar strands,
(o) Loaf-trace
A double leafatrace has been reported in certain species 
of QphioglQssuBi by Vasisht (1927), Maheshvaii axid Singh (1934), 
but, as in Ok uudicaulo, 0* kawamurae (Hishida, 1957), a single*  WTr.fT:r3!rii>w**^3^7j3F-K«v**nrsi«.i?<i'3rT«-*i*nCTi>as:3> ^  ,11 jk ^ #wu ^  f  f
leaf-trace is always found in both the young,and the adult 
plants of 0. reticulatum. Single ieafatrace formation is a 
ohar’aoteristic of the priEûtive forma*
(d) Hoot
Campbell (1911) reported that almost all the species of 
the section Eu«0phioglossum have monax’ch roots. ¥asisht 
(1927), however, found 'dl- to tetraroh roots in 0. fibroaum. 
MahesMa'ii and Singh (1934) found diarch roots in 0* yulgatum, 
and monarch to. ivriarch roots in 0. fibrosmi. In 
0*; reticulai turn,; though the monarch condition is predominant, 
a diarch condition is not micommon, but none of the roots 
investigated showed a triarch condition. The variation in 
the number of tho protoxylem groups may be correlated v/ith 
the size of the root,
(e ) E ê S lile ^ S E M li : : ■ .V
. The morphologloal nature of the.fertile spike has been 
the subject' of much discussion and var^ious. interpretations 
of this charaeteristic structure have been, put forward,
Roeper (1826). was px'*obàb3.y the first to suggest that tho 
frond in Bo.tr y chi urn ; rep re sen t a - a pair of leaves - on© fertile* ■ 
and one sterile^ with their petioles, fused together. Braun 
(1'83S) suggested that the spike represents,the only developod , 
loaf of a bud seated in the axil of a sterile fi’ond, Presl
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(1845) and Metteniua (3,856) however siiggosted that the fertile 
and sterile parts of the frond are segments of the same loaf.
In 1859) Hoepor relinquished his former viaw and stated that 
the.fertile spike in Botfyohlum represents two lateral basal 
pinnae of a frond, the remainder of which is sterllo* Hollo 
(3,875) extended this view to Gphio&loppum and draw a oomparison 
with the condition found in Anemia. Goebel (1884) suggested 
that the fertile spike ie the loxrest pinna of the sterile 
frond and that it arises hot laterally but in a median position*
Bower (1896) made a completely different proposition 
and suggested that the spike should be regarded ae the 
homologue of the sporangium of a lyoopod* Campbell (1890) 
also gave a very different view, and derived tho fertile 
spike of 0phiQglossum directly from the sporangium of 
AnthoceroB*
Chrysler (1911) studied the anatomical details of the 
frond of BotrychiuBi and found that the orescent shaped leaf- 
trace as it ascends the comBion-stalk divides Into two* From 
the lateral margins of those two strands, two other smaller 
strands aro cut off* Those smaller strands pass,up tho 
podimclo and each one supplies the lobes and sporangia of its 
side* Above the region of attachment of the fertile spike, 
two lateral strands are formed.In a similar way, and each of 
them supplies a single pinna* Chrysler concluded that these 
anatomies1 details lend support to Roeper’s view that the 
fertile spikq represents two fused pinnae*
- Bower (1911) also concluded that in accordance with the 
anatomical facts, the spike should; be held to bo ultimately 
of pinna nature, in most cases being the result of pinna-fusion, 
but this unit is bubjeot to repetition in _0* palmatum. This 
viev? was maintained in Vol. II of Tho Ferns (1926).
•T«eBewaihvi.vi2:eL3fiL»^23$»*.ia*»ea> ? - *
Xnoreasihg knowledge of early vascular plants, such as , 
the Psilophytales,, led to a 're-examination of the problem
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presented by the fronds of the OphloglosBaoeae® Zimmermann 
(1930) Interpreted them on the basis of his tolome theory as. 
being derived from the shoots of primltlvo land plants such 
as the. Psilophytales or tho Coenoptoridaleo* Bower (1935), 
after stating that the interpretation of tho spikes as being 
of pinna origin had never been fully convincing, adopted tho 
view that they 'are best ranked among parte of indeterminate 
origin, euoli as many of the earlier vascular fossils present** 
He thought that tho spike and sterile blade could be regarded 
as resulting from an antoro-postorior diehotOBiy.
Later work has supported the view that tho fronds 
represent a condensed dichotomouB branch system. Chrysler 
(1945), who studied the dichotoïacuo branchings of the loaf- 
trace of BotryehiuBp, stated that it is possible to interpret 
the frond in the light of the tolOBio theory. Hozu (1950) 
and Hishidci (1957) concluded that the comaion stalk is a stom- 
like organ and termed it a phyHomophore.
The. facte do scribed above relating to the anatoïay and
development of the frond of 0. reticulatim support, in certain
points, the view that it may have been derived from a much
aiodified and condensed dichotomous branch system. SaJ-iont 
features ares
1. The leaf-trace and veimtion cla:irly show .a series of 
dichotomous branchings. By the first dichotomy the leaf- 
trace separated out from the cauline strand* The next 
dichotomy is mdimentary, while by the third dichotomy, the 
leaf-trace produces throe strands, which by simi3.ax* divisions 
form about twelve bundles. These bundles are arranged in 
such a way that the common-stalk suggests a stem structure. 
This soon undex'goee an antero-poatexdor divisiono The 
bundlos of tho fertile half undergo repeated divisions and 
fusions as they ascend.
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2o Developmental studio8 suggest that the spike and tho 
otorile blade a'ro foraied by an antero-postarlor dichotomy. .
3® The sporangia ariso at the tips of ultimato 
bmnchinge. ■  ^ .
4o The 'potiolo' or common stalk shows a stora-like 
anatomy. , ^
On tho other hand, tho frond cex'tainly approaches the 
stxnioture of a modern forn frond in.other respects. The
fronds, at least in the basal part of the rhizome, are 
spirally arranged and are associated with gaps in the vascular 
cylinder. The anatomy of the sterile blade is entirely 
loaf-like. A further leaf-liko feature is the devo3.opmeht 
of axillary buds and branches.
Oenco, considorihg all these facts, it;seems reasonable 
to conclude that the frond of 0phioglesoum is an organ 
intermediate between a time loaf and a branch.
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